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Summary 

Rented housing accounts for some 30 per cent of Britain’s housing stock. However, the 
policy of successive Governments has favoured the interests of owner-occupiers at the 
expense of those of tenants. The Government has a responsibility to ensure that tenants as 
well as owner-occupiers have “the opportunity of a decent home, at a price they can afford, 
within a sustainable community.” Above all, more supply of rented housing is needed, just 
as more supply is needed of homes for owner-occupiers. All the actors—central 
government, local government, housing associations, and the private sector—need to 
redouble their efforts to increase supply. 

Compared to ownership, renting is often seen as second best. This perception is unhelpful: 
significant numbers of people rely on the rented sector, and their needs and aspirations are 
every bit as important as those of homeowners. There are a number of ways in which the 
experience of tenants can be improved. In the social rented sector, the creation of mixed 
communities, where social rented housing sits alongside private rented and owner-
occupied homes, should pervade all spatial and housing policy to reduce social 
polarisation. In the private rented sector, particularly at the lower end, a minority of 
landlords are not fulfilling their obligations to their tenants to provide a decent home, and 
the Government needs to tackle these issues of quality by strengthening the regulatory 
approach to the private rented sector. Reforms to housing benefit are needed: late payment 
must be addressed; the single room rate made more flexible; and the operation of the 
benefit system as a whole better coordinated and made more able to take account of 
changes to individual circumstances and changes in the local housing market. In particular, 
to tackle worklessness, there is an urgent need to provide clearer guidance to benefit 
recipients about the effect on housing benefit payments of increasing their income from 
work. More family homes are needed in the social rented sector to address overcrowding. 
Further steps should be taken to increase the involvement of both private and social 
tenants in the management of their homes. 

An increase in the supply of social rented homes of some 50,000 a year will be necessary to 
reduce significantly the backlog in demand. Despite recent increases in spending, current 
rates of building are below this level; all providers of social rented homes need sufficient 
encouragement, resources and flexibility to increase supply. The Government must be 
prepared, if necessary, to raise investment in new supply still further.  

Section 106 agreements have made a significant contribution to the increased supply of 
social rented homes, but they have resulted in too great a proportion of new social housing 
built as flats, rather than accommodation suitable for families: action is needed to ensure 
that new affordable housing is directed at the areas of greatest need. The level of grant 
support provided for social homes built on s.106 sites must be sufficient to ensure that 
development on sites critical to addressing local housing needs remains viable. Further 
analysis and guidance to local authorities are needed on the use of “commuted payments” 
in lieu of affordable housing on new developments. More emphasis should be placed on 
deliverability when making grants for affordable housing.  
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The right to buy has enabled many families to get on the housing ladder who would not 
otherwise have been able to do so. But the inability of councils easily to reinvest the receipts 
into the construction and acquisition of new social homes has been a major factor in the 
decline in the numbers of social rented stock. Reforms are needed to enable councils to 
tackle this problem. Meanwhile, the Government needs to review the effect of right-to-buy 
sales on neighbourhoods and adopt an approach similar to that which we saw operating in 
the Netherlands, where social housing sales are made to an agreed strategy, with 
restrictions on sales where they are necessary to tackle specific problems. 

As well as measures to increase new supply, measures are needed to ensure the more 
efficient use of the existing social rented stock. Encouragement, backed up by appropriate 
support, should be given to social tenants who wish to downsize. The Government should 
make progress with national mobility schemes to enable social tenants to move around the 
country, and greater use should be made of choice-based letting schemes. A successor to 
the Decent Homes programme should be developed to ensure the ongoing maintenance of 
the social rented stock to a standard which maximises supply. We endorse the conclusions 
of the Hills and Cave reviews of social housing regarding the need for better asset 
management in the social rented sector. 

More fundamentally, and over the medium to long term, the Government and the wider 
social rented sector must reach a conclusion on the role of social renting. Is it to provide 
accommodation only for those who need it the most, or should the sector offer security of 
tenure and a chance to get on with improving livelihoods to a wider range of people? We 
consider that social housing has a vital role to play in the creation of mixed and sustainable 
communities, but current Government policies and spending plans are insufficient to allow 
it to do so. Only sustained and substantial commitments in policy and financial terms will 
enable the sector to fulfil the aims originally envisaged for it.  

In the private sector, there is a need for more variety in the length of tenancies available, to 
enable households in the private as well as the social sector to have stable homes provided 
through secure tenures. The Government should build on the work already done by the 
Law Commission on this subject.  

The investment made through buy-to-let has helped to increase supply, but is increasing 
the pressure on housing markets, especially for first-time buyers, and is not always 
furthering the aim of the creation of mixed communities. Further research is needed on the 
local effects of this investment, as is more work on how the resources of public sector 
bodies can be used to direct private sector investment into appropriate areas. Action is 
needed to tackle “buy-to-leave”, where properties are left vacant for long periods. Further 
research is also needed on trends and patterns in the housing needs of students and 
migrants. 

Regulation of the private rented sector must become more effective. In particular, the 
licensing regime for houses in multiple occupation needs to be strengthened. More 
generally, a good basis exists to introduce a system of accreditation of landlords and letting 
agents devised by trade bodies and enforced by the involvement of local authorities, with 
the ultimate oversight of Oftenant. The Government’s review of the private rented sector 
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should consider the establishment of a regulatory system based on such self-regulation and 
encouraged with financial incentives for investment in maintenance and energy efficiency. 
In the social rented sector, regulation should minimise administrative burdens and free up 
resources for the vital task of maximising supply. Reforms to the regulatory and taxation 
systems should incentivise the supply of new housing and better management of existing 
housing in both the private and the social sector. 

There should be no impediment to local authorities, exercising their place-shaping role, 
which wish to build on land that they own. The Government should take further steps to 
support and enable local authorities to add to the supply of social rented homes. In 
particular, the national Housing Revenue Account system should be reformed, both to 
remove perverse incentives and to enable councils to use the system to fund the 
construction and acquisition of more social housing. Housing associations should use their 
surpluses to increase the supply of social housing. They should also be enabled and 
encouraged to diversify into other private and social enterprises, backed up by appropriate 
Government support to retain the confidence of lenders. 

Social housing providers should not be distracted from their core tasks of making better 
use of the existing stock and constructing new homes. Nevertheless they should take 
whatever steps they can to address or avoid the negative consequences of polarising 
worklessness and deprivation within their housing. In particular, their allocation schemes 
should be designed to enable the movement of tenants who are making a genuine attempt 
to become more engaged in employment. We would not support any change which made 
security of tenure conditional on seeking work. 

In implementing reforms to the housing benefit system, the Government should ensure 
the continued viability of temporary-to-settled schemes and the opportunity which they 
offer to use public funds, in the form of housing benefit, to improve the supply of social 
rented homes.  

This Report comes at a crucial time. The creation of the new regulator of social housing, 
Oftenant, and the Homes and Communities Agency is a significant milestone in the 
Government’s housing policy. Many of our recommendations will fall to these two 
agencies to implement. But central government, local government, housing associations 
and the private sector all have a vital role to play too. All should respond positively to this 
Report; and increase the quantity and improve the quality of the supply of rented housing.  
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1 Introduction 

Context 

1. Rented housing is a vitally important part of Britain’s housing stock, accounting for 30 
per cent of all homes.1 Yet recent Government policy has favoured the interests of owner 
occupiers at the expense of those of tenants. Since the introduction of Right to Buy in 1980, 
successive Governments have made it their aim to enable as many as possible to own their 
own home. This is an aim with which we have no quarrel. But there will always be a 
proportion of people for whom home ownership is not, or is not yet, achievable or 
appropriate; or who simply do not want to own their own home. These people will 
continue to rely on the rented sector. Government has a responsibility to ensure that they, 
too, have “the opportunity of a decent home, at a price they can afford, within a sustainable 
community.”2 

2. The rental sector is divided between social rented (housing association and local 
authority) and private rented. Figure 1 below shows trends in the level of total rented 
housing stock since 1976. Both trends in numbers and the reasons behind those trends 
differ between the social and private rented sectors, but as the chart shows, total numbers 
have declined over that period.  

Figure 1—Rented homes in England. 1976–2006 (000s) 

 
 

Source: CLG (Live Table 104) 

3. The Housing Minister consistently referred during the period of our inquiry to the need 
to build more homes of all kinds. During our evidence session on the Housing Green 
Paper, for example, she told us “we need more new homes for social rent, we need more 
new homes for low-cost home ownership/shared ownership, and then we need more 
market homes.”3 We agree. As we noted in our earlier Report Affordability and the Supply 

 
1 CLG Live Table 104 (2006 provisional results) 

2 Ev 171 (CLG). Note: “Ev” references refer to page numbers in the first volume of written evidence, published on 22 
November 2006 as HC47-II of Session 2006–07, unless indicated otherwise. 

3 Oral evidence taken before the Communities and Local Government Committee on the Housing Green Paper, 9 
October 2007, HC (2006–07) 1038-i, Q 16. 
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of Housing, housing markets are highly complex with significant variations locally and 
regionally that render uniform national solutions inappropriate.4 Nevertheless, just as in 
the inquiry which led to that Report, we have throughout our inquiry continually 
returned to the same fixed point: the supply of homes is insufficient. If the 
recommendations we make here have a common theme, it is that all the actors—central 
government, local government, housing associations, and the private sector—need to 
redouble their efforts to increase supply. 

The social rented sector 

4. The role of social rented housing has been, and remains, to provide good quality housing 
at below market rents for those otherwise unable to afford decent housing. In July 2006, 
shortly after the commencement of our own inquiry, the then Secretary of State for 
Communities and Local Government asked Professor John Hills of the Centre for Analysis 
of Social Exclusion at the London School of Economics to carry out an independent 
assessment of social housing. In his report, Ends and means: the future roles of social 
housing in England,5 and during evidence to us, Professor Hills clearly set out why a secure 
and decent home is important to support people to get on with their lives and in building 
up their livelihoods.6 But the decline in size of the social rented sector, and the 
diversification of ownership and management from wholly council-owned and managed 
stock to the development of housing associations, arms-length management organisations 
(ALMOs) and housing co-operatives, has resulted in fundamental changes to the way in 
which social housing fulfils that role. 

5. The most significant change has been the decline in the stock of social rented homes 
owned by local authorities. The programme of sales through Right to Buy has been the 
main reason for this decline,7 which has resulted in over 1.8 million homes being 
transferred to the private sector.8 In 1981, 32 per cent of households in England lived in a 
total of 5.5 million social rented homes. That figure has fallen to 3.8 million social rented 
homes today, 19 per cent of all households.9 

6. The housing stock which has remained in the social rented sector has not necessarily 
remained under the control or within the ownership of local authorities, once the 
dominant provider of social housing. Ownership of over 842,000 homes has been 
transferred from local authorities to housing associations through large scale voluntary 
transfers (LSVTs) since 1997,10 and housing associations now account for nearly half of all 
social housing.11 Of the social housing stock which has remained in council ownership, 

 
4 ODPM: Housing, Planning, Local Government and the Regions Committee, Third Report of Session 2005–06, 

Affordability and the supply of housing, HC 703-I, paras 20–21. 

5 John Hills (2007), Ends and means: the future roles of social housing in England, Centre for Analysis of Social 
Exclusion (CASE). 

6 Q 390 

7 Ev 74 (GLA), Ev 95 (CRC), Ev 118 (Shelter), Ev 174 (CLG). 

8 CLG Live Table 648 

9 Ev 174 (CLG) 

10 HC Deb, 18 Dec 2007, col 1306W. 

11 Ev 109 (NHF) 
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nearly a third (828,000 homes) is now managed by arms-length management organisations 
(ALMOs).12  

7. Changes in the ownership and management of social housing have been accompanied 
by a declining rate of house building in the social rented sector. Local authorities built 
173,000 houses in 1970: they built just 487 in 2001, with housing associations adding only a 
further 22,000 to that total.13 The recent increase in the number of new social rented homes 
built compared to 2003 hides an increase in the number and proportion of new social 
rented housing being built as flats. Figures from CLG indicate that almost 70 per cent of all 
new homes built by or for housing associations (which are the predominant builders of 
affordable homes) are flats, and nearly all of these only have one or two bedrooms.14 A 
major reason for this change is the market demand for flatted developments in city 
centres:15 between 2000 and 2006 new build flats increased from 20 per cent of all 
completions to 47 per cent.16 With new social housing increasingly being provided by 
developers through planning obligations, social housing has followed the market. But the 
greatest unmet need for social housing is at the other end of the range, family houses.  

8. Providers of social housing now see increasing demand for their resources, particularly 
family homes within London. The consequences are not confined to individuals, or 
families, being unable to find a decent permanent home within a reasonable timescale. 
Scarcity results in a lack of mobility within the stock, which in turn leads to overcrowding 
and inhibits opportunities for employment. The scarcity of social housing, together with 
policies designed to ensure that it is allocated to those in greatest need, also concentrates 
problems of deprivation in neighbourhoods with a high density of social rented housing.17  

9. Existing social rented housing also needs to be improved. Despite Decent Homes, an 
extensive and largely successful programme of repairs and upgrading begun in 2001, 
challenges remain in reducing levels of energy use, carbon emissions and fuel poverty in 
the social rented stock. The more diverse nature of social rented housing providers 
described above has opened further opportunities for improvements to the management of 
social rented homes, including greater tenant participation, and to the provision of 
employment-related support to tenants. Meanwhile the introduction in the Housing and 
Regeneration Bill of a new regulator of social housing, Oftenant, and a new agency to direct 
the supply of housing, the Homes and Communities Agency, will provide the Government 
with a new set of tools to tackle the issues it faces in the social rented sector. 

The private rented sector 

10. Important though it is to maintain and increase the supply of private rented housing, 
the main issue in the private sector has been less about numbers, than about quality. As the 
graph on page 7 shows, there has been slow but steady growth in the quantity of private 

 
12 Ev 176 (CLG) 

13 Ev 3 (LGIU) 

14 CLG Live table 254 

15 Q 78 

16 HC Deb, 25 July 2007, col 1152W. 

17 Ends and means, p. 110. 
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rented stock in the last 20 years, though recent growth has been stronger as a result of the 
surge in buy-to-let purchases. Following the introduction of Assured Shorthold Tenancies 
(AST) in 1989, the percentage of households in private rented accommodation rose from 
9½ per cent to 12 per cent by 2006 (1.9 million households to 2.6 million)18 and is forecast 
to grow further over the next decade.19 But substantial numbers of people in the private 
rented sector remain in poorly managed and poorly maintained homes. 

11. The private rented sector can be a sector of choice for many, particularly people who 
are fairly mobile and do not want to be bothered with the burden of property ownership 
and maintenance (e.g. students, young people at the start of their careers, those who have 
recently experienced relationship breakdown, and some elderly people). But some 47 per 
cent of households who rent privately (roughly 1.2 million) can neither access social 
housing nor afford to buy in their area, leaving them with little choice other than to rent 
from a private landlord.20 Many households rely on private sector rented housing 
subsidised by housing benefit; and, with the shortage in the availability of social rented 
housing, councils have had little alternative but to add to their number by using the private 
rented sector to accommodate homeless families. 

12. The quality of some accommodation in the private rented sector, particularly that 
occupied by the low-income and vulnerable families referred to above, emerged during our 
inquiry as a serious concern. Although many private rented properties are in good 
condition and well managed, the sector has the highest proportion of properties failing to 
meet the decent homes standard21 and there are major concerns about poor management 
and safety, particularly in Houses in Multiple Occupation (HMOs). These problems affect 
not just tenants, but the neighbourhoods in which the properties concerned are 
concentrated.  

13. The Housing Act 2004 introduced a range of measures to raise standards and address 
some of the problems caused by poor landlords, including an improved health and safety 
system, mandatory licensing for larger HMOs and tenancy deposit schemes. The fact that 
concerns about quality and management persist suggests that those measures have not 
been successful. Demands continue to be made for a strengthening of the regulatory 
approach to the private rented sector.22 

Conduct of the inquiry 

14. This is the background against which we have conducted our inquiry. We published 
our terms of reference and invited written evidence in June 2006 (see Annex A). We 
received 68 submissions from a total of 62 organisations and, between December 2006 and 
May 2007, held seven oral evidence sessions. We also undertook several visits—within 
London, to Manchester, and to the Netherlands—to talk to residents, housing practitioners 
and local decision-makers directly. We would like to thank our specialist advisers, 

 
18 CLG Live Table 104  

19 Ev 84 (Paragon) 

20 Ev 115–6 (RICS); Ev 91 (British Land Company); Ev 12 (Northern Housing Corp). 

21 CLG, English House Condition Survey 2005. 

22 Housing and Regeneration Bill Committee, 13 December 2007, Q 153 and Q 175 . 
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Professor Christine Whitehead, Professor Steve Hilditch and Professor Steve Wilcox, for 
their guidance and assistance, and all those who contributed to our inquiry either formally 
or informally. We would like to pay special thanks to the residents of temporary housing in 
Westminster who invited us into their homes to discuss their personal experiences during 
our visit there.23 

15. There has been a enormous level of debate on housing-related issues during this 
inquiry. Professor Hills’s report, referred to above, and the evidence he gave to the 
Committee has been informative. At the end of 2006, Professor Cave was asked to conduct 
a review of the regulation of social housing, which progressed to the Housing and 
Regeneration Bill which is now before Parliament.24 The Government also published a 
Housing Green Paper and a White Paper on further reforms to the planning system. A 
review of the housebuilding industry by John Callcutt, the former Chief Executive of 
English Partnerships, was published in November 2007, and most recently a review of the 
private rented sector by the Centre for Housing Policy at York University has been 
announced.25 In addition, the National Housing and Planning Advice Unit has been 
established and published research on housing demand and the effect of buy-to-let. 

 
23 See Annex. 

24 Professor Martin Cave, Every Tenant Matters: A review of social housing regulation, CLG, 2007. 

25 “Private rented sector to be focus of independent review”, CLG press notice, 23 January 2008. 
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2 The experiences of tenants 
16. Discussion of housing policy cannot focus exclusively on “bricks and mortar”. In 
looking at the supply of rented housing, we first consider the experience of the people who 
live in rented housing: the tenants. 

Perceptions of rented housing 

17. Compared to ownership, renting is often seen as second best. Successive Governments’ 
promotion of home ownership has inevitably reinforced this notion, and the current 
Government’s focus on improving the affordability of market housing risks having the 
same effect. Home ownership may be a very good way to acquire an appreciating asset. If 
other forms of saving and investment provided similar rates of return, renting would 
become more attractive. But perceptions of renting are not simply about the financial 
advantages or disadvantages. Ownership is seen to confer a degree of control over the 
management and disposal of one’s home which a tenant cedes to his or her landlord. If “an 
Englishman’s home is his castle”, that castle, it seems, should not belong to someone else.  

18. In many other countries, renting does not have such negative connotations; and indeed 
many in England do not consider renting to be only for those who cannot manage to own 
their own home. We heard from Michael Gelling, Chair of the Tenants’ and Residents’ 
Organisations of England, who said: 

I am quite proud of being a tenant and many people choose to be tenants. Not 
everybody is on benefits and it is not everybody’s housing of last resort, and there is 
that kind of stigma that comes to the rented sector and we have to get rid of that.26 

19. One key objective of any further reform of the private and social rented sectors has 
to be to challenge the unhelpful perception that renting is always second best. Whether 
from necessity or choice, significant numbers of people are and will continue to rely on 
the rented sector. Their needs and aspirations are every bit as important as those of 
homeowners.  

Mixed communities 

20. The concept of the creation of mixed communities was a significant feature of this 
inquiry. Many witnesses either supported the aim, or were already actively working 
towards it.27 The term is most commonly associated with mixing types of tenure within 
neighbourhoods, streets and even blocks of flats. Within existing neighbourhoods, 
deliberate mixing of tenure is mostly aimed at introducing more owner-occupied 
households, with the ultimate goal of improving the experience of tenants and reducing 
social polarisation through ensuring a wider range of incomes within an area. In new 
developments, the aim is more likely to be the integration of social rented and shared 
ownership homes within new homes for sale on the open market. 

 
26 Q 123 

27 Ev 10 (Northern Housing Consortium); Ev 139 (Places for People); Ev (HC 457) 152 (CPRE); Ev (HC 457) 148 (English 
Partnerships); Ev (HC 457) 113-114 (JRF). 
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21. Adam Sampson, Chief Executive of Shelter, told us “it is hard to disagree with the 
principle of mixed communities.”28 This comment reflects both support for the aim and 
the difficulty in pinning down what it actually means. Mixed communities should not 
mean some rationed and standardised mixture of people. Mixed communities should not 
be defined by what they are, but by what they are not. The aim is to avoid the mistakes of 
the past which concentrated deprivation and discouraged social integration. 

22. Research has shown that a number of factors influence the degree to which a 
community is mixed: the variation of tenure, local authority allocations, market pressures, 
migration and the type of property.29 No single factor in housing policy or practice holds 
the key to the development of mixed communities. The Government believes that local 
authorities have a crucial role, through their planning and housing policy functions, and 
makes particular reference to the role of the ALMO pilots in developing the concept.30 But 
all social housing providers have a role in shaping the mix within communities, and so do 
private landlords. 

23. Currently, the main mechanisms for creating mixed communities are planning 
obligations, the right to buy, and infilling within existing estates.31 The use of s.106planning 
obligations has achieved some success in mixing communities.32  Lord Best told us that 
planning obligations have allowed housing associations access to land that “they could not 
get their hands on” and has put social housing into better areas.33 However, many of the 
homes now being agreed through planning obligations are more likely to be for low cost 
home ownership than social rent. Efforts need to be made to convince developers and 
existing residents that creating mixed communities is desirable and that not all occupants 
of social housing are “problem tenants”.34 The Government has made it clear that the 
introduction of the Community Infrastructure Levy, which is designed to replace section 
106 agreements in raising funding for infrastructure needs associated with new 
developments, will not remove the requirement to ensure that a mixture of tenancies is 
created in accordance with local housing market assessments.35  

24. We found a widespread degree of consensus among our witnesses that more effort 
must be put into creating mixed communities where the most vulnerable households 
and those on the lowest incomes are not concentrated into ghettos of deprivation, but 
live side by side with more affluent households. The need for more mixed communities 
has significant implications for the future delivery of the supply of rented housing. The 
creation of mixed communities to reduce social polarisation should pervade all spatial 

 
28 Q 8  

29 Ev (HC 457) 113 (JRF) 

30 Ev 175–176 (CLG) 

31 ‘Infill’ developments are housing projects that use land within existing housing estates that is underused such as 
blocks of garages, open spaces which people no longer use, or spaces left for future development. 

32 s.106 agreements (also known as planning obligations) are legal agreements between the local planning authority 
and another with interest in the land (typically the developer) that restrict the use or development of land, or 
require the use of land, or require financial contributions to be paid. The term “s.106” refers to the section of the 
1990 Town and Country Planning Act (as amended) forming the legal basis for the agreements. 

33 Q 35 

34 Ev 63 (Sunderland Housing Group); Ev (HC 457) 112 (JRF). 

35 Ev 182 (CLG) 
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and housing policy; local authorities must be allowed the necessary freedoms to pursue 
this aim. We look for confirmation by the Government, and action on the part of local 
authorities to demonstrate, that mixed communities are being pursued as a long-term 
objective, and are not merely a desirable by-product of other means of dealing with the 
housing shortage such as infilling and the use of s106 planning obligations. 

Quality in the private rented sector 

25. One reason why renting has such negative connotations is the poor quality of too much 
of the private rented sector. Most tenants of private landlords are satisfied with their 
landlord;36 81 per cent are on good terms with their landlord and 68 per cent are satisfied 
with how repairs are carried out.37 These figures nevertheless show a substantial minority 
who are not satisfied with the service they are receiving, particularly where repairs are 
concerned. When tenants are dissatisfied with repairs, the most frequent reason is that the 
landlord does not bother about maintenance.38 At the lower end of the market, some 
landlords deliver poor services in order to maximise the return on their investment.39  

26. Complaining about poor standards of maintenance may be counterproductive. 
Sometimes tenants who persist in complaints can find themselves thrown out on the street. 
The Crosby, Formby & District Citizens Advice Bureau highlighted to us the underhanded 
practice by some private landlords of “retaliatory eviction”: 

…there is no defence for the tenant against the repossession of the property. 
Landlords are not required to give reasons, so they may legally use this procedure as 
a retaliation tactic if a tenant tries to get repairs or safety issues addressed.40  

27. The poor conditions of the private rented sector characterised by the Rackman era of 
the late 1960s have become more evident with the growth in the number of migrants, 
particularly from eastern Europe. The Cheshire Housing Alliance, noting that the 
settlement patterns of the Polish community is linked to work opportunities, told us that: 

…this group is more prone to exploitation resulting in overcrowded living 
conditions. Overcrowding and sub-standard accommodation are still manifest and 
until there is more stringent regulation of privately rented housing there must be 
concerns about the quality and safety of the accommodation available.41 

We have seen similar concerns raised during our more recent inquiry into community 
cohesion and migration. 

28. Representatives from the private rented sector were keen to highlight the recent 
improvement in quality as measured by the Government’s decent homes standard.42 

 
36 Ev 80 (NLA) 

37 CLG, Housing in England 2005-06, page 173. 

38 CLG (2007), Survey of English Housing, table S802. 

39 Ev 56 (TRG) 

40 Ev 196 (CAB) 

41 Ev 35 (CHA) 

42 Ev 80 (NLA); Ev 134 (CML) . 
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During our inquiry, the Association of Residential Letting Agencies (ARLA), for example, 
published a report on buy-to-let. We took oral evidence from representatives of ARLA, 
including the author of the report, Michael Ball, Professor of Urban and Property 
Economics at the University of Reading. Professor Ball, whilst recognising that there were 
sub-sections within the private rented sector which were of poorer quality, argued that 
“since the growth of buy-to-let the quality has increased very substantially”.43 The number 
of homes in the private rented sector meeting the decent homes standard increased from 
just 750,000 in 1996 to 1.6 million in 2006.  

Figure 2—Number of decent and non-decent private and social rented homes 1996–2006. 

 
Source: CLG (2008) English House Condition Survey 2006. Table A1 

29. As the graph above demonstrates, however, the growth in numbers of decent private 
rented homes does not tell the full story. Any improvement in overall quality is welcome, 
but a significant contribution to that improvement has been made by brand new homes. 
The recent growth in the buy-to-let sector has included significant investment in newly 
built and refurbished stock.44 This has therefore increased the number and proportion of 
stock that meets the decent homes standard. While the number of decent homes is 
increasing, there has not been a significant drop in the number of homes not meeting the 
decent homes standard, and between 2003 and 2005 (when the sector grew by over 200,000 
homes) the number of non-decent homes remained static. The improvement in physical 
quality is thus by no means universal, and many pre-existing private rented homes remain 
cramped, poorly heated, draughty or otherwise in a poor state of repair. Nor does an 
overall improvement in physical quality assure a corresponding improvement in the 
quality of management, which remains poor in too many cases. 

30. Industry bodies are beginning to recognise that a new approach is needed to encourage 
better standards of management.45 Recent increases in the numbers of repossessions46 and 

 
43 Q 305 

44 Ev 172 (CLG); Q 303. 

45 Ev 125 (RLA) 

46 Council of Mortgage Lenders Press Notice, 8 February 2008. 
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the chronic shortage of social rented homes suggest that many more people and their 
families will end up in the private rented sector. It is critical that improvements to the 
effectiveness of regulation, including minimum standards of management for landlords 
and letting agents47 set by the industry itself, are made as soon as possible so that existing 
and new tenants within the private sector are protected from bad practices. 

31. In oral evidence to us in April 2007, the then Minister for Housing and Planning said: 

…our current programme of work really is around the implementation of those 
reforms to the private rented sector, as opposed to seeing an additional new 
substantial phase of reforms around the private rented sector.48 

However, in December 2007 the Minister announced “a wide-ranging review of the private 
rented sector”.49 We welcome the fact that the Government is to review the private 
rented sector, reversing a previous statement to us. The Government and the private 
rented sector itself need to face up to the poor quality and management of too much of 
the private rented stock. Tenants in the private sector can too easily be mistreated by 
their landlords, and a minority of private landlords are not fulfilling their obligations 
to their tenants to provide a decent home. The Government must address the bad 
practices of some landlords and letting agents by strengthening the regulatory 
approach to the private rented sector. Achievement of the aim of a decent home at an 
affordable price for private tenants depends on significant improvements in standards 
of management in the sector. We consider further below how regulation can be 
strengthened.50 

Denial of housing to benefit claimants 

32. One particularly bad practice is the denial of housing to benefit claimants. Many 
private landlords do not want to take in tenants who are claiming housing benefit and even 
advertise “No DSS” when listing their properties with agents and in newspapers.51 

Unwillingness to accommodate tenants on housing benefit is not confined to landlords: 
mortgage providers are increasingly refusing to lend for properties used by tenants on 
housing benefit.52 This practice limits the available pool of homes to people who can rent 
without support from housing benefit and makes it virtually impossible for some housing 
benefit claimants to access private rented accommodation in some areas.53 Pushing people 
into cheaper and poorer-quality housing increases the concentration of deprivation, 
counter to the aims of creating mixed and sustainable communities. 

33. Landlords would argue that the practice of refusing to let to benefit claimants is 
followed to avoid damage to their property and anti-social behaviour; they also point out 

 
47 Ev 120 (Shelter) 

48 Q 478 

49 Housing and Regeneration Bill Committee, 13 December 2007, Q 211. 

50 Paras 189–198 

51 Ev 34 (CHA) 

52 Ev 82 (NLA) 

53 Ev 122 (Shelter) 
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the significant disincentive to landlords represented by the payment of housing benefit in 
arrears and, often, delays in the receipt of payment at all.54 The introduction of the Local 
Housing Allowance (LHA) in April 2008 is intended to speed up the administration of 
housing benefit and should result in a system which is simpler and provides more choice.55 

Landlords are concerned that under LHA, which is paid to the tenant rather than direct to 
the landlord, more tenants will fail to pay rent, which would make renting to housing 
benefit claimants more unattractive, particularly to mortgage providers.56 We noted that 
the Department did not find a significant increase in tenants defaulting during the trials of 
the LHA, and hope that the same occurs when the programme is introduced nationwide.57 

34. It is understandable that landlords, particularly those who have had bad experiences, 
seek to protect their investment; but denying housing benefit claimants the right to access 
certain housing solely on the grounds of their receipt of that benefit is unjustifiable 
discrimination. Even if the right to expect a decent home at an affordable cost58 is ignored 
and a view is taken that tenants are simply consumers of a service, such practices represent 
an unjustified denial of service. 

35. Refusing to accommodate people just because they use housing benefit to support 
their needs is wrong. We recognise the problems landlords have faced when rent, 
through housing benefit, is not paid. CLG and DWP must monitor the implementation 
of the Local Housing Allowance very closely and address problems with delays in 
administration and payment rapidly to promote confidence within the private sector. If 
councils pay housing benefit promptly, it will remove all justification for 
discrimination by landlords against benefit claimants in the provision of housing.  

Housing benefit 

36. Housing benefit supports around 860,000 households in private rented 
accommodation.59 It cost over £13 billion in 2006.60 Housing benefit is paid to tenants 
within both the social and the private rented sectors. Most claimants (80 per cent) have a 
social tenancy; but around 25 per cent of the cost of the system is accounted for by private 
rented tenants (£3.4 billion in 2004-05).61  

37. No system that distributes so much to so many with such high degrees of 
differentiation between individuals as housing benefit could be perfect. However, the 
degree to which the support is cut back when members of a household take on more work, 
or get a better-paid job, is a major drawback of the system. In areas with high rents, 
especially London, the tapering off of housing benefit with income, and the lack of 
awareness of the availability of housing benefit as an in-work benefit, can become a 

 
54 Ev 82 (NLA); Ev 92 (British Land); Ev 122 (Shelter). 

55 Ev 171 (CLG) 

56 Ev 82 (NLA) 

57 Ev 173 (CLG) 

58 Such as enshrined in the 1976 UN Declaration on Human Settlement, or as stated at Ev 171 (CLG). 

59 DWP Housing Benefit data, August 2006; Ev 135 (CML) 

60 Ev 170 (CLG) 

61 Ev 170 (CLG) 
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disincentive to work.62 Around 25 per cent of tenants within the private rented sector claim 
housing benefit.63 Because the rents are at market rates, the effect of the tapering off of the 
benefit, or at least the perception of the withdrawal of the benefit, may well be more 
pronounced than for tenants paying lower social housing rents. During the Committee’s 
visit to tenants in central London, the problem of someone feeling trapped by the benefit 
system was demonstrated starkly. We learnt from one tenant in expensive temporary 
accommodation that moving from part-time to full-time employment was impossible 
because of the housing benefit tapers, even though the tenant clearly wanted and was able 
to take on more work. 

38. The amount of housing benefit that a household receives tapers off sharply with rises in 
income. The Cumbria Sub Regional Housing Group, for example, told us that in a typical 
case in their area 91 pence of every £1 earned could be clawed back in reduced housing 
benefit.64 Several witnesses referred to the tapering off of housing benefit with income as a 
disincentive to work.65 When the tapering of housing benefit operates alongside other 
forms of income-based support such as council tax benefit (CTB), free prescriptions and 
free school meals, the effect of the cumulative loss of benefits as income rises compounds 
the disincentive to work,66 a point which even CLG has recognised.67 We have raised this 
issue previously, in our recent Report on Council Tax Benefit. We recommended that the 
Government urgently address the problem of the interaction of tapers acting as a work 
disincentive. We reiterate the need for our recommendation to be implemented.68 But as 
the British Urban Regeneration Association told us, disengaging the tapering of housing 
benefit from other benefits does not necessarily improve the situation, either: 

Sometimes the separation of housing benefit from income benefits generates 
disincentives. For example, while people on incapacity benefit are allowed to earn up 
to £88 per week in “permitted work” on top of their IB payments, this ‘permission’ 
does not extend to the HB/CTB system so the money is then clawed back through an 
85 per cent reduction in HB/CTB payments. Not only does this contradict the policy 
to encourage take-up of work opportunities which can act as a bridge into work, it 
can easily lead to substantial rent debts if the claimant is not aware of the claw-back 
for some weeks. This can then lead to hardship, stress and even eviction and 
homelessness.69 

 
62 Ev 13 (Northern Housing Consortium); Ev 48 (North West Housing Forum); Ev 145 (CIH); Ev 165 (Daventry District 

Council); Ends and means, page 117; Steve Wilcox, “Housing Benefit isn’t working”, UK Housing Review 2007/2008, 
CIH and BSA, page 36. 

63 Ev 146 (CIH) 

64 Ev 30 (Cumbria Sub Regional Housing Group) 

65 Ev 13 (Northern Housing Consortium); Ev 48 (North West Housing Forum); Ev 145 (CIH); Ev 165 (Daventry District 
Council) 

66 Ev 36 (CHA) 

67 Ev 170 (CLG) 

68 Communities and Local Government Committee, Eighth Report of Session 2006–07, Local Government Finance: 
Council Tax Benefit, HC 718–1, para 17. 

69 Ev 40 (BURA) 
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39. The design of the system is not, however, the only, or perhaps even the main, problem. 
Reviewing the function of housing benefit on behalf of DWP, David Freud cites Professor 
Hills’s analysis and states: 

The design of housing benefit is also unlikely to be the reason for worklessness. 
Housing benefit does not create an unemployment trap—in other words people are 
(almost always) financially better off in work. And in practice social tenants are more 
likely to move into lower paid jobs working fewer hours, and therefore less likely to 
float off housing benefit on entering work. 

What seems more important, however, is awareness and understanding of housing 
benefit as an “in work” benefit. Evidence shows that had claimants been aware that 
housing benefit could be claimed in work then it would have positively impacted on 
their decision to enter employment. In addition Jobcentre Plus advisors have stated 
that if housing benefit is presented alongside other measures of in work support 
(such as tax credits) then it would be viewed as a work incentive.70 

40. Freud’s conclusion that “housing benefit does not create an unemployment trap” 
appears to be at variance with others, particularly Hills’s conclusion that housing benefit is 
a major contributor to the “poverty trap.”71 Freud is, however, here referring solely to the 
design of the housing benefit system. More important are his later remarks on awareness 
and understanding of housing benefit as an “in work” benefit. Notwithstanding the 
detailed analysis which Hills and Freud have undertaken, it is the calculations which 
individual tenants make themselves that make the difference. 

41. During questioning, Professor Hills agreed with Freud’s view that there is a lack of 
understanding about housing benefit as a work-related benefit. He also suggested that the 
system could adjust less rapidly when a tenant’s circumstances change, assisting the 
transition into work or from part-time into full-time employment.72 

42. The complexity of the benefit system, especially as it operates during the transition 
into work, contributes to the creation of a poverty trap, and exacerbates the fears that 
people have of being unable to climb out of it. In areas where rents are high, this 
problem becomes particularly acute. There is an urgent need, as identified by the Freud 
report, to provide clearer guidance to benefit recipients about the network of benefits 
and credits that alter with income, and to ensure that they receive the necessary advice 
about the effects of increasing their income from work. But the operation of the various 
systems must also be better coordinated and made more flexible to take account of 
changes to individual circumstances, as well as to changes in the local housing market. 
We recommend that the Government take immediate steps to address these problems.  

 
70 David Freud, Reducing Dependency, Increasing Opportunity: Options for the Future of Welfare to Work, DWP, 2007, 

page 36. 

71 Ends and means, page 133. 

72 Q 409 
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Single room rate 

43. We also have significant concerns about the effect of the single room rate of housing 
benefit. This policy deems that because someone below 25 without dependants is better 
able to share space (a kitchen and bathroom), they need less financial support. Since its 
introduction in 1996, the number of young people in private rented accommodation has 
declined.73 In rural areas, where shared housing and bed-sits are rare, young people are 
“effectively excluded from the private rented sector.”74 The National Landlords Association, 
along with Shelter and the Citizens Advice Bureau, has called for an end to the single room 
rate.75  

44. The single room rate effectively bars young people, many of whom have no hope of 
accessing social rented accommodation, from any real choice within the private sector 
either. We recognise that there would be a cost to removing the cap on housing benefit 
represented by the single room rate, but current policy is having a pernicious effect on 
many vulnerable young people. The Government must undertake further reform to the 
single room rate so that if the local housing market is such that a young person’s needs 
cannot be met through shared accommodation, there is flexibility for increasing their 
housing allowance.  

Overcrowding and family homes 

45. Few experiences short of homelessness itself can have as adverse an impact on a tenant 
as severe overcrowding. A greater proportion of households in social rented 
accommodation are overcrowded (5.5 per cent) than in the private rented sector (4.6 per 
cent).76 But overcrowding has worsened within the private rented sector, and is particularly 
acute in London, where the number of over-crowded households in that sector doubled 
from 25,000 to over 50,000 between 1998–99 and 2005–06.77 On our visit to families in 
Westminster, we witnessed families having to cope with a small lounge which is also 
needed for homework or study, eating, and as a bedroom.78 Drawing on experience in her 
own constituency, Regent’s Park and Kensington North, Karen Buck MP demonstrated the 
point vividly: 

The shortage of supply of social rented accommodation […] has left areas such as my 
own, in inner London, in a crisis of unmet housing need, demonstrated by figures for 
homelessness and over-crowding. It is hard to overstate the damage that is being 
wreaked on families and vulnerable individuals, which in turn impacts negatively 
upon community cohesion (racial tension aggravated by the competition for scarce 
resources), health and well-being and educational achievement.79 

 
73 Ev 77 (GLA) 

74 Ev 96 (CRC) 

75 Ev 82 (NLA) 

76 CLG Survey of English Housing 2006 

77 Ev 26 (Karen Buck MP); Ev 74 (GLA); Ev 175 (CLG); Ends and means, pages 34 and 42. 

78 Annex 

79 Ev 25 (Karen Buck MP) 
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46. Overcrowding will only be lessened if the right size and types of homes are available. 
Lord Best drew our attention to the shortage of family accommodation even though new 
homes were being built. Part of the problem lies in the type of homes that are being built, 
which are mainly in flatted developments. Lord Best told us: 

we may need to recognise that the shortages of supply are increasingly going to be 
found to be in family accommodation, the traditional, if you like, families with 
children who do not want to be in high density apartment blocks, who want to be on 
the ground.80 

The Housing Minister confirmed to us that there is a general lack of homes suitable for 
families, and that this is a particular concern to families in London.81 

47. The extent of overcrowding and the lack of larger homes in London has been 
recognised by the Housing Corporation, which has allocated 34 per cent of its funds in the 
capital to homes that have three or more bedrooms.82 This is expected to increase to 42 per 
cent during the 2008–11 programme.83 We share Shelter’s view that the introduction of a 
target for expenditure on larger houses to tackle overcrowding shows leadership on behalf 
of the Housing Corporation.84  We expect the Homes and Communities Agency, when it 
takes over from the Housing Corporation, to continue the Corporation’s policy of 
placing a particular financial emphasis on building and acquiring family homes. As 
many new social rented homes will be built through planning agreements, the HCA 
must support local authorities at all stages of the planning process to ensure that 
adequate family-sized homes are built.  

48. The Government announced a £15 million action plan for overcrowded households in 
December 2007.85 We welcome the fact that the Government acknowledges that problems 
of overcrowding are most acute within London;86 that there is a relationship between 
overcrowding and family breakdown and domestic violence;87 and that overcrowding must 
not be seen in isolation from other issues such as temporary accommodation and 
homelessness.88 But measures simply to address overcrowding must also be seen within the 
context of the overall shortage of social rented homes in general, and of larger properties in 
particular. The Government recognises that overcrowding is a significant problem, but has 
not acted soon enough on the root cause of supply. Welcome as measures to address 
overcrowding are, they will not be successful unless the Government addresses the 
issues of supply considered elsewhere in this Report. 

 
80 Q 32 

81 Q 545 

82 Q 76 

83 Housing and Regeneration Bill Committee, 24 January 2008, c.508. 

84 Ev 121 (Shelter) 

85 “'People, not just houses'—Yvette Cooper announces next steps for social housing”, CLG press release, 12 December 
2007 

86 Q 560 

87 Housing and Regeneration Bill Committee, 24 January 2008, c.500. 
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Definition of overcrowding 

49. Overcrowding is defined by room and space standards which date back to the late 
1950s. The Government says it intends to review these standards even though the Housing 
Act 2004 already contemplates changes to the definition of overcrowding.89 Amendments 
were proposed during the committee stage of the Housing and Regeneration Bill, but were 
withdrawn on the understanding that the Government intends to review the standards in 
2009.90  

50. The overcrowding definition only relates to homes when they are being occupied. 
English Partnerships, however, has recently introduced minimum space standards for new 
property. These standards relate to the number and floor area of rooms91 and require 
housing to be built to the principles of Lifetime Homes, which aims to encourage more 
flexible, adaptable and robust designs that can adapt to social and demographic changes.92 

51. While we welcome the Government’s commitment to reviewing the definition of 
overcrowding in 2009, amendments are long overdue. We recommend that when 
drawing up revisions to the overcrowding definition, CLG and the Homes and 
Communities Agency adopt an approach similar to that taken by English Partnerships, 
by establishing minimum space standards and measures such as Lifetime Homes for all 
new homes, especially if built for, or used by, the social rented sector. 

Tenant involvement 

52. The recommendations we make above would, if implemented, make significant 
improvements to some of the worst aspects of the experience of being a tenant. If renting is 
to become established as a tenure of choice, however, it will not be enough simply to 
eradicate the bad practice. Steps must be taken to involve tenants more closely in the 
management of their homes.  

53. The problem in the private sector lies chiefly with a relatively small number of bad 
landlords, whom we consider need to be dealt with through more effective regulation—a 
point we consider elsewhere in this report.93 A recent survey has shown that, overall, 79 per 
cent of private sector tenants are satisfied with their landlord.94 There is a willingness 
within the private rented sector to develop longer-term relationships with tenants and a 
recognition that they need to be regarded as consumers.95 We commend those private 
landlords who are prepared to do that and urge others to follow their lead. 

54. A more customer-focused approach is also needed within the social rented sector. We 
were told that some housing associations have adopted a “get-what-you-are-given” culture 

 
89 Ev 16 (Law Commission) 

90 Housing and Regeneration Bill Committee, 24 January 2008, c.512. 

91 English Partnerships Quality Standards, November 2007. 

92 Ev (HC 457) 148 (English Partnerships) 

93 Paras 189–198 

94 Ev 80 (NLA) 

95 Ev 125 (RLA) 
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which disempowers tenants.96 We discussed the involvement of tenants in the social rented 
sector in decisions about the management and control of their homes with three tenant-
based organisations.97 Three main points emerged about the involvement of social rented 
tenants in the management of their homes (all of which could also apply to the private 
rented sector, albeit to a lesser degree). The first is that, regardless of the provider and 
despite ample best practice guidance, there are many landlords who do not involve their 
tenants in making decisions about their home.98 Second, landlords have to be genuinely 
willing for greater empowerment to work;99 and, third, ownership by the tenants gives a 
greater degree of certainty to the efforts made by tenants in management.100 

55. The introduction of Arms Length Management Organisations (ALMOs) has already 
improved tenant involvement in the management of their homes. ALMOs are required to 
involve tenants at board level. At least a third of the members of the board must be tenants; 
some ALMOs have greater numbers.101 The ALMO model can also include representatives 
from other tenures. The board of Derby Homes, for example, is chaired by Mr Dennis 
Rees, himself a leaseholder;102 this ALMO also has a successful track record of 
incorporating the private sector into its overall housing strategy, according to the Audit 
Commission.103 The Riverside Group, a parent body for eight housing associations, 
acknowledges that ALMOs have “proved successful in raising the game of social housing 
providers by demonstrating capacity for improved performance and customer 
satisfaction.”104 

56. Co-operative models of renting offer a further means of enabling greater tenant 
involvement, through ownership. In co-operative models tenants are joint owners, giving 
them a fundamental right to be heard about matters concerning not only their own homes, 
but also the rest of the land and buildings owned by the co-operative. The Confederation of 
Co-operative Housing drew our attention to research demonstrating that community 
controlled housing is amongst the most effective form of social housing.105 Mr Nic Bliss, 
Chair of the Confederation, told us in oral evidence that the creation of an asset-owning 
community group “gives them the power to do things in terms of decision-making in their 
local neighbourhoods.”106  

57. Cooperative models are far more prevalent in other countries: in England, co-operative 
systems of housing are currently seen as being no more than a “niche solution.”107 We 
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recognise that some of the benefits of co-operative models are “not easy to measure”,108 but 
the evidence we have received suggests that tenant involvement through ownership can 
nonetheless significantly improve tenants’ experience of the ownership and management 
of their homes. Blasé Lambert of the Confederation of Co-operative Housing explained 
why: 

…It is that degree of extra control that you have over your own home as a home 
owner as opposed to being somebody that rents a property that is owned by 
somebody else, so it is that similar situation when you feel ownership over the assets 
that you are living in. As an example people are much more likely to better maintain 
the properties and have more respect for the area they are living in than they would 
do if they feel they have no real ownership over it.109 

Trevor Bell, Coordinator of the National Federation of Tenant Management 
Organisations, told us that “a number of Tenant Management Organisations are actively 
looking at moving from management to community ownership.”110 

58. Greater involvement of tenants in the management of their homes has significant 
potential to improve the experience of tenants and to contribute towards the wider aim 
of community empowerment.111 We recognise the progress which CLG, the Housing 
Corporation and social housing providers have made in this area. We recommend that 
the Government continue to extend the aim of tenant empowerment, which is one of 
the goals of its policy of stock transfer,112 across the whole of the social rented sector. In 
particular, we recommend that CLG undertake further investigation of the potential 
further to develop models where tenants jointly own the land and buildings around 
their home. Meanwhile, we encourage private landlords to continue their efforts to 
improve their relationship with tenants and to root out bad practice. 
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3 Social renting 

Declining stock and increasing backlog 

59. We have already noted the significant decline in social rented housing stock resulting 
from Right to Buy. The situation is being compounded by increasing rates of household 
formation and an ageing population. Shortages are getting worse.  

60. The 2004 Barker Review found that an additional 17,000 social rented houses would be 
needed each year, above the 23,937 built in 2002–03,113 to meet newly arising housing 
needs; and that some 6,000 further homes per annum would be required to clear the 
backlog of demand. This implies additional investment of between £1.2 and £1.6 billion per 
annum (although Barker noted that this investment need not necessarily come exclusively 
from the public purse).114 In response the Government agreed to increase the annual 
supply by 10,000 a year to 31,000 by 2007–08,115 representing an increase of 50 per cent 
over 2004–05 delivery. Targets agreed between the Government and the Housing 
Corporation for the two-year period 2006–08 included the provision of 49,000 new social 
rented homes.116  

Figure 3—Number of social rented homes added to stock, 1991–08 

 
Source: Ev 179 (CLG) and HC Deb, 24 Oct 2007, col 376W 

61. This increase may be welcome, but is still short of meeting Kate Barker’s 
recommendation for 48,000 homes per annum “just to accommodate demographic 
expansion”117 without even clearing the backlog. Moreover, subsequent revised household 

 
113 Ev 179 (CLG); Kate Barker, Delivering Stability: Securing our Future Housing Needs, HM Treasury, March 2004, para 

5.18. 

114 Delivering Stability, recommendation 27, page 97. 

115 Ev 179 (CLG); The Government’s Response to Kate Barker’s Review of Housing Supply, Treasury/ODPM, 2005, paras 
1.14 and 2.15. 

116 Ev 185 (Housing Corporation) 

117 Delivering Stability, recommendation 27, page 96. 
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projections and assessments made by others suggest that Barker’s calculation of the 
number of social rented houses required is conservative. The National Housing Federation, 
for instance, estimated that around 80,000 new social homes are needed each year, 
“approximately 55,000 of which should be social rented homes.”118 Shelter’s assessment is 
that some 50,000 social rented homes are needed each year, or 20,000 more than the levels 
in 2002–03.119 

62. Increases in the rate at which new supply is delivered must be complemented by 
improvements in the effectiveness of the use of the existing stock. The two major reviews of 
social housing by Professors Hills and Cave have already reached this same conclusion. 
Noting that 90 per cent of the stock in ten years time has already been built, Professor Hills 
argued: 

…mistakes in managing and looking after the existing stock can entirely offset the 
benefits of getting things right on the new supply. A failure to maintain property 
adequately, to prevent decline in neighbourhood conditions, or to keep an income 
mix that would avoid stigmatisation of an area that led to just 1 per cent of the stock 
effectively being lost would offset more than a year’s new production, 

adding, “The history of the last thirty years is that such mistakes have been made all too 
often.”120  

63. The recent upturn in completions of social rented properties and increases in 
funding are welcome. However, the result is still below the level of 50,000 per year 
which is needed to reduce the backlog significantly. The Government must be more 
ambitious in its delivery of new social rented homes by giving sufficient 
encouragement, resources and flexibility to all providers of social homes to increase 
supply. This includes measures to get better use out of the existing stock. We consider 
this latter point further below.121 

Funding social rented homes 

64. In its response to our 2006 report on Affordability and the Supply of Housing,122 the 
Government indicated that social housing would be a priority in the 2007 Comprehensive 
Spending Review.123 Only if considerable further investment is forthcoming can sufficient 
decent and affordable homes be made available in the places in which people wish to live.  

65. Shelter estimated that the increase in public expenditure required to meet its target 
would be “around £1 billion a year”.124 The Chartered Institute of Housing estimated that 
the total annual expenditure over this spending review period to meet the need for social 

 
118 Ev 106 (NHF) 

119 CLG Committee, Affordability and the Supply of Housing, para 33. 

120 Ends and means, page 169. 

121 Para 199 ff. 

122 HC (2005–06) 703  

123 CLG, Government Response to the ODPM Select Committee Inquiry—Affordability and the Supply of Housing, Cm 
6912, September 2006, para 27. 

124 Ev 118 (Shelter) 
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rented housing (excluding low cost home ownership schemes and other sub-market 
housing) would be £2.6 billion in 2008–09, £2.8 billion for 2009–10, and £2.95 billion over 
2010–11.125 

Current policy 

66. The Housing Green Paper published in July 2007 announced that the Government 
intends to invest £8 billion in affordable housing between 2008–2011, a £3 billion increase 
compared to the previous three years. Of that £8 billion, the Government plans to spend 
some £2.5 billion in 2008–09 and £2.8 billion in 2009–10 on the delivery of new affordable 
homes.126 The merger of the Housing Corporation, English Partnerships and certain 
delivery functions of CLG into the new Homes and Communities Agency offers the 
potential for additional efficiency savings and obtaining greater value for money, 
particularly in bringing forward surplus public sector and brownfield land for 
development.  

67. These additional funds will increase the supply of new homes to rent. The Government 
plans an increase from 30,000 units per annum currently to 45,000 by 2010 and 50,000 in 
the next spending review.127 However, even this substantial increase is unlikely to enable 
the Government to reduce the backlog of need before the next spending review. 
Furthermore, there is some doubt about whether the planned investment is sufficient to 
deliver what has been promised. The National Housing Federation, for example, has 
suggested that £8 billion would deliver only 150,000 to 160,000 of the 180,000 affordable 
homes planned.128 

68. We welcome the Government’s financial commitment to build more social housing. 
The sums announced are close to some independent estimates of the sums needed to 
meet additional demand for social rented housing. However, those funds will be spent 
not only on social rented housing but also on other forms of non-market housing. 
Consequently the Government is unlikely to be able in this spending period to reduce 
the backlog in need for social rented housing, and may not even be able to meet new 
demand. We recommend that the Government monitor the effect of its planned 
expenditure on the supply of social rented housing and be prepared to raise investment 
still further if, as we expect, it proves necessary. 

Implementation  

69. It is vital that the increase in public investment be translated into a real and sustained 
increase in the number of social homes built year on year. This has not been the case in 
recent years. Spending through the Housing Corporation on affordable housing has more 
than doubled since 1997–98, from £954 million to £2 billion in 2007–08. As CLG 
acknowledges, however, that rise in spending “has not been matched in outputs”.129 

 
125 Ev 143 (CIH) 

126 HC Deb, 27 Nov 2007, col 409W. 

127 HC (2006–07) 1038-i, Q 12. 

128 Inside Housing, 26 July 2007. 

129 Ev 178 (CLG) 
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Housing Corporation expenditure on social rented housing rose from £458 million in 
1997-98 to £1.3 billion a decade later. However, as the table below shows, completions 
actually declined from 25,680 to a forecast of 21,000 over the same period. Even allowing 
for the inevitable time delay between the provision of funding and the completion of 
housing projects and for rises in unit costs, this is disappointing. We welcome the forecast 
of a rise to 28,000 in 2007–08, but note that it is merely a forecast. We must wait and see 
whether it is translated to a real rise in social rented homes actually built. 

Table 1 –Housing Corporation expenditure and completions, social rented housing, 1997-98 to 2007-
08 

 97–98 98–99 99–00 00–01 01–02 02–03 03–04 04–05 05–06 
(p) 

06–07 
(f) 

07–08 
(f) 

Expenditure 
(£m) 

458 450 525 576 647 762 1,217 1,050 992 1,392 1,348 

Completions 
through 
expenditure 

25,680 23,967 20,539 18,316 19,409 17,706 16,563 16,245 18,637 21,000 28,000 

Source: Ev 17–-9 (CLG) 

Note: P = provisional figure; F=forecast 
 
70. Other factors may have been reducing the level of additional public expenditure 
required to deliver additional social housing on this scale in the next spending period, as 
Shelter has acknowledged.130 The use of planning obligations through section 106 of the 
1990 Town and Country Planning Act, efficiency savings through joint procurement, and a 
greater use of existing financial assets are examples. As the memorandum to our inquiry 
from a group of academics from the Universities of Cambridge and Sheffield noted, “it 
takes time for approvals to come through as completions, but these too have been rising 
steadily from 9,000 in 1999–2000 to 18,000 in 2004–05.”131 The majority of the new homes 
built remain social rented units, although recent indications are that the proportion of 
shared ownership houses is increasing, especially in London and the South.132 

71. Housing Corporation subsidy in the form of Social Housing Grant (SHG) is an 
important vehicle for channelling expenditure on affordable housing. Greater competition 
for SHG between public and private providers is another factor which might further reduce 
the public expenditure needed for social housing. Until 2004 only housing associations and 
other Registered Social Landlords (RSLs) were eligible for SHG to develop social housing. 
In the Housing Act 2004 the Government, aiming to improve value for money through 
competition, removed that restriction, opening up SHG to “a mixed economy of 
providers”, which includes private developers.133 The Housing Corporation told us that 
“the market for grant-funded affordable housing development has become more 
competitive”: some £70 million of SHG has been allocated to seven private developers to 

 
130 Ev 118 (Shelter) 

131 Ev 161 (Crook et al) 

132 Ev 161 (Crook et al) 

133 Ev 186 (Housing Corporation) 
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provide around 3,000 social rented and intermediate homes for the period 2006–08.134 The 
Riverside Group commended this development, telling us that: “by channelling SHG 
through a small number of skilled partnerships, the [Housing] Corporation has established 
a balance between competition and scale of delivery”.135  

72. Shelter reported signs that the new arrangements had resulted in more homes for the 
money and the Housing Corporation itself predicts that “as entrepreneurial organisations 
from other sectors come forward […] this trend will strengthen”.136 The removal of the 
restrictions on the use of social housing grant is one example of how opening up the 
sector to new and innovative practices involving a range of housing developers and 
providers can increase the supply of badly needed affordable housing. We recommend 
that the Government seek more ways of encouraging “entrepreneurial organisations” 
from all sectors, including local authorities themselves, to strengthen this trend.  

Construction costs 

73. The new public housing funding which the Government has made available is working 
its way through the process. Data from the Department for Business, Enterprise and 
Regulatory Reform, reproduced below, show that the value of new orders and output in the 
public housing sector has been increasing. The latest rise in the volume of total output and 
for new orders in the public sector contrasts with the results in the private sector, where the 
value of new orders fell by 6 per cent in 2007 compared to 2006.137 

Figure 4—Volume of new orders and overall output from the construction of new social 
housebuilding in Great Britain (£ million at constant 2000 prices). 

 

 
Source: DTI Construction Market Intelligence- New Construction Orders, Output and Employment, March 2007 

74.  The cost of construction has, naturally, a significant impact on both the economic 
viability of individual projects and judgements about whether their cost justifies their 
benefit to society. The table below shows the average price index for tenders for public 

 
134 Ev 178 (CLG); Ev 184 (Housing Corporation). 

135 Ev 54 (TRG) 

136 Ev 118 (Shelter); Ev 184 (Housing Corporation). 

137 Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform, New construction orders: December 2007. 
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works in England and Wales between 1995 and 2005. This index shows that the price of 
constructing new social housing has risen faster than other public-funded projects, the 
output inflation of construction overall and all industries. 

Table 2—Tender Price Indices for public sector building compared with output price indices for new 
construction and all industries (GDP). 1995–2005. Index 1995=100 

 

 Social Housing 
(new build) 

Public sector 
(non-housing) 

Road Construction New 
Construction 

All 
industries 

1995 100 100 100 100 100 

2000 126 119 114 120 114 

2005 186 166 135 150 129 

Source: BERR 2007 Annual Construction Statistics 

Note: Annual average of quarterly indices 

 
75. Not only has the price of construction increased, but so has the cost of land. In 
addition, priority for funding has naturally been given to the more expensive areas, which 
have the greatest need. The Housing Corporation recognises that “while there have been 
some efficiency savings, more funds have gone towards higher costs for land and labour 
with greater concentration of spending in London and the South”.138 The Callcutt Review 
of the housebuilding industry notes that: 

…much of the housebuilding subcontractor supply chain results in labour costs 
being highly responsive to industry demand and rates are often negotiated on a site-
by-site basis. The buoyant housing market over the last 15 years, coupled with skill 
shortages, has resulted in significant growth in labour costs in many trades.139 

76. If the supply of new housing is to be maximised, it is vital that the public sector 
achieve the best possible value for money. The new Homes and Communities Agency 
will have a vital role to play in ensuring that this is the case. We recommend that the 
HCA monitor the construction costs for new social housing and take all possible action 
to minimise cost inflation, to avoid social housing providers competing for scarce 
labour, and to prevent the sector being held to ransom because of the extent of the need 
for social housing. 

77. If the objective of ensuring that social housing providers do not have to compete for 
scarce labour is to be achieved, action will be necessary to improve the training available in 
the housebuilding industry. We note, with concern, Callcutt’s observation that shortages 
among craft and some professional groups pose a significant threat to delivery of the 
Government’s targets for new homes,140 and that the structure within the housebuilding 
industry inhibits the delivery of targets. The Callcutt review found that: 

 
138 Ev 184 

139 CLG (2007),The Callcutt Review of the housebuilding industry, page 164. 

140 Callcutt, page 79. 
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the long-standing business practice of the housebuilding industry militates against 
rapid growth of the skilled workforce. Housebuilders’ reliance on sub-contractors 
enables them to respond quickly to opportunities, but gives them relatively little 
incentive to train, and leaves them highly dependent on their sub-contractors 
providing the skills they need.141 

78. The lack of a sufficient skilled labour force within the construction industry could 
restrict the construction of new homes for social and private rent. Urgent action is 
necessary to mitigate this risk. We support, in particular, the recommendation by the 
Callcutt Review that the HCA, central and local government and their agents should, 
when disposing of land for housebuilding, stipulate training conditions on main and 
sub-contractors in the terms of sale.142 

Unit Costs 

79. At our final oral evidence session, the then Housing and Planning Minister told us: 

… although in London you would expect there to be a higher level of grant per unit 
because of the high construction costs, high land value costs, the North West I think 
is higher than the East Midlands and higher than the South West in terms of the level 
of grant that is required for an individual unit, and part of that is probably because 
they are not getting as much section 106 contributions for that additional social 
housing or for that shared ownership housing in those regions.143 

80. Following this session, the Department supplied data on the average grant per social 
rented home from the Housing Corporation’s submission to CSR 2007. Those data are set 
out in the graph below, which shows clearly the significance of land and labour costs in 
London. The amounts are taken from the approved bids and not final completions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
141 Callcutt, page 82. 

142 Callcutt, page 83. 
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Figure 5—Average grant per social rented home 2003–2008 

 
Source: Ev (HC 457) 157 (CLG) 

81. Peter Dixon, Chairman of the Housing Corporation, told us that “there are different 
challenges and different approaches in the North and we have run into some problems 
with some of the schemes in the North being … surprisingly expensive. One of our 
problems in terms of deliverability is that we probably do not have enough good deliverers 
of affordable housing in some parts of the North”.144 The Riverside Group, one of the 
deliverers in the North, also refers to the high cost per unit and the rate of grant and adds 
“costs are high because almost all of the projects require remediation, complex site 
assembly and ‘bespoke’ solutions to the challenges they present.”145 Reflecting the higher 
potential value from alternative uses, the high cost of developing in London is the most 
prominent feature of the difference between regions; but there is not one pattern of change 
across the regions from which firm conclusions can be drawn. The cost per social rented 
unit in southern regions does appear to be falling, for example, but this trend does not 
apply in the south west. 

82. We recommend that the Homes and Communities Agency, once established, make 
it an early priority to establish a monitoring programme to examine the elements 
behind regional differences between unit costs of social rented homes more closely. By 
separating out the broad costs of development and then examining regional 
differences, the HCA should be able more effectively to anticipate future costs and 
examine the financial benefit that s.106 agreements provide. 

Increasing use of planning obligations 

83. The 1992 version of Planning Policy Guidance note 3 (PPG3) set out the aim of 
delivering affordable housing through planning agreements. Thresholds determining when 
developments should include an element of affordable housing were established in 1996 by 
planning circular 13/96, which was revised in 1998 to lower the thresholds. 

 
144 Q 381 
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84. There are two reasons, besides the identification of land, why planning agreements are 
used for affordable housing. The first is to create more mixed communities to avoid the 
problems associated with concentrating social housing in designated buildings or estates; 
as we note later in this Report, if this aim is to be achieved, the social and affordable 
housing provided must be mixed within developments and not pushed away from the rest 
of the development to parts of the site which are of a lower value.146 The second reason is to 
lower the development costs to the social housebuilder through a reduction in the cost of 
land and, occasionally, the buildings. Placing an obligation on developers and landowners 
to include affordable homes lowers the cost of land so as to come within Housing 
Corporation guidelines.147 Without the obligations, or another formal mechanism in the 
planning system to secure land for social housing, housing associations would be largely 
limited to land owned by the public sector. 

85. In recent years planning agreements have become increasingly significant as a method 
of providing land for affordable housing. The Joseph Rowntree Foundation has estimated 
that between 2000–01 and 2002–03 the proportion of affordable homes built as a result of 
planning agreements increased from 30 per cent to 47 per cent of all affordable 
completions.148 Figures from CLG, reproduced below, confirm that the number and 
proportion of affordable homes built through planning agreements has grown, with nearly 
two-thirds of social rented homes now being built this way. 

Table 3—Social rented and Low Cost Home Ownership (LCHO) homes built through planning 
agreements and as a percentage of total completions in England. 2001–2006. 

 Built through planning agreements Percentage 

 Social Rent LCHO Affordable Social Rent LCHO Affordable 

2001–02 7,987 2,002 9,989 30 36 31 

200–03 9,224 2,940 12,164 39 35 38 

2003–04 11,368 4,461 15,829 50 30 42 

2004–05 11,914 6,028 17,942 57 39 49 

2005–06 14,372 8,991 23,363 61 41 51 

Source: Housing Strategy Statistical Appendix 2006  

Note: Low Cost Home Ownership are homes provided by housing associations and include those that are sold 
with a discount. 
 
86. The picture in terms of overall supply is, however, less rosy. The growth in the number 
of affordable homes built through planning agreements has been barely enough to match 
the fall in the number of homes built on wholly funded sites.149 The overall number of 
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147 Ev 162 (Professor Crook et al) 

148 Ev (HC 457) 113 (JRF) 
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social rented homes completed fell between 1997–98 and 2004–05. Without planning 
agreements the more recent increase in the total number of affordable homes produced 
either would not have happened150 or would have cost significantly more to provide. 

More flats, fewer houses 

87. Two particular issues arise from the increasing use of planning obligations for the 
supply of affordable housing. The first is the effect on the type of housing being provided, 
and whether it is meeting real housing need in the social rented sector. The second 
concerns the use of grant support for affordable housing delivered through planning 
obligations. 

88. Between 2000 and 2006 the number of flats built increased from 20 per cent of all 
completions to 47 per cent. The result of this increase can be seen in every single town in 
the country. To the many households either unable to afford to move somewhere bigger to 
accommodate their growing families, or priced out of the market altogether, the 
construction of so many flats is perplexing. The two main factors behind it are likely to be 
planning policy driving up density; and the market for new homes being driven by 
investors rather than owner-occupiers. The Government is unable to identify whether 
changes to density required by planning policy was a cause,151 although officials from CLG 
clearly believe that the change has been driven by the market rather than Government 
policy.152  

Figure 6—Proportion of flats built in England within the private and social sectors as a percentage 
of all homes built. 1991–2007. 

 
Source: CLG (Live Table 254) 

89. Our concern is that the type of social rented home being built is being determined by 
the market rather than housing need.153 The social rented sector already has a high 
proportion of homes as flats, rather than houses.154 In Sheffield, for example, flats account 
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for 63 per cent of the council’s stock.155 As we have already noted, the greatest demand for 
social housing is for family accommodation.156  Yet figures from CLG indicate that almost 
70 per cent of all homes built for or by housing associations (which are the predominant 
builders of affordable homes) are flats.157 CLG officials told us that they thought that this 
growth was temporary and “may now be coming to an end.”158 However, the Government 
has been sufficiently concerned about the trend to issue a revised PPS3 allowing local 
authorities to stipulate what type of affordable housing should be provided in their area, 
and to allocate a greater proportion of the social housing grant towards homes with three 
or more bedrooms.159  

90. The use of planning obligations for delivering affordable homes has resulted in 
more affordable homes built as one-or two-bed flats rather than accommodation 
suitable for families, even though family accommodation is the stock for which there is 
the most significant unmet need. New supply has thus not been meeting the greatest 
housing need. We welcome the Government’s recognition of this trend and the steps 
which it has so far taken to counter it. We recommend that the Government continue 
to monitor trends in the construction of new social rented housing and be ready to take 
further action if the trend towards the construction of smaller flats rather than larger 
units continues. Efforts to secure more affordable housing will be wasted if they are not 
directed at the areas of greatest need. 

Use of grant support 

91. Three quarters of affordable homes built through planning agreements were built with 
some form of grant support. This figure increases to 84 per cent for rented homes allocated 
to housing associations.160 However, there is a major shift from Government towards 
reducing or eliminating the use of social housing grant for homes built through planning 
agreements.161 This shift is putting a squeeze on the number of new social rented houses 
being built. Most affordable housing schemes which have been built with no support at all 
from the SHG are for low cost home ownership not social rent.162 Adam Sampson, Chief 
Executive of Shelter, reiterated this point during the first evidence session:  

…in recent times, both in terms of direct government subsidy and indirect benefit 
that comes out of things like section 106 agreements, an increased level of 
prioritisation has been given to intermediate housing and social housing has lost out 
in both areas.163 

 
155 Ev (HC 457) 134 (Sheffield City Council and Sheffield Homes Ltd) 
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160 Housing Strategy Statistical Appendix (HSSA) 2006, section N. 

161 Ev 182 (CLG); Housing Corporation, 2007 Pre-prospectus, para 4.19. 
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If the preference to gain more affordable homes through planning agreements without the 
use of a subsidy is followed, and the proportion of social rented homes in any given new 
development is reduced, a better mix of tenures within developments may not occur, 
undermining the principle of mixed communities.164 That principle is further undermined, 
and the benefit to the public reduced still further, if reduced use of grant results in too high 
a purchase cost of intermediate housing delivered through planning agreements. Fordham 
Research told us: 

Where social rented housing is provided with only partial grant or no grant at all, 
this has clearly improved the supply of affordable housing. Where something else has 
been provided, it has quite often not been “usefully affordable”.165 

There is little benefit to be gained from obliging developers to deliver non-market housing 
if that housing still has to be sold at too expensive a price to be affordable to the people for 
whom it is meant. 

92. There are also regional differences in the effectiveness of planning agreements to 
deliver new social rented housing. Several witnesses referred to the variation in the use of 
s.106 agreements for affordable homes by local authorities, citing, in particular, the Audit 
Commission’s recent assessment of, and guidance to local authorities on, the use of s.106 
for affordable housing.166 Affordable housing provided on s.106 sites is predominantly in 
the south where land values and house prices are higher and developers consequently have 
more leeway within profit margins to absorb the effect of the subsidy to the social sector 
represented by planning agreements. In the north, s.106 agreements only provided 38 per 
cent of all affordable completions over 2004–05.167  

93. The absence of public funds to support the purchase of homes delivered through 
planning agreements will tighten profits available to developers. Two consequences 
flow from this. First, there is a greater risk of protracted discussions between local 
authorities and developers, lengthening the time taken to approve applications and 
slowing the delivery of urgently-needed homes. Secondly, a continued squeeze on 
public subsidy for homes built through s.106 agreements will result in increased 
numbers of low-cost home ownership and other “affordable” homes which may not 
meet real housing needs. CLG and the Homes and Communities Agency must not 
lower the amount of social housing grant to support developments on s.106 to such an 
extent that developments which include the right proportion of social housing for the 
area are made unviable. We recommend that the HCA undertake regular regional 
reviews of the level of support provided for social homes built on s.106 sites and be 
flexible in its approach towards the level of grant provided in respect of individual sites 
which are critical to addressing local housing needs.  

 
164 Ev 114 (RICS) 

165 Ev 131 (Fordham Research) 

166 Ev 49 (TRG); Ev 70 (Audit Commission); Ev 145 (CIH). 
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Commuted payments 

94. Commuted payments are monetary payments made by developers to local authorities 
towards the provision of affordable housing on s.106 sites. They may be made in lieu either 
of on-site in-kind provision or of provision of discounted land.168 Three issues regarding 
commuted payments concern us. 

95. First, it appears that local authorities do not always use commuted payments for the 
purpose for which they are intended. The Cheshire Housing Alliance told us: 

Many developers prefer to offer affordable housing for sale or commuted sums as an 
alternative. The latter are often put to other uses such as upgrading local 
infrastructures and there is nothing inherently wrong with this, but it does nothing 
to increase the supply of social housing.169 

The North West Housing Forum raised a similar point.170  

96. Of course new housing often cannot be built unless infrastructure to support it is also 
provided, and it is important that local authorities have all necessary flexibility to find the 
funding required to do so. However, the fundamental purpose of the payment, and the 
expectation of the housing associations and the public, is that the money will support the 
provision of affordable housing. The introduction of the Community Infrastructure Levy 
(CIL), which is designed to replace the use of s.106 agreements to fund the provision of 
infrastructure to support new developments (while s.106 remains for affordable housing), 
may mitigate the problem, but that is not certain, and the implementation of CIL may in 
any case be some way off yet. We recommend that CLG issue guidance on when 
commuted payments are appropriate and in what circumstances the funds so raised 
may be used to support projects that do not fund the construction of affordable homes. 

97. Secondly, we are concerned about the opportunity which commuted payments offer 
for developers to avoid providing social or other affordable housing in new developments. 
Many developers prefer commuted payments to the alternative of providing social housing 
in their development.171 Commuted payments may be appropriate in neighbourhoods 
where there is already a high concentration of social housing. However, if a developer pays 
simply to ensure that their new development consists exclusively of expensive, privately 
owned housing, the objective of creating mixed communities is not met. Whilst the use of 
commuted payments might be an acceptable strategy in some circumstances, such as when 
there is potential for constructing more social rented homes elsewhere with the 
contribution, local authorities must ensure that commuted payments are not used 
simply as an excuse to avoid mixed tenure in new developments. 

98. Thirdly, and perhaps most disgracefully, local authorities do not appear to be using a 
large proportion of the money received in commuted payments. Responding to our 
request, CLG supplied us with a detailed account of the amount of money received by local 
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authorities in commuted payments each year, and the proportion of that money actually 
spent. These figures, which are reproduced below, revealed that while the overall amount 
of money being spent has increased, spending is not keeping pace with the amount of 
money coming in. 

Figure 7—Commuted payments held and spent by local authorities in England (£000s) and total 
spend as a percentage of the total amount held. 2001–2006. 

 

 
Source: Supplementary information on Housing Green Paper evidence session. CLG (HSSA 2006). 

99. There is no excuse for authorities taking commuted payments and then not 
spending the money on affordable housing. We recommend that CLG undertake 
further analysis to investigate the reasons for failures on the part of local authorities to 
spend commuted payments. We also recommend that local authorities not spending 
such payments and without an adequate expenditure strategy for the funds that they 
hold be obliged to pass on the funds to support other projects within their region.  

100. Finally on this point, some of the figures produced by CLG through the Housing 
Strategy Statistical Appendix (HSSA) do not appear to be accurate. In the north east, for 
example, local authorities did not hold any commuted payments until 2003–04 when 
£64,000 was held, £94,000 was received and £20,000 was spent. Yet somehow, and contrary 
to the national trend, no funds were held, received or spent in the following two years.172 

101. We are concerned that the Housing Strategy Statistical Appendix might be 
inaccurately recording the level of commuted payments. We recommend that the 
Government undertake, as a matter of urgency, a more accurate investigation into the 
amount of money held by local authorities from commuted payments. 

 
172 Supplementary memorandum submitted by CLG following oral evidence to the Communities and Local Government 

Committee on the Housing Green Paper, HC 1038-i, Session 2007–08; HSSA 2006. 
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Regional patterns 

102. The significance of demand for housing (particularly social rented housing) within 
London and the South East was widely recognised by our witnesses.173 We chose to call for 
evidence on the geographical split of funds for this very reason. Yet there are hotspots of 
significant pressure within other regions, notably the North West, reinforcing our view 
that regional and sub-regional housing markets are not uniform.174 Localised pressure on 
housing in attractive and accessible rural areas results in housing markets which are 
inaccessible to the local workforce.175 The effect of inward migration and the purchase of 
second homes also exacerbates the shortage of affordable housing in coastal towns, for 
example.176 The Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors stated: 

The traditional assumption was polarised; the South, particularly the South East, was 
regarded as an area of high demand and need while the North was viewed as an area 
of low demand and abandonment. The tide of thought has shifted. There is now 
recognition that some parts of the North suffer from real problems of affordability.177 

103. Places such as Chester in the North West have always been popular but, with such 
prolonged and high rises in the price of homes, these areas have become even more 
expensive. Many more areas have gone through a period of economic growth, increasing 
confidence, investment and further demand. The overall increase in the value of housing 
has brought benefits to areas of low demand; buy-to-let investment has spread to areas 
where investment in private renting was unexpected, such as Salford.178 

104. In the revised PPS3, the Government places considerable emphasis on local 
authorities monitoring local housing markets and housing allocations. The Government 
believes that local authorities should act as strategic enablers of housing, and that “more 
could be done to get more affordable housing through section 106 agreements.”179 

105. Several representations from housing organisations in the north of England raised 
concern that funds for affordable homes were being concentrated on London and the 
South East.180 Since 2005, a greater proportion of funds has been allocated to London and 
the south-east as the methods used in the distribution of funds have moved away from 
regeneration and towards need and demand-related factors.181 The Department explains 
that the method behind the allocations includes different measures of housing need such as 
numbers of homeless households in temporary accommodation, overcrowding and 

 
173 Such as at Q 2, Q 514. 

174 Ev 107, Q 194. 

175 Ev 95 (CRC) 

176 Communities and Local Government Committee, Second Report of Session 2006–07, Coastal Towns, HC 351, para 40. 

177 Ev 114–115 
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housing affordability.182 Variations in the costs of development across regions are also 
taken into account, as are regional housing strategies.  

 

Table 4—Regional Housing Pot allocations 2004–08 and equivalent figures for earlier years 

 
Source: ODPM news releases 11 August 2005 and 23 October 2003 

106. The table above shows this shift in emphasis in from north to south, particularly to the 
south east. The south east region gained the most from the shift, while the north west saw 
the amount of allocated funds remain static but proportionally fall from nearly 12 per cent 
for 2002–03 to under 9 per cent for 2007–08.  

107. Allocations, however, only show what the Government has committed to spending, 
not what has been spent. In this respect, the positions are reversed. The table below shows 
that, between 2003–04 and 2005–06, actual expenditure (both as an amount and as a 
proportion of the national total) in the north west increased, while amounts for the south 
east fell and the outturn for London did not change substantially. 

 
182 Ev 177 (CLG) 

 

£ million

2002/03 2003/04 2004/05 2005/06 2006/07 2007/08 

North East 64 80 84 86 88 91 
Yorkshire and the Humber 118 134 141 144 147 154 
East Midlands 89 107 112 116 125 143 
East of England 102 165 163 167 191 241 
London 716 1,016 1,039 1,071 1,105 1,175 
South East 177 391 357 367 384 421 
South West 96 128 134 137 158 203 
West Midlands 149 169 177 182 186 193 
North West 203 232 243 250 250 250 

Total 1,714 2,424 2,450 2,519 2,633 2,870 
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Table 5—Actual expenditure through the Housing Corporation’s Affordable Housing Programme in 
each English region for 2003–04, 2004–05 and 2005–06 

Outturn Estimated £ millions 

2003–04 % 2004–05 % 2005–06 % 2006–07 % 2007–08 % 

North East 41.2 2.6 40.1 2.5 34.8 2.2 39.7 2.1 35.6 1.9 

Yorkshire and 
the Humber 
 

64.5 4.1 60.2 3.7 58.6 3.8 67.2 3.5 69.3 3.6 

East Midlands 53.1 3.3 65.1 4.0 70.4 4.5 72.1 3.8 84.3 4.4 

East of 
England 

112.9 7.1 136.8 8.5 127.2 8.2 150.1  186.1 9.7 

London 723.4 45.5 711.6 44.2 714.5 46.0 891.4 46.7 840.6 43.7 

South East 296 18.6 297.2 18.5 261.1 16.8 368.9 19.3 365 19.0 

South West 103.6 6.5 85.6 5.3 90.1 5.8 114.1 6.0 153.5 8.0 

West 
Midlands 

88 5.5 102.9 6.4 83.4 5.4 96 5.0 89.3 4.6 

North West 106.9 6.7 109.5 6.8 113.3 7.3 111 5.8 99.7 5.2 

Total 1,589.60   1,609   1,553.40   1,910.50   1,923.40   

Source: HC Deb, 16 Apr 2007, col 273W 

108. More social rented housing is needed in all parts of the country; but particular 
pressures need to be addressed in certain regions, especially the very urgent need in 
London. More social rented housing is needed to support regional economies, more social 
rented housing is needed to reduce social tension, and more social rented housing is 
needed to lessen the use of the expensive private rented sector. However, even with the 
recent changes in the regional distribution of resources under the previous round of 
spending, areas in the south are finding it difficult to meet the need. The Audit 
Commission told us: 

Even with this distribution of resources, very few local authorities in the south 
consider that they will be able to meet the need for social rented housing over the 
next three years. This is largely due to insufficient funding and a shortage of land 
available for development.183 

109. Questioned on regional allocation of funds, Peter Dixon of the Housing Corporation 
confirmed the emphasis on London: “it is quite difficult to shift away from the present 
London and South East bias,” he said, “because when you do start disaggregating the 
various aspects of need, whatever you come up with anywhere else London can usually 
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match it”.184 But it was his colleague Richard Hill, Director of Investment for the Housing 
Corporation, responding to the same question, who identified the crucial issue in 
discussions of regional allocation. “We have had a concern about deliverability,” he told us: 
“…it is important to understand where housing needs are, but it is also important that we 
can deliver housing and generate supply.”185 There is an ever-present tension in decisions 
on where to direct the funding between allocating funds to respond to need, on the one 
hand; and on the other, ensuring that the money can be spent effectively and being realistic 
about what can be implemented.  

110. The Government has prioritised the areas which it perceives to be in greatest need; 
but thus far the investment it has allocated to these areas is not achieving a 
commensurate increase in supply. Meanwhile, significant “hotspots” of need remain in 
areas from which funding has been redirected: areas where it may be possible to deliver 
more, more quickly, with the money. We recommend that the Government, assisted by 
the Homes and Communities Agency, place more emphasis on deliverability when 
setting funding and completion targets. This can only be carried out through closer 
engagement with the local agents involved in delivery. 

Effects of Right to Buy 

111. Right-to-buy sales, coupled with the inability of local authorities to reinvest the 
proceeds, have been a major factor in the decline in the stock of social rented housing. As 
Karl Tupling, Sheffield City Council’s Director of Housing, told us, there is hardly any 
estate which has not been affected by the right to buy.186  The policy has helped to meet 
growing aspirations for home ownership, providing many households with greater 
security, particularly financially—though Professor Hills, in Ends and Means, notes that 
the Right to Buy “was exercised disproportionately by those with higher incomes (and in 
better areas and houses).”187 In some areas, too, it has had the positive effect of facilitating 
the development of more mixed social structures within what would have otherwise been 
mono-tenure neighbourhoods.188 But against those positive consequences must be set the 
loss of badly-needed stock to the social rented sector. In London, for example, more social 
rented homes have been sold through right to buy than have been built by local authorities 
and housing associations in every one of the last twenty years.189 

112. The ongoing fall in the number of social rented homes through right to buy continues 
at least in part because of the restrictions imposed on the use of the receipts. Research from 
the Joseph Rowntree Foundation has found that, since the introduction of the right to buy, 
only a quarter of the money that the Government received has been ploughed back into 
public housing.190 Without the necessary reinvestment in new stock, a home sold under 
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190  Joseph Rowntree Foundation, Inquiry into British housing 1984–1991 (Chaired by HRH The Duke of Edinburgh): 
What has happened since?, 1 December 2005, cited at Ev 3 (LGIU).   
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right to buy represents a permanent loss to the social sector. Since 2004, the receipts from 
right-to-buy sales have been split: the local authority receives 25 per cent and central 
government receives the remainder. This means that, in the case of Sheffield for example, 
the “assets with a market value of over £57 million [right-to-buy sales are of course at less 
than market value] are sold leaving the city with less than £9 million to reinvest”.191 Monies 
retained by councils through the right to buy cannot be easily reinvested into building new 
social housing because of restrictions on raising and keeping revenue and developing 
capital assets.192  

113. The then Housing and Planning Minister told us of her support for the broad 
objectives of right to buy; she added that she believes that the Government is reinvesting 
the receipts back into increased housing provision.193 The Minister has also noted that the 
“right to buy for a lot of people at the moment is not affordable because of what has 
happened with overall house prices”.194 Sales of homes under right to buy fell by 35 per cent 
between 1998 and 2005.195 

114. The Government has acknowledged that receipts from right-to-buy sales need to 
be reinvested into new homes. Although those receipts are returned to housing through 
the national housing revenue account system, there does not appear to be a willingness 
from Government to allow receiving councils themselves to use those receipts to fund 
the construction or acquisition of new social rented homes. We urge the Government 
to make reforms to allow right-to-buy receipts, and any borrowing taken against this 
income, to be easily and rapidly used by councils to build much-needed homes. 

115. Some of the homes that have been sold under the right to buy are now being resold by 
the original purchaser at market rate, which is beyond the reach of most social tenants, 
those on low incomes and first time buyers. John Craggs, Deputy Chief Executive of the 
Sunderland Housing Group, told us: 

…even an ex-council house going back on the market now has seen a huge 
percentage increase in property valuation and it has become unaffordable for 
people.196 

116. During our visit to Manchester we learnt that in one part of the city approximately 75 
per cent of council stock was sold under right to buy. Many of these homes have since been 
sold on to buy-to-let investors. We saw the same thing happening in Westminster, from 
whose council we understand that 32.5 per cent of properties sold under the right to buy 
are now in the private rented sector.  

117. Over 1,000 of the right-to-buy properties now in the private rented sector in 
Westminster are currently rented back to the council to cope with the demand for social 
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rented homes.197 That accounts for one in ten of the properties sold under the right to buy 
in the borough. The lease of one of the properties that we visited in Westminster was 
purchased under right to buy and was last sold on the open market in 2003. Since then it 
has been re-let back to Westminster City Council at a rate nearly five times higher than the 
rent paid on the homes still owned by the Council.198 Evidence to our inquiry showed the 
same thing happening in other areas:199 it appears to be a national phenomenon.  

118. These are not the only perverse effects of right to buy. Professor Hills noted in his 
report that while the right to buy has retained better-off former tenants in some areas, 
other areas have seen “a decline in the upkeep of properties and private lettings to 
sometimes disruptive, but weakly supervised, private tenants (sometimes including those 
evicted from social tenancies in the same area)”.200 When landlords do not look after the 
physical condition of the property or the behaviour of their tenants, the effect on 
neighbourhoods can be damaging.201 Even the Housing Minister has recognised these 
drawbacks, telling us:  

…there are some areas, particularly on some estates, where some of that property 
has, as you were describing earlier, gone back into the private rented sector and into 
temporary accommodation, and so that has mitigated against mixed communities.202 

119. It is not merely the effect on the makeup of communities which is of concern. 
Without a better link between sales and newly-built properties—whether that is through 
ring-fencing receipts or preventing sales unless a similar new social rented home will be 
available—there will be the potential for even more sales without replacement. The right to 
buy and right to acquire have some important benefits but, unless and until there is an 
adequate supply of social rented homes, these rights need to be qualified, because they are 
affecting the rights of others to access a decent home that they can afford.  

120. We support the aims of the right-to-buy policy, which has enabled many families 
to get on the housing ladder who would not otherwise have been able to do so. We are 
deeply concerned, however, about the impact on community cohesion in some areas of 
the country of the number of former council-owned homes which are now being rented 
privately, and about the effect of such sales on the availability of social rented housing 
in those areas. We also note that, in areas where rents are high, many former council 
homes are being rented at very high rates back to councils to house the homeless. We 
recommend that the Government review the effect of right to buy on neighbourhoods 
and on the councils which have sold their houses under the policy, with a view to 
bringing forward further measures which will mitigate the adverse consequences of an 
otherwise successful policy. The review should also consider the extent to which the 
right to buy, if it is more prevalent on the more popular estates, can reduce rather than 
increase community and tenure diversity. 
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Sales of council houses and flats 

121. Right to buy and transfers to housing associations have removed a disproportionately 
high number of family homes from local authority ownership. In Ends and Means, 
Professor Hills notes that only 12 per cent of the total stock has been sold under right to 
buy in areas where council flats are the predominant type of home, but in areas that are 
mainly houses, this figure rises to 34 per cent.203  Flats, which are not typically designed to 
meet family needs, represent some 40 per cent of local authority stock yet, between 1999 
and 2005, accounted for under 20 per cent of all sales. 

Figure 8—Sales of flats as a proportion of all sales of homes owned by local authorities (including 
those sold to housing associations). Percentage of flats sold per year compared to the annual 
percentage of council-owned and RSL-owned flats in England—1999–2006. 

 

 
Sources: Survey of English Housing (S120) & P1B Quarterly Housing Monitoring returned to CLG by local 
authorities. 

122. The graph above shows the extent of the problem. Even in 2005–06, the most recent 
year for which figures are available, houses represented a greater proportion of sales than 
they did of the total housing stock. The result is a disproportionate reduction in the stock 
of houses suitable for families, exacerbating pressures on the remaining social rented stock.  

123. As we learnt during our visit, sales of social rented homes in the Netherlands are 
much more effectively managed. Dutch housing associations have moved away from a 
“bricks and mortar” approach to one that also looks at creating mixed neighbourhoods. 
This includes selling existing stock on the open market. In poor neighbourhoods the sale of 
stock can cause some degree of resentment because the existing residents can not always 
afford to purchase outright or even a share of a dwelling. To avoid creating tension, and to 
give some democratic legitimacy, housing associations agree the volume of sales within 
neighbourhoods with the Municipality—the local authority—and both work towards 
agreed strategies for the neighbourhood. The revenue from the sales is used by the housing 
associations to fund their role as providers of social housing. 

124. The Government has already allowed areas facing housing market pressure to reduce 
the maximum discount offered to tenants to reduce the adverse effects of right to buy. 

 
203 Ends and means, pages 88–89. 
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With the sector facing such acute shortages, particularly for houses for families, the 
right to buy (or acquire) should be tempered further. We recommend that the 
Government examine the adoption of an approach similar to that which we saw in the 
Netherlands, where social housing providers and the local authorities agree housing 
strategies including the volume of social rented homes to be sold within 
neighbourhoods. Such an approach should include an investment strategy for making 
the best use of capital receipts gained by building new properties and buying back those 
previously sold. Any restriction on sales must be clearly backed up by evidence that it 
will contribute to the aims envisaged and that it is supported by the communities 
concerned, and should be specifically targeted at the relevant property type or area 
under significant pressure. 

‘Pepper-potting’ to achieve mixed communities 

125. Taking the concept of mixed communities to its fullest extent, the Hills review 
advocates a “pepper-potting” approach which intermingles tenures rather than creating 
distinct areas of social rented housing within larger areas of private housing, or vice 
versa.204 The housing provided through s.106 agreements is pepper-potted in many new 
developments.205 Witnesses told us, however, that in many cases affordable homes have 
been built in defined areas within larger developments to poorer quality environmental 
and design standards.206 

126. Witnesses told us that, as a result of the right to buy, there is no such thing as a 
“typical council estate” any more.207 Nevertheless, further measures are needed to reduce 
social polarisation within existing estates. There is also an argument that social rented units 
should be mixed within existing areas that are predominantly owner-occupied.208 Mixing 
tenures this way can raise the aspirations of tenants, reduce the misconception that all 
social tenants are problematic, and improve satisfaction rates among social tenants. 

127. In his report, Professor Hills advocates a role for social landlords as property and asset 
managers who buy and sell to match the needs of their clients, not only diversifying the 
social rented stock through mixing social rented housing in new housing schemes, but also 
selling or renting existing stock within estates to finance the purchase of homes in other 
areas (like-for-like sales).209 Hills suggests that public funding to cover the gap between the 
sale price of a unit in a predominantly low-income area and the purchase of an existing 
property in a (somewhat) more prosperous area of town would be justified if it were part of 
a determined attempt to reduce polarisation.210 This approach is supported by the North 
West Housing Forum, who told us: 
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…we need to be moving towards ensuring that social rented housing is pepper 
potted across neighbourhoods, rather than the development of large social rented 
estates. This however can only be achieved on any scale by buying existing housing, 
repairing/improving and then renting out, which needs to be resourced.211 

128. Currently, local authorities cannot undertake like-for-like sales outside the Housing 
Revenue Account, although housing associations, pilot ALMOs, and special purpose 
vehicles can. The HRA system means that the proceeds of a sale by a local council must be 
paid into the HRA and is not, therefore, necessarily immediately available for the purchase 
of a replacement. Noting this constraint on local authorities, Hills recommends that, to 
reduce polarisation, this rule be re-examined.212 Hills also considers that allocations policies 
should be reviewed to reduce polarisation, although he acknowledges that this is difficult 
with such significant pressures on the social rented sector.213 

129. Private housing investment through buy-to-let can make a positive contribution 
towards the overall aim of mixed communities, because private tenants tend to be better off 
and younger. Private sector tenants also tend to be more transient, however. Like-for-like 
sales therefore need to be managed carefully to ensure that they make a genuine 
contribution to not only mixed, but sustainable communities. Disposal of stock within 
areas of existing social rented housing will also need to be monitored carefully. If the 
development of mixed communities is not to be at the cost of the loss of badly needed 
social rented stock, such disposal must be followed by its expeditious replacement. 

130. The Chartered Institute of Housing considers that it would be reasonable to include 
targets for mixed communities within Local Area Agreements to promote a more 
widespread use of s.106 agreements.214 We disagree. While we support more widespread 
use of planning agreements to create mixed communities, PPS3 (Housing) already requires 
local authorities to set affordable housing targets, which we would expect to be sufficient to 
promote the use of s.106. The creation of mixed communities is a more delicate task. More 
should be done within existing neighbourhoods, but changes must be made gradually. 
Changing the spatial distribution of income is long-term process and should not be linked 
to short-term budgeting or target setting. Doing so could result in communities being 
damaged. The potential synergies between creating mixed communities and some other 
policies to improve housing supply—infilling, for example—should not become excuses 
for poor planning and ignoring the needs of existing communities. 

131. Pepper-potting within existing areas should be promoted more widely, but must 
be seen as a long-term plan and carried out in an open, planned and transparent way. 
We recommend that the Homes and Communities Agency take the lead in promoting 
this approach to pepper-potting. The Agency should assist the development of pepper-
potting projects by local authorities and housing associations by devising ways of 
countering the potential adverse effects of buy-to-let and by monitoring the expeditious 
replacement of ‘pepper-potted’ social rented stock. We also recommend that guidance 
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be issued to local authorities ensuring that new social and affordable housing built 
under s.106 agreements is mixed within developments and built to the same standards, 
not pushed away to discrete areas of larger sites. 

Role of social renting within an ageing society 

132. Choice of tenure changes with the needs of the household: age is a significant factor. 
Older home-owners, for example, may choose to sell up and rent to relieve themselves of 
the ongoing maintenance required with home ownership.215 The likely increase in the 
proportion of retired people has been widely noted as a significant trend in most developed 
countries. CLG’s own memorandum notes the increasing number of retired social 
tenants.216 

133. The ageing of the population raises the question of how the social rented housing 
stock can be utilised most effectively to meet the needs of all its tenants. The Government 
has recently raised again the possibility of encouraging tenants, particularly older tenants, 
to “downsize”, moving out of a no longer needed family-sized house and moving to a 
smaller home. The Government recognises that many tenants will want to remain in the 
family home where they raised their children; but it wants all local authorities to offer their 
tenants the opportunity to downsize. That opportunity is currently not offered at a national 
level, although the Government has been working on schemes to provide greater mobility 
for social tenants across sub-regions, regions and England as a whole.217 

134. There is some debate about the extent to which such encouragement can be effective. 
There is little gain to a tenant in downsizing, compared to the potential financial benefits to 
an owner-occupier, and stronger incentives are needed to make downsizing more 
effective.218 A retired or elderly tenant needs more than just financial support to undertake 
such a move and, to make it as attractive as possible, other tailored support, such as 
packing and removal, utility services transference and postal redirecting will need to be 
provided. Elderly tenants need also to be assured that, where they are found a new home, it 
is suitable for, or adapted to, supporting their needs.  

135. Downsizing is an important component of the policy of using the stock more 
effectively, but any programme must treat each individual with the utmost care. While 
progress towards reducing under-occupation should be monitored, no local or national 
targets should be set. We recommend that the Government provide local authorities 
with more resources to offer a package of measures to support tenants who would 
consider downsizing, including adapting homes to suit tenants’ needs. We also 
recommend that all local authorities include provision for downsizing amongst the 
preferences which may be expressed in their allocation schemes for social housing; and 
that the Government press on urgently with the work which it is undertaking on 
national, regional and sub-regional mobility schemes, ensuring that those schemes 
include provision for downsizing. 
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136. The ageing of the population will also result in an increasing requirement for 
adaptation in the social rented housing sector. With care services moving towards “floating 
support” methods, enabling people to live in their own homes rather than being confined 
to institutionalised care, more specialist accommodation will be required for the elderly.219 
Many social housing providers are already providing alternative forms of care for 
vulnerable people through the Supporting People programme; there is a clear need for 
more rented accommodation which provides this type of support.220 

137. The Government has recently published its “National Strategy for Housing an Ageing 
Society.”221 The strategy includes a growing role for Home Improvement Agencies in 
further supporting people living independently, as well as the provision of more specialist 
accommodation. We welcome the overall aim of the strategy, and in particular the 
acknowledgement that rural areas have faster rates of ageing.222  

138. The publication of the Government’s strategy for housing in an ageing society 
demonstrates that the Government is taking account of the need for the social rented 
sector to provide different forms of care for more people as demographic patterns 
change. The social rented sector will have an important role in implementing the 
strategy. In developing the strategy further, and in particular when allocating 
resources, including from non-housing sources, for its implementation, we recommend 
that the Government take particular account of the distribution of the ageing 
population, for example in coastal and rural areas: demographic pressures are not 
uniform across the country. 

Conclusion: the role of social renting 

139. We believe that our recommendations above, if implemented, would result in 
significant improvements to the situation in the social rented sector. But none of these 
recommendations alone—nor even all of them together—can address the most 
fundamental issue facing the Government: the role of the social rented sector in public 
policy.  

140. Witnesses told us that “council housing is a vital public service”,223 that social renting 
provides a safety net for the most vulnerable in society,224 and even that “social housing is 
part of the glue that binds society together”;225 and without doubt these are critical 
functions of social housing. But these roles have come not merely to affect but to define the 
characteristics of social rented neighbourhoods. Professor Hills told us that “we are dealing 
with a situation where nearly half of all social housing is located in the 20 per cent most 
deprived neighbourhoods in the country”.226 His findings regarding the “neighbourhood 
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effects” of the polarisation of incomes and spatial distribution of tenure are of significant 
concern.227 

141. Professor Hills’s report Ends and Means charts the growing concentration, dating 
from the 1980s, of social tenants amongst the lowest income groups.228 This concentration 
is associated with adverse effects on people’s employment and education potential229 and 
the quality of public and private services supporting the communities.230 Findings from 
other countries have also shown that the concentration of poverty does not merely add to 
people’s difficulties, it multiplies them.231 Social renting has become more polarised 
towards those who earn the least, who have fewer opportunities in the labour market, and 
who live in the most deprived areas.232 

142. The social rented sector serves a vital purpose in providing homes for those in the 
most need. But the hope has always been that it will do more than just that. One of the 
avowed aims of social housing is to provide certainty, through security of tenure, so that 
people can get on with improving their livelihoods.233 However, Professor Hills’s report 
demonstrated that this currently does not happen. There is no evidence that social renting 
has a positive impact on employment234 and, with re-lets falling,235 the mobility of tenants 
(particularly between labour markets) is not likely to improve in the short-term. 

143. The sector is keen to become a tenure of choice and to offer homes in neighbourhoods 
in which people want to live. These aims are not just laudable, they are essential for a just 
and fair society. But the shortage in the supply of social rented housing is already acute 
even without widening its role to those who are better off socially and financially. The 
Government therefore faces a stark choice: does it retrench, leaving social housing as 
the sector of last resort; or is it prepared to make the investment and policy 
commitment necessary for social rented housing to play a full role in the creation of 
truly sustainable communities? 

144. The Government and the wider social rented sector must reach a conclusion on 
whether social renting is to provide accommodation only for those who need it the 
most or whether the sector should be available to a wider range of people. For our part, 
we consider that social housing has a vital role to play in the creation of mixed and 
sustainable communities. Current Government policies and spending plans are 
insufficient to allow it to do so. There is no short-term fix to the current situation: 
sustained and substantial increases in spending, together with a firm policy 
commitment to the creation of mixed communities, will be needed over the medium to 
long term if social rented housing is to fulfil the aims envisaged for it. 
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4 Private renting 

Role of the private rented sector: encouraging mobility and choice 

145. The private rented sector, which is currently home to some 2.6 million households,236 
plays a “valued and vital role” in a flexible housing market.237 A thriving private rented 
sector is vital to the wellbeing of both the economy and the housing market because it is 
highly responsive to local fluctuations in supply and demand and it is relatively easy to 
access, thus facilitating labour and population mobility.238 Not-for-profit organisations as 
well as the Government and the private sector itself have recognised the importance of the 
private rented sector’s role.239 

146. The private rented sector provides homes, often as the tenure of choice, for a large 
proportion of people who are economically and geographically mobile: higher and further 
education students, migrant workers and young professionals—people whose current 
lifestyles or circumstances do not suit homeownership.240 The Residential Landlords 
Association drew attention to the significant proportions of young, single people who rent 
by choice, of older people who move into private renting, perhaps realising equity from a 
previously owned home or seeking to avoid the burden of maintenance, and of those in the 
wake of divorce or other relationship breakdown.241 The sector also plays an important role 
in providing homes, supported by housing benefit, for households who find themselves 
homeless and for other low-income households who are unable to access the social rented 
sector but who cannot afford to buy their own home. 

147. A vibrant private rented sector has another advantageous outcome in allowing some 
groups of people to live in a better area and access a better quality of accommodation than 
through ownership.242 The Northern Housing Consortium drew attention to evidence that 
in 2005 “61 per cent of 18–34 year old tenants believed that renting enabled them to live in 
a better area than if they bought a home and enabled them to access better quality 
accommodation.”243 

148. However, the sector caters overwhelmingly for short-term needs. 69 per cent of 
households who rent privately have occupied the home for less than three years. By 
contrast, in the social rented sector only 23 per cent of households have lived in their home 
for less than three years.244 As Lord Best told us, “few people are expecting and hoping that 
their long-term future lies in the private rented sector.”245 To an extent this reflects the 
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nature of those who use the sector. It may also be true, however, that the short-term nature 
of stays in the private rented sector is a product of its main form of tenure, the Assured 
Shorthold Tenancy (AST).  

149. The minimum length of stay under an AST is six months; a typical tenancy in the 
private sector is between 15 and 18 months.246 Assured shorthold tenancies have benefits 
for the individual, in flexibility, and for the economy, in facilitating labour market mobility. 
But they militate against the creation of sustainable communities because the lack of 
security not only enables but encourages transience. A household will be less likely to 
consider staying within an area if the potential of a quick eviction hangs over it. In contrast, 
the security offered by social tenancies is highly valued for the certainty it brings to tenants 
and the benefits to the stability of a community. 

150. The state of the housing market is such that we consider that there is a need to 
develop incentives for private sector landlords to offer longer tenancies to their 
customers. Referring to security of tenure, the Department once again extolled the virtues 
of home ownership, arguing that “home ownership offers a security of tenure which can be 
important for families with children.”247 Increasing numbers of families with children are 
able neither to afford the option of ownership, nor, because they earn enough to rent 
privately, to obtain a social tenancy. Not only families with children, but also other forms 
of household, are turning for a variety of reasons to the private rented sector for their 
accommodation needs. Not all are looking for the flexibility of an assured shorthold 
tenancy.  

151. The Government needs to recognise the benefits to both individuals and 
communities of offering more variety in the length of tenancies, and address the need 
for households in the private as well as the social rented sector to have stable homes 
provided through secure tenures. We recommend that the Government urgently 
undertake further work on developing secure tenures for the private sector. It should 
base this work on that already done by the Law Commission, which we consider below. 

Law Commission’s recommendations 

152. The Law Commission has undertaken an extensive review of the laws governing social 
and private tenants.248 The Law Commission advocates “landlord-neutrality”, under which 
housing associations, local authorities and private investors would be able to develop new 
housing on equal terms. 

153. The Commission also recommends a written statement of mutual rights and 
obligations between the landlord and tenant instead of the range of tenancy agreements.249 
The Law Commission’s review “Renting Homes” recommended the replacement of the 
current tenancy agreements with two contracts: a secure contract giving substantial 
security of tenure protected by statute; and a standard contract. The Commission modelled 
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the standard contract on the present AST, but recommended that it should not be subject 
to the rule that stops a court ordering possession before the end of the first six months of 
an agreed assured shorthold tenancy. 

154. The Government has yet to respond to the Law Commission’s proposals. During our 
first oral evidence session we were told that the Government was taking “more 
fundamental look at social housing as part of the John Hills review” and would respond in 
2008.250 Since then the Government has commissioned another review related to social-
housing, the Cave Review, which reported in June 2007, and it has now commissioned a 
review of the private sector. The day after announcing a review of the private rented sector, 
during debate in the Housing and Regeneration Bill Committee, the Housing Minister 
stated: “the Housing Act 2004 included a series of measures on HMOs and other matters in 
the private rented sector. It is right to review the workings and implementation of those 
measures and to have a more wide-ranging review of the private rented sector”.251 

155. We are disappointed by the length of time it has taken CLG to address the findings 
of the Law Commission, particularly with regard to changes to the private rented 
sector. While the review of the private rented sector will be useful, it should not be used 
as an excuse for stalling further work on tenancy reform.  

156. The Law Commission’s proposals are broadly supported by the private sector—the 
British Property Federation252 and the National Landlords Association,253 for example—
and the potential for longer tenancies is also supported by the British Property 
Federation.254 Adrian Turner from the Association of Residential Letting Agents (ARLA) 
told us: 

The opportunity for landlords to let on longer-term tenancies is a good idea, as long 
as there are suitable safeguards in place for them to be able to regain possession when 
it is appropriate for them to regain possession. At the moment most landlords let on 
short-holds. The average length of the tenancy is over 15 months, even though the 
minimum under the regime is six months.255 

157. If the private sector wants its tenants to feel and behave like “consumers”,256 it needs to 
show how highly it values them by offering more choice and certainty. The law as it stands, 
however, restricts their ability to do so. Assured tenancies, which account for 15 per cent of 
all private tenancies,257 offer more security than ASTs; but landlords are deterred from 
offering this type of tenancy because the means of repossession is difficult.258 There is a gap 
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in the market for a form of tenancy which is less rigid than the assured tenancy, but more 
secure than the AST. 

158. We are attracted to the Law Commission’s proposal for tenancies based on mutual 
rights and obligations, which would offer scope for longer-term tenancies in the private 
sector. We recommend that the Government undertake further work on tenancy 
reform, building on the Law Commission’s proposals, without further delay.  

Growth of private renting and the buy-to-let market 

159. The graph below shows the upward trend in private renting since deregulation in 
1989, reversing the previous downward trend. The most significant recent change has been 
the injection of buy-to-let properties, rapidly increasing overall stock since 2001. 

Figure 9—Private rented dwelling stock in England 1976–2006 

 
Source: CLG (live table) 

160. The rapid expansion of the private rented sector through buy-to-let mortgages was 
referred to by many witnesses, including CLG.259 In 2002 there were some 275,500 buy-to-
let mortgages. By 2004 this had nearly doubled to 500,000,260 and the Council for Mortgage 
Lenders estimated that there were 850,000 outstanding buy-to-let mortgages in 2006.261 
However, the use of mortgage figures must be treated with caution. The Paragon Group 
told us that “as much as 40 per cent of BTL lending activity is remortgaging, as established 
landlords move from expensive commercial mortgages”.262  

161. The buy-to-let phenomenon has increased the role of individual investors while the 
share of rented housing owned by institutional investors has continued to decline.263 Lower 
rates of return from the stock market and from personal pensions have encouraged 
individual investors,264 who are better able to increase returns by managing their own 
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properties.265 Buy-to-let investors have purchased a broad range of new and existing 
property.266 One fact emerging from our inquiry which surprised us was that around two-
thirds of the new-build properties in London in 2005 were purchased by investors rather 
than owner-occupiers.267 

162. We have not been presented with compelling evidence to demonstrate that the buy-
to-let market has priced out owner-occupiers, even first-time buyers. Despite considerable 
concern about the possible effect of buy-to-let and the recent publication of a research 
paper by the National Housing and Planning Advice Unit (NHPAU),268 we find that this 
issue is not yet well understood, even though it may be very significant. The NHPAU’s 
research concluded that buy-to-let investments have not been solely responsible for the 
significant growth in house prices, but confirmed that they have played a part, estimating 
that in 2007 such investments added up to seven percent to the average price of a home.269 
There is a limited amount of other evidence on the effect of buy-to-let. CLG told us that 
buy-to-let investors are more likely to purchase newly built properties;270 some of this 
investment is made “off-plan”, decreasing the ability of other buyers to compete. The 
Northern Housing Consortium has undertaken a number of case studies on buy-to-let and 
concluded that because properties are being bought towards the lower end of the market 
(terraced houses and flats), first-time buyers and local people are feeling priced out of the 
market.271 

163. The NHPAU’s estimate of the effect of buy-to-let on house prices may appear to be 
small, but can represent a significant amount for first-time buyers. Furthermore, it may be 
an underestimate. The NHPAU’s analysis did not include cash investments made by 
individuals or institutions (i.e. purchases made without a mortgage), and it is likely that 
these investments will also have affected house prices. The research note also highlights the 
need for further investigation into the localised effects of buy-to-let investment, which may 
be much more substantial than the “headline” figure in certain areas or sectors of the 
market. 

164. The increase in the stock of private rented accommodation through buy-to-let 
investment has benefited the sector. However, this investment has had a small but 
nonetheless significant upward effect on house prices; and appears to be concentrated 
within markets in which first time buyers tend to compete. A better understanding of 
its effects will greatly assist the development of housing strategy and policy in the 
private rented sector. We recommend that CLG commission further research into the 
impact of buy-to-let on local housing markets, particularly where there has been a 
concentration of activity. 
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165. It is important to consider the effects of buy-to-let and other investment in planning 
for mixed communities. The buy-to-let sector has, arguably, provided investment and 
contributed to more homes being built than would otherwise have been the case, 
particularly in inner-city areas. But the effect of buy-to-let investors purchasing newly-built 
homes has become of sufficient concern to English Partnerships that it is now attempting 
to restrict sales to investors on the grounds that a large proportion of private rented 
accommodation in an area will militate against the creation of a mixed community. The 
Housing Corporation, similarly, highlighted its concern about the impact of buy-to-let on 
developments which were supposed to promote more mixed communities, particularly 
when lettings are made to local authorities for temporary accommodation.272 Similar 
concerns were also expressed by the Borough of Barking and Dagenham.273 We saw for 
ourselves the effects of the buy-to-let sector in inhibiting the aim of the creation of 
genuinely mixed-income communities during our visit to Manchester. 

166. We recognise that the investment made through buy-to-let mortgages has helped 
to increase supply, but Government policy must reflect the fact that buy-to-let and 
other investment activity does not always benefit the aims of mixed communities. 
Following on from the experience of English Partnerships, we recommend that the 
Homes and Communities Agency consider how the use of its own resources, and those 
of other public sector bodies, can be used to encourage private investment to accord 
more closely with the aims of mixed communities. 

Buy-to-leave 

167. Another issue emerging during the inquiry was the significance, in some areas, of the 
incidence of homes left empty to earn money simply through capital appreciation. Our 
concern about this issue arose from several submissions including the Department’s own 
memorandum;274 it heightened when Lord Best told us about how 20–25 per cent of new 
apartments in Salford are being left empty.275 The then Housing Minister, describing this 
phenomenon as “buy-to-leave”, told us of her concern that, in Leeds, vacancy levels of new 
city centre apartments are 30 per cent, compared to an average of 4.3 per cent for the whole 
city.276 Given the significant shortage of housing, the implications of buy-to-leave for the 
supply of rented housing and the Government’s aims to improve affordability through new 
developments are potentially serious in those areas where it is happening.  

168. Representatives from the private rented sector were keen to distance themselves from 
the activity of buy-to-leave and property investment clubs, arguing that such properties 
“very rarely come into the private rented sector”.277 Andy Leahy, Managing Director of the 
Bespoke Property Group, described the motives of such speculative investors thus: 
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At the end of the day, they are hoping that house price inflation will outstrip their 
cost of ownership or holding and they are not that interested in putting a tenant in, 
because it just brings another factor into the equation.278 

169. The activity of investors in the housing market, be they buy-to-let or buy-to-leave, has 
been a significant driving force behind the supply of new housing. Research commissioned 
by the Greater London Authority indicates that, in London, two-thirds of newly built 
private homes go to investors, mostly to rent out, compared to only one third going to 
owner occupiers.279 It is therefore crucial that it be properly understood. 

170. When we questioned the Minister on this issue, she referred to the fact that local 
authorities have new powers to address the problem, Empty Dwelling Management Orders 
(EDMOs).280 Responding to a later request for further information on buy-to-leave, the 
Department stated: 

As part of the regeneration of urban areas the Department acknowledges that there 
appear to be issues of residential development that have not been fully occupied. We 
believe this can be for a number of reasons: the developments may not be responsive 
to demand; are seeking to create a market for city centre living; or responding to 
what is considered to be a sound investment option. Often we accept the answer will 
be specific to particular developments.281 

171. This is an inadequate response to a practice which could have very significant 
consequences for the supply not only of rented but of all new housing in some areas. With 
the mortgage market currently in an uncertain state, the buy-to-leave trend may well have 
run its course. But if the market picks up again, this in turn may only be for a temporary 
period. The Government needs to be more alert to this and other emerging trends in the 
housing market and to support any action that local authorities need to take. 

172. Investment clubs and individuals treating property as investment portfolios have 
increased investment in housing; but the lack of interest in renting property in some areas 
is creating resentment, goes against aims to promote a sense of belonging to a 
neighbourhood, and restricts badly-needed supply. Notwithstanding the Minister’s answer 
to us in oral evidence, the Government has more recently indicated that enforcement 
action—i.e. EDMOs—“should only be considered as a last resort when voluntary measures 
have proved unsuccessful,” continuing “We are therefore keen to ensure that local 
authorities adopt empty dwelling management orders as part of a comprehensive strategy 
that encompasses a wider range of options.”282 Clearly EDMOs are only being used as a last 
resort: between the introduction of empty dwelling management orders in July 2006 and 
the end of 2007, only six interim empty dwelling management orders were passed by the 
relevant residential property tribunals.283 What is not at all clear is what other options are 
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open to local authorities.  Local authorities are in the right position to recognise and act 
upon the problem; but they should not have to address the problem of buy-to-leave 
without the tools or support necessary to do so. We consider that buy-to-leave investors, 
who have been unwilling to let from the start, are unlikely to show great interest in doing 
so without the threat of some form of financial penalty. We are mindful that such penalties 
risk decreasing investment,284 but with housing in such short supply there needs to be a 
mechanism in between unsuccessful persuasion and the forced control method of EDMOs. 

173. We recommend that the Government investigate what fiscal measures would 
provide an incentive to property owners not to leave their properties empty for long 
periods. In the meantime, CLG must support local authorities in their efforts to 
prevent and reduce the incidence of buy-to-leave through investigating how they can 
better use their existing powers to bring empty dwellings into use, by providing 
additional funds to local authorities to target the worst-affected areas, and by ensuring 
that the information necessary to take action—on ownership, for example—is readily 
available.  

Prospects for further buy-to-let investment 

174. A surprising feature of the private rental market is that, even with the very high 
pressures on all types of housing noted during this inquiry, private rents have been low and 
stable.285 The increase in supply through buy-to-let has reduced inflationary pressures, 
making private renting more affordable compared to the ever-increasing cost of owner-
occupation. One consequence is that comparatively low rents and competition between 
landlords have made private renting less attractive to larger investors. The British Property 
Federation (BPF) told us: 

At least part of the reason why the institutional sector is not experiencing the same 
growth as individual investment lies in returns. Yields from residential renting are 
currently low reflecting high house prices and relatively low rents. True income 
returns for the individual investor are often cross-subsidised through their own work 
in managing their properties. Individual investors will also have different 
comparators, mostly equities, whereas institutions will compare returns on large 
scale residential investment with the returns seen in commercial property.286 

175. For small investors, buy-to-let can be seen as a second income or a way of 
supplementing pensions. But with low rental return, the earning potential of this 
investment is mainly a product of the growth in capital value. Giving evidence for the BPF, 
Mr Leahy commented that, unlike larger institutional investors, some individual investors 
might be content “with absolutely no initial yield and work on house price inflation as their 
driver” but added that as the cost of mortgages increases, further buy-to-let investment will 
be discouraged.287  
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176. The credit crunch may also have an effect on the size of the private rented sector. The 
lending market is unstable as a result of the credit crunch, even for housing associations: a 
point raised during debates at the committee stage of the Housing and Regeneration Bill.288 
It is likely that further enlargement of the buy-to-let sector will be discouraged as a result. 
Even if lending stabilises, the prospects for significant growth in the sector are uncertain. 
Since much investment in the private rented sector is driven by anticipated capital 
appreciation, confidence in the housing market will be a key factor, and that too is 
uncertain at present.  

177. The prospect of further capital gains has been a significant motivator behind buy-to-
let investment; if other forms of capital investment begin to outperform property, there 
may be a contraction in the private rented sector.289 The effects of the “credit crunch” and 
confidence in the housing market generally may also slow growth. The Government needs 
to be alive to these trends and to their implications for housing policy. 

Effect of students and migrants on the private rented sector 

178. Referring to issues influencing private rented sector demand, CLG told us “difficulties 
in accessing social housing and the rising costs of entry to owner occupation remain 
important factors on the demand side”.290 We agree that these two issues are crucial to an 
understanding of the rented housing market; but other factors also have a significant effect 
on the market, and they are not fully understood by the Government. 

179. The growth in student accommodation, and its concentration in certain areas of 
university towns, is one such factor. “Studentification” presents challenges to the creation 
of sustainable mixed communities; it has also in some places resulted in pre-existing 
communities suffering anti-social behaviour.291 Many students live in Houses in Multiple 
Occupation (HMOs), which present their own particular set of challenges: we consider this 
further below.292 Some housing associations and the private rented sector have responded 
to the rising number of young people going to university by investing in accommodation 
specially designed for students.293 The Unite Group, for example, intends to build more 
than 10,000 new bed spaces between 2008 and 2010, with nearly 3,000 in London.294  

180. Not all students rent from a traditional private landlord. Many are fortunate to be able 
to “rent” from parents. Figures quoted by the National HMO Lobby suggest that around 
83,000 homes were bought on behalf of students in 2005, 26 per cent more than in 2000, 
and this figure could grow to as much as 100,000 by the year 2010.295 There is a knock-on 
effect from the purchase of homes by parents for their student children. Figures for the 
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subsequent sale of such homes are not readily available, but given that there is a regular 
churn of students and the buy-to-let market has had a corresponding growth, it is possible 
that a significant proportion of student-parent homes are retained as investments after the 
children have finished with their studies, adding to the overall increase in private rented 
stock. 

181. Another source of growth in the private rented sector is through migration, 
particularly from eastern European countries. Migrants from the new European Union 
countries are not automatically eligible for social housing or housing benefit: for example, 
A8 nationals must be registered and in work for a year before potentially becoming eligible 
for housing assistance. According to the Paragon Group, migration could increase the 
private rented sector by 55,000 homes a year.296 As we have seen during our inquiry on 
community cohesion and migration, this trend is also leading to increases in shared 
housing, with the neighbourhood problems which that brings, and in overcrowding. Very 
little research has been undertaken on the needs, the type of property and location used to 
house the migrant populations.297 Such information could assist local authorities when 
forming housing strategies. 

182. We recommend that the Government undertake further research on the trends, 
patterns and needs of students and of migrants to better inform regional and local 
housing strategies. We welcome the recently-announced Government review “aimed at 
improving the management and conditions of people living in Houses in Multiple 
Occupation”, which will have a particular focus on areas with a high concentration of 
HMOs housing students, but note that the focus of the review is narrow and will be 
insufficient of itself to meet the need for information which we identify.298 

Licensing of houses in multiple occupation 

183. Several witnesses referred to the introduction of the compulsory licensing for Houses 
in Multiple Occupation (HMOs) introduced by the Housing Act 2004. No-one challenges 
the reasons for the introduction of the regulation of HMOs, which was and continues to be 
widely recognised as a necessary step in addressing the wide range of problems to which 
such accommodation can give rise. Shelter, for example, considers the new licensing of 
HMOs to be of benefit as “Environmental Health Officers spend less time tracking down 
HMOs and more time taking action to improve their conditions and management.”299  

184. Nevertheless concerns have been raised about the way the system is operating in 
practice. The private sector expressed significant concern over the implementation of 
HMO licensing. The main issue was the variation in approaches to implementation taken 
by different local authorities; the differences between the fee charged for the licences by 
different local authorities was also raised, as was the concern that local authorities were 
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targeting the “easy” cases rather than tackling the bad landlords who were more difficult to 
deal with.300 

185. When we put these concerns to CLG officials in oral evidence, John Daniels, policy 
adviser on the private rented sector, told us that measures were taken to coordinate the 
implementation of the regulations “so you can get some sort of common standards.”301 But 
these measures were not taken until after the introduction of the 2004 Act, despite the fact 
that the Government was told during the consultation that consistency would be vital.302 

Moreover, industry witnesses told us that the main reasons for the regulation—to tackle 
unfit and unsafe HMOs, as well as poor quality management by landlords—were not being 
effectively addressed. Mike Stimpson, a private sector landlord, told us: 

All the good landlords are declaring and they are getting licensed, and what we are 
going to see, just the same as before, is the bad ones who will never ever be looked at 
because local authorities just do not get round to it. By the time the licensing period 
is up, they will be doing new licences for the same landlords who have come 
forward.303 

186. The Government failed to ensure consistent approaches from local authorities 
when it introduced measures to control HMOs. It also failed to ensure that local 
authorities were in a position to use the system effectively. Local authorities appear to 
have ended up concentrating their efforts on simply administering the licensing 
system, rather than using it effectively to tackle the most problematic landlords. We 
recommend that CLG assist local authorities in developing a more targeted approach 
which ensures that resources are focused on tackling the worst cases. 

187. Shelter considers that the mandatory licensing scheme should be extended from 
homes in buildings with three or more storeys.304 Some local authorities have used their 
discretionary powers to target problem areas. Manchester City Council told us during our 
visit of its desire to extend the application of the regulations because of concerns about the 
quality of some conversions. More recently, during our inquiry into community cohesion 
and migration, Peterborough City Council has told us of its struggle to extend its licensing 
powers to cope with the increasing numbers of houses being occupied by large groups of 
recent migrants. The definition of HMOs used for the mandatory licensing scheme is 
insufficient to cope with situations where landlords are simply cramming more and more 
people into the smallest spaces possible. Local authorities have told us, however, that the 
process of acquiring discretionary powers to deal with such housing is cumbersome and 
time-consuming—not what is needed to deal with an increasingly urgent problem. 

188. We favour extending the requirements of the HMO regulations to cover a wider 
variety of houses in multiple occupation. Meanwhile, the Government must give local 
authorities the easiest possible access to the tools they need to do the job of regulating 
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the worst examples of HMO abuse, particularly by streamlining the process of applying 
for extension of their discretionary HMO licensing powers. 

Regulation  

189. The issues of poor quality in the private rented sector which we note above need to be 
addressed, and quickly. The quality of life of large numbers of tenants depends on it. 
Improvements in quality are also crucial in wider policy terms, however. The growth in the 
private rented sector is a welcome change towards diversifying the range of choice of 
housing and has demonstrated the important role private renting has in meeting the needs 
of a more diverse and mobile population. We have proposed that the private rented sector 
should extend its role to become a viable long-term option for the accommodation of a 
wider range of households. If that extension of the private sector’s role is to happen, we 
agree with the Audit Commission that “decisions are needed on the type and level of 
intervention that are required for the sector to safeguard standards and security.”305  

190. Regulation of the private rented sector is mainly undertaken by local authorities, 
through the Housing Health and Safety Rating System, HMO regulations, and voluntary 
accreditation schemes. The Housing Ombudsman Service is the statutory body 
adjudicating on complaints of maladministration both against housing associations and 
also against private landlords and agents which voluntarily register themselves with it. 
Over the period March 2006−April 2007, the service investigated over 2800 cases. Most 
(nearly 68 per cent of cases) did not result in maladministration being found. Only 1 per 
cent of cases concerned assured shorthold tenancies, the main form of tenancy in the 
private rented sector.306 

191. The Ombudsman for Estate Agents was established in 1998. The Ombudsman’s remit 
also covers letting agents, and it has developed a code of practice for letting agents with the 
National Association of Estate Agents. As with the Housing Ombudsman Service, letting 
agents are not required to be members. By contrast, provisions in the Consumers, Estate 
Agents and Redress Act 2007 require persons who engage in estate agency work in relation 
to residential property (“relevant estate agency work”) to be members of an approved 
redress scheme for dealing with complaints in connection with that work.307 All estate 
agents must register with an authorised organisation which investigates complaints against 
its members. Agents may be fined or struck off and potentially referred to the Office of Fair 
Trading. From April 2008, estate agents who are not members of a scheme will no longer 
be able to sell houses.308 

192. Self-regulation of landlords and agents within the private rented sector exists through 
membership of associations such as the Association of Residential Letting Agents309 and 
the National Landlords Association.310 The efforts of these and other organisations to 
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improve management standards are welcome and should be supported, but there is a clear 
need to do more to eliminate unsavoury tendencies within the private rented sector. 

193. One of CLG’s objectives for the development of the private rented sector was the use 
of local authority accreditation schemes.311 Such schemes can work on a regional as well as 
local basis: the London Landlord Accreditation Scheme, for example, operates across 
London to provide landlords with training and to enforce standards.312 Collectively, local 
authorities have undertaken extensive work with the private rented sector in forming 
accreditation schemes, which are often linked to measures to prevent households being 
made homeless. Accreditation schemes only function through co-operation between local 
authorities and landlords,313 and are constrained by the limited time and resources 
available to environmental health teams.314  

194. Notwithstanding concerns about the variation in the application of regulation by local 
authorities, particularly with the application of HMO licensing, no evidence was presented 
to us questioning the right and ability of local authorities to regulate the private rented 
sector. The approaches taken by local authorities in establishing private sector forums and 
accreditation schemes are largely supported by the private sector, which acknowledges the 
benefit of recognising “the work of responsible landlords who choose to become 
accredited.”315 This support provides the opportunity for local authorities to exercise the 
“strategic” housing function which the Government is promoting for them. Local 
authorities can and should act as conveners of the bodies who invest in and provide private 
rented housing, rather than just as enforcers. There is also a role for Oftenant, using its 
experience within the social rented sector, to coordinate the efforts of local authorities and 
the private sector in disseminating good practice and working with local authorities to 
address specific issues relevant to their area. 

195. The Government recognises that the previous measures in the 2004 Act and the 
private rented sector need to be reviewed.316 While we welcome this further review of the 
sector, it demonstrates that the problems affecting private tenants have not been 
satisfactorily addressed following the last set of reforms, which should have gone further.317 

There is a yawning gap between the rights of consumers who are purchasing a property 
through estate agents, and tenants of private landlords. Prospective and actual tenants 
in the private rented sector can face discrimination, retaliatory action, and general poor 
management of their home. A good basis exists in existing regulation, local authority 
accreditation schemes and the activity of trade bodies to introduce a system of 
accreditation similar to that which exists for estate agents, devised by trade bodies but 
reinforced by the involvement of local authorities, with the ultimate oversight of 
Oftenant. We recommend that the Government work with organisations in the private 
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rented sector to develop a robust scheme which will enable tenants to gain redress 
against poor landlords. 

196. The British Land Company presented the case for a ‘carrot and stick’ approach where 
the threat of the removal of incentives would “remove the burden of enforcement from 
local authorities”.318 Financial incentives could include lower taxation on repairs and 
improvement works, for example. Other incentives could include a ‘risk-based’ approach 
to inspection whereby demonstrably good landlords face less regular visits from the local 
authority. Advocating a “build-to-let” approach to enlargement of the private rented 
sector, the British Property Federation also highlighted the potential for “some kind of 
Code of Standards or Accreditation Scheme, which was open to private managers and 
housing associations and backed by a dispute resolution body, such as the Housing 
Ombudsman Scheme”.319 The ‘carrot and stick’ approach to regulation of the private sector 
appears to receive support from a broad range of interests. During the debate at the fourth 
session of the Housing and Regeneration Bill, Adam Sampson of Shelter, for example, said 
“regulation needs to be married with a package of incentives to encourage the further 
development and professionalisation of the private rented sector.”320 

197. We recommend that the Government’s review of the private rented sector consider 
and report on the merits of establishing an accreditation system under which letting 
agents, private landlords and housing associations would register the extent of their 
private property portfolio with the relevant local authority. Such a system would assist 
local authorities’ strategic housing and regulatory functions. The enforcement function 
would also rest with the local authority but only insofar as it was necessary to oversee 
how registered bodies process complaints, or how individual unregistered and 
unaccredited landlords manage their stock.  

198. The review of the sector should also consider the establishment of a new regulatory 
system based on a carrot-and-stick approach which rewards responsible landlords with 
fewer repetitive regulatory hurdles and greater financial incentives such as rewards for 
investment in maintenance and energy efficiency. Landlords should have the choice 
whether they wish to use letting agents, which under our previous recommendation 
would be accredited and under the ultimate oversight of Oftenant, or similar 
management companies including housing associations; or undertake their own 
marketing and management and then be directly regulated by the local authority. 
Whichever route the landlord took, new properties would be required to be registered 
with the relevant local authority when a tenant was found. 
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5 Housing providers 

Social renting 

199. The range of agents involved in the management and construction of social rented 
homes enlarged with the introduction of Arms-Length Management Organisations 
(ALMOs). Successive governments have encouraged local authorities to transfer the 
ownership and management of their housing stock since the passage of the 1988 Housing 
Act. Between 1988 and January 1998, 252,000 properties were transferred;321 this figure 
increased to over 400,000 by early 2000.322 

200. The 4 million social rented homes together form an asset worth around £400 
billion,323 the equivalent of all assets held by mutual financial organisations in the 
country.324 But in our judgement the main significance of the social rented sector is its 
social benefit, not its financial worth. We note earlier in this Report the importance of the 
concept of asset management within the social rented sector.325 Asset management is about 
more than just finances. Professor Cave, in his review of social housing, concluded that 
however successful the Government may be in increasing the supply of affordable homes, 
“it is the use of the existing stock that will have the greatest impact for the foreseeable 
future.”326 

201. Professor Hills reached very similar conclusions. Giving evidence to us, he said “one 
of my suggestions is that maybe we should think a bit more about encouraging landlords to 
think of themselves as asset managers.”327 In his report, Professor Hills recognises that the 
growth of housing associations, the ring-fencing of local authority landlord accounts and 
the introduction of arms-length management organisations (ALMOs) have introduced 
more efficient management mechanisms into the social rented sector. It is vital that these 
management mechanisms now be used in the most effective possible manner to improve 
the supply of rented housing. 

202. Efficiencies have been introduced into the social rented sector; but these 
efficiencies have thus far been concentrated in the construction and refurbishment of 
homes, rather than in their use. The Government cannot build enough homes to meet 
the demand in the short term. We therefore endorse the conclusions of the Hills and 
Cave reviews that better management which uses the existing stock more efficiently is 
needed. 
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ALMOs and improvement in conditions through the decent homes standard 

203. The Government announced the creation of arm’s-length management organisations 
in its April 2000 Housing Green Paper, Quality and Choice: a decent home for all. In 2004, 
the Government stated that the primary objective for ALMOs was “to achieve the Decent 
Homes target across the local authority housing stock that they manage”, continuing “The 
major part of ALMOs’ expenditure, and hence of local authorities’ bids for ALMO funding, 
will therefore be on repairing and improving the housing stock to bring it up to the Decent 
Homes standard.”328 

204. The Audit Commission considers ALMOs to be performing particularly well in 
comparison with housing associations and local authorities. The Commission is not aware 
of any research which identifies why ALMOs perform better, though it suggests that the 
need to deliver a high level of performance to attract funding is likely to be a key factor.329 

Beside the availability of funding, another possible explanation for the success of ALMOs 
may be that they tend to concentrate their activity within small areas, which creates some 
efficiencies.330 However, there is no single system allowing direct comparisons between 
different providers of housing management, which means that drawing conclusions about 
the costs and benefits of each type of provider is difficult. The Cave review reached the 
same conclusion and recommended that reliable cost comparisons between the different 
provider groupings be made available within four years.331  

205. The performance of ALMOs and other housing managers in improving the condition 
of existing homes is naturally of primary importance to those who have previously had to 
live in cold, damp, draughty and otherwise unsuitable homes; but it is also crucial to 
meeting housing demand. In areas of low demand, the poor quality of homes is preventing 
them from being used, effectively constraining supply because they do not meet people’s 
standards. Poor management and maintenance of the existing stock can counteract the 
advantages of new supply.332  

206. The Decent Homes programme has made considerable progress in clearing the 
massive backlog of maintenance and improvement work on social rented homes. It has 
also had other long-term benefits for the maintenance of the social rented stock. Mark 
Davies, Chief Executive of Connaught plc, a provider of social housing maintenance and 
estate management services, told us that the scale of the Decent Homes programme has 
driven cost and programme efficiencies, and that a partnering ethos has been established 
between social landlords, contractors and their suppliers, and with tenants.333 Even once 
the programme is complete, the need for substantial investment in maintenance will 
remain. As Mr Davies reminded us, 
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Decent Homes has accelerated into a ten-year period effectively of probably two 
decades of work, but those properties still have to have, on a cyclical basis, their 
kitchens, bathrooms, windows, doors and roofs replaced; so that work will carry 
on.334 

Peter Morton, CEO of the ALMO Sheffield Homes, emphasised the importance of 
ensuring that Decent Homes is not seen as the end of the matter: “there is a real fear that 
we will go back to pre-ALMO spending [...] then the quality of stock will deteriorate quite 
rapidly”.335 

207. The quality of the social rented stock cannot be detached from the question of 
overall supply. If no one wants to live in a home because of its poor physical or 
environmental quality, then it is not contributing to the overall supply. The 
Government is to be commended for introducing the Decent Homes programme and 
for the substantial progress which has been made on the programme, but an ongoing 
programme of maintenance and improvement of the social rented stock is still needed. 
Long-term funding for maintenance must be secure if the good work of the Decent 
Homes programme is not to be undone. We will be monitoring carefully the successor 
to the Decent Homes programme, both to ensure that the original objective of the 
programme is met and to see how the Government proposes to ensure the long-term 
high quality of the social rented stock. 

208. It will also be important not to lose the gains which have been made through the 
introduction of the ALMO management model. Indeed there is potential for such gains to 
be extended from the achievement of the Decent Homes target and into housing supply. 
The Government has indicated that ALMOs have a role in using housing corporation 
funding to build homes outside the Housing Revenue Account.336 City West Homes, the 
ALMO covering Westminster, for example, told us of its intention not only to meet other 
stock maintenance requirements beyond the decent homes standard, but also, if allowed, to 
build new homes. As they pointed out, however, “sustaining this investment and 
undertaking a programme of continuous improvement beyond five years will require a 
longer time frame for planning [and] additional funding, freedoms and flexibility.”337 

209. ALMOs, which do not own assets which can be used to support borrowing, need 
long-term security to raise funding for building new homes.338 The future for ALMOs has, 
however, been uncertain. Arms length management organisations have performed well 
in contributing to the implementation of the decent homes programme. There is now 
potential for them not only to build on these improvements by investing long-term in 
maintenance, but also to contribute to the addition of badly-needed new supply. We 
recommend that CLG retain and enhance this management model and confirm the 
future of ALMOs as soon as possible. 
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Demand across the city of Manchester
 

 
In common with the rest of the country, demand for social rented housing in Manchester 
has increased.  During our visit we noted that the waiting list for Manchester City Council 
stock increased by 82 per cent between 2002-2005; and over the same period turnover 
levels fell from 12 per cent to 8 per cent.  Spatially, peaks and troughs of demand have 
become more even; the areas of low demand have absorbed additional demand.  However, 
it appears that the more even distribution of demand in the City is not just a result of 
excess demand.  The Council has noted that combined improvements made through 
community policing, the decent homes programme and choice-based lettings have helped 
to make areas more attractive and spread the demand for homes more evenly across the 
town.  Small pockets of low demand remain, reinforcing the suggestion that the overall 
change is not just the product of excess demand. 

Reproduced by kind permission of
Manchester City Council Housing
Services Demand Team
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Regulation of social housing 

210. Representing many Housing Associations, the National Housing Federation and 
Places for People raised complaints about the system of auditing and regulation.339 We 
heard similar concerns during our visit to Manchester, specifically that different 
information is needed by each organisation (Audit Commission, Housing Corporation, 
different parts of central government) and that the information required varies depending 
on the source of money being used. Complying with the required accounting and auditing 
diverts time and resources from the core activities of constructing new homes and 
managing the existing stock. Regulation is more of a burden to smaller housing 
associations and has been a key driver behind amalgamation within the sector.340  

211. Given the extent of public money channelled through social housing, there must be a 
publicly accountable audit trail; and it is not unreasonable to require organisations 
benefiting from public support to comply with national public policy. Housing providers 
recognise this.341 Regulation of how public money is used is vital not only for democratic 
accountability, but also for the evaluation of what works. Tenants and the public will need 
to know where the money has come from, where is it going, and how objectives for quality 
of stock and tenant satisfaction, for example, are being met. These questions can be 
complicated to answer, but that is not an acceptable reason for avoiding doing so. 

212. Effective regulation is also crucial to the continued supply of private funding into the 
social housing sector. Giving evidence to the Public Bill Committee considering the 
Housing and Regeneration Bill, which will establish the new regulator of social housing, 
Oftenant, Paul Stevens, representing the Council of Mortgage Lenders, said: 

Maintaining that confidence [in effective regulation] is absolutely crucial at a time 
when there is talk of £8 billion of additional grant funding, which in itself will require 
about £16 billion of additional private finance. If the Government are to deliver their 
objectives of building capacity and building more properties to satisfy demand, we 
must maintain that confidence.342 

213. There is nonetheless scope for reducing the burden of regulation in the sector and 
thereby freeing up resources for the vital task of improving supply. The Cave Review 
concluded that the system of regulation was excessive and proposed a “co-regulatory” 
approach under which housing associations would agree the scope and extent of regulation 
with the regulator. The review also suggested that that there should be an ongoing process 
of lessening the burden of regulation.343 The review’s conclusions included proposals to 
allow high-performing organisations greater freedom to spend their surpluses on the issues 
that matter to them, such as quality or additional services; and to remove the requirement 
to provide information on income from non-core activities.344 
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214. The Housing and Regeneration Bill will establish a new regulator of social housing, 
Oftenant. The present basis for intervention by the Housing Corporation in the event of 
“misconduct or mismanagement” is set out in the 1996 Housing Act. The enforcement 
powers contained in the Housing and Regeneration Bill include the potential for 
intervention if there is mismanagement, but also if the registered provider has failed to 
meet standards which will be set by the regulator or the Secretary of State. The National 
Housing Federation, which represents not-for-profit housing associations in England, has 
expressed significant concerns about these provisions.345 The Government is aware of these 
concerns but believes that “the regulator should have power to regulate registered 
providers’ wider community activities.”346 Iain Wright MP, Parliamentary Under Secretary 
of State at CLG, told the Housing and Regeneration Bill Committee that he wished to 
“reassure the Committee and wider stakeholders that management control—direct micro-
management by the Secretary of State—will not be enacted as a result of the Bill’s 
provisions.”347 

215. One of the objectives of the new regulator will be to regulate in a manner which 
“minimises interference”.348 The explanatory notes to the Bill state that this provision gives 
the regulator the objective “to regulate in such a way as to minimise administrative 
burdens, consistent with its ability to achieve its other objectives.”349 The regulator will also 
have a critical role both in providing certainty to lenders and in making the links between 
other policies and programmes which support wider objectives: making effective use of 
housing as an asset, tackling anti-social behaviour, improving the quality of the 
environment, reducing the effects of climate change and encouraging greater participation 
in the labour market. 

216. Oftenant will take on the oversight of the management of homes controlled by 
housing associations. Professor Cave’s recommendation was to establish a single, domain-
wide regulator.350 In its consultation paper Delivering Housing and Regeneration, the 
Government announced the formation of a social housing regulator with much of the 
scope and many of the powers envisaged by the Cave Review. However, the Government 
has decided, at least initially, to apply the new regulatory regime only to housing 
associations and for-profit providers.351 The Government intends to extend Oftenant’s 
remit domain-wide—i.e. including homes managed by councils and ALMOs—two years 
after Oftenant has been established (by 2011).352 

217. Significant amounts of public and private money are channelled into social 
housing, and effective regulation is essential both for proper democratic accountability 
and to retain the confidence of investors. All housing providers must recognise and 
account for the steps they take individually towards shared policy objectives. 
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Nevertheless, there is scope for reducing the burden of regulation and freeing up 
housing providers’ resources for the vital task of improving supply. For this reason, we 
welcome the introduction of Oftenant, particularly the potential for domain-wide 
regulation and the explicit objective which it has been given to regulate in a manner 
which minimises interference. When forming the new regulatory framework, we expect 
Oftenant clearly to state and to consult on how its regulatory approach will achieve this 
objective. 

218. The potential for domain-wide regulation raises the issue of the potential for domain-
wide dispute resolution. The Housing and Regeneration Bill retained the remit of the 
Housing Ombudsman.353 The Housing Ombudsman will still enable tenants and other 
individuals to have complaints against social landlords heard. However, if Oftenant 
becomes the domain-wide regulator, there should be the same single agency dealing 
with complaints from tenants of housing associations, currently subject to Housing 
Ombudsman oversight, and local authorities, which are currently under the oversight 
of the Local Government Ombudsman. With greater interaction between local 
authorities and housing associations, an efficient dispute resolution system will be 
required. 

Role of local authorities 

219. In 1953 over 198,000 homes were built by local authorities in England. That is more 
than the total number of homes built each year by all types of house builder since 1988.354 

Local authorities are now severely constrained in their ability to build. Several witnesses to 
our inquiry complained that there was no “level playing field” in the social rented sector 
when it came to the powers and abilities of housing associations, local authorities and 
ALMOs to build new homes.355 The inequality lies mainly in the inability of local 
authorities to borrow money to fund the construction of new homes; but other factors also 
prevent or deter local authorities from increasing supply in this way. The Housing Revenue 
Account system, which we consider further below, is a significant constraint; but even if 
there were more flexibility in the HRA, borrowing by councils to fund housebuilding 
would still count towards public sector borrowing totals, over which the Government 
keeps very tight rein.356  Uncertainties about rental income over the long term resulting 
from fluctuations in the level of right-to-buy sales and rent capping may also be preventing 
many councils from borrowing.357 The option of selling land and assets to fund 
housebuilding is also constrained. Although councils are able to make such sales, there are 
controls over what the money so raised may be used for.  

220. With such a significant shortage of homes, we believe that it is time to reconsider the 
restrictions on local authorities’ ability to build. We pressed the then Housing Minister on 
this in oral evidence. In response, she told us “we do need to see councils building more 
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homes and believe that councils should be able to build quite substantial numbers of 
additional homes.”358  

221. In addition to what might be termed the “technical” restrictions on local authorities’ 
housebuilding activities described above, there are also issues of capability. The decline in 
house building undertaken by local authorities and reforms of local government services 
have reduced the in-house capacity of local authorities to design and build new homes.359 

Lack of in-house capability need not be a significant bar to councils playing a role as 
developers, however. Having in-house staff is an advantage to local authorities, particularly 
during a project’s conception, but it does not necessarily follow that the lack of such staff 
should prevent local authorities from being developers. Sub-contracting services is now 
commonplace both in the public sector and in the construction industry.  

222. The Government is beginning to take steps towards addressing the “technical” 
constraints on local authorities’ ability to build. It is, for example, trialling a mechanism for 
local authorities to opt out of the present HRA system. During our inquiry we took 
evidence from Hounslow Homes and from Sheffield City Council with its ALMO, 
Sheffield Homes. Hounslow and Sheffield are two of the six areas chosen by CLG to pilot a 
self-financing Housing Revenue Account. A self-financing revenue account would allow 
local authorities to plan their housing spending on a 30-year cycle, and allows for 
borrowing on future earnings. These pilots will test means of overcoming the restrictions 
placed on the activities of the likes of Sheffield Homes, who told us that because they do 
not own any assets and their management agreement only lasts ten years, they are not able 
to borrow to fund further expansion.360 

223. The 2007 Housing Green Paper advances the role of Local Delivery Vehicles (LDVs), 
partnerships between local authorities and other public bodies, in building homes.361 Local 
Delivery Vehicles can include ALMOs, Community Land Trusts, and limited liability 
companies.362 The Government does not intend to be prescriptive about which type of 
LDV to use but a central theme running throughout the suggested models is the use of a 
council’s own assets for new housing, including market housing, rather than funding 
councils to build new homes for social rent. The Housing Minister told us that such 
vehicles would be able to build new homes which are kept outside the HRA, and this would 
allow rents to pay for borrowing.363 For the next round of funding for affordable homes 
(2008–2011), the Housing Corporation will consider bids from high-performing ALMOs 
and from local authorities through LDVs. 

224. At present, councils are largely confined in their housebuilding activity to a model 
under which they gift their own land to an ALMO or an LDV, who then builds with a 
private developer. Sheffield Homes, for example, told us how after several discussions with 
the Housing Corporation about how they can build new homes, they worked with a private 
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developer to develop infilling schemes using old garage sites to build affordable housing for 
sale and rent.364 This follows a similar approach taken by Hounslow Homes, which was the 
first pilot ALMO allowed to build new homes. Hounslow Council donated land for 
Hounslow Homes to develop so that the homes for private sale can be used as a cross-
subsidy for the construction of social rented homes. Chris Langstaff, Managing Director of 
Hounslow Homes, told us that, as a rough guide, they would sell one home on the open 
market and keep another for social rent, thus providing new housing without the need for 
a grant other than the gift of the land.365 

225. Central government, however, appears to see the main role for local authorities as 
being at one remove from the direct provision of new housing. Local authorities’ 
responsibility for the administration of many regulatory and community services gives 
them a detailed appreciation of the social and economic conditions of the area, as well as 
environmental constraints. The Government, with this in mind, considers the 
determination of policy and strategy to be a more appropriate role for local authorities.366 

The Local Government White Paper describes this role as “strategic commissioning”.367 In 
evidence to our inquiry, this role was supported by the Northern Housing Consortium, 
who argued that local authorities should move towards a strategic commissioning role 
through a strengthening of planning functions, with the offer of incentives to local 
authorities for housing delivery by others rather than providing housing directly 
themselves.368  

226. This “strategic commissioning” role is similar to that which we saw being played by 
municipalities in the Netherlands. Local authorities in the Netherlands have much less 
influence over direct housing provision and therefore housing policy because of 
liberalisation of the housing associations. Development grants (for physical and economic 
improvements for example) are the main way in which municipalities can influence the 
housing associations. Other influences include agreeing allocations, land ownership, and 
spatial planning. 

227. We agree that local authorities have an important role to play as “strategic enablers,” 
and it may be that, as Lord Best told us, “it is unrealistic to expect councils, with public 
expenditure constraints, to know how to spend really big sums of what would be labelled 
public money and get back into housing big time.”369 Nevertheless, the Audit Commission 
estimates that, by 2012, 44 per cent of all local authorities will remain as landlords.370 Local 
authorities are thus currently, and will continue to be, not just strategic enablers but 
housing providers. Given the severe shortage of homes and the consequent need for as 
many providers as possible to increase supply, we would not wish to see local authorities’ 
“strategic” role developed at the expense of their ability to build new housing for their 
residents where there is a demand for it. The “place-shaping” role for local authorities 
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envisaged by the Lyons report on local government371 should entail not only “strategic 
commissioning” of housing, important though that may be. Rather, local authorities 
should be able actively to participate in the shaping of their communities by, among other 
things, building houses themselves. We do not expect local authorities now suddenly to 
become major developers of housing, but given that many remain as landlords, will 
continue to do so into the foreseeable future, and may want to build on land that they 
own, there should not be any impediment to them to doing so. 

228. There is clearly demand from tenants to retain councils as their landlord. Over one 
hundred local authorities have balloted over 300,000 tenants on transferring ownership of 
council housing to housing associations. Most of the tenants balloted accepted the idea of a 
transfer but, overall, 37 per cent of tenants voted to stay with their council.372 Given that the 
British Social Attitudes Survey estimates that 39 per cent of council tenants and 14 per cent 
of housing association tenants prefer renting from a council,373 it is reasonable to assume 
that around a third of all social tenants want to live in a council-owned property.374 

229. One of the issues raised by the Cave Review is that the social housing system has failed 
to provide customer choice.375 Providing tenants with a choice is a fundamental plank of 
the Government’s policy for housing.376 The Government, through its maintenance of the 
housing revenue account system and by not allowing local authorities to bid directly for 
social housing grant, has prevented local authorities from building, and thereby offering 
future social renters the choice of a council tenancy. Some welcome moves are being made 
towards removing these impediments. But the Housing Green Paper made it clear that 
Local Delivery Vehicles are the preferred method for councils to bid for funds for new 
housebuilding; and which councils are able to build outside the HRA system if the 
provisions in the Housing and Regeneration Bill are made law will be entirely at CLG’s 
discretion. The Government could go much further in freeing up councils to meet the 
housing needs of their communities. 

230. We recognise that the Government has taken some steps towards breaking down 
the barriers which prevent local authorities from building new homes. However, the 
“strategic” housing role which it chiefly envisages for local authorities though 
important, does not address the desire within local authorities to enlarge the supply of 
council-owned stock and thereby give tenants a real choice of landlord. We recommend 
that CLG and its agencies take further steps to support and enable local authorities, in 
their place-shaping role, to add to the supply of social rented homes. In addition to the 
reform of the HRA for which we call elsewhere in this Report, such steps might include 
allowing councils to bid directly for social housing grant, the establishment of local 
housing companies, and ensuring the long-term future of ALMOs. In particular, the 
HCA will have an important role in promoting best practice and the development of 
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these and other mechanisms to support and enable local authorities to add to their own 
housing stock.  

Housing Revenue Account 

231. Every local authority operates a Housing Revenue Account (HRA), which is an 
income and expenditure account for the authority’s housing. Rents and subsidies form the 
income and the expenditure is accounted for by the management and maintenance of the 
properties. 

232. Under the national housing revenue account system, local authorities do not retain 
control over the rents that they have collected. The Government either pays additional 
funds into, or takes money from, a local authority’s HRA. How much is paid, and to 
whom, is determined by a complicated formula based on how much money the local 
authority needs to spend on the management and maintenance of its stock, set against how 
much it gets in rent. 

233. In 2001, the Major Repairs Allowance was introduced to increase the resources 
available to local authorities to improve their housing. This programme allowed local 
authorities to retain more of the income they received from rent if the money went towards 
a repair programme. The graph below shows the significant increase in net expenditure 
through the national HRA which resulted from this change. 

Figure 10—Net expenditure by the Exchequer through the Housing Revenue Account. 1994 –2006 

 

 
Source: HC Deb, 30 Apr 2007, col 1519W 

234. There are two main objections frequently made to the national HRA system. The first 
is that the Exchequer can take money out of the HRA system altogether and apply it to 
purposes which may have no connection with housing. The second is that some authorities 
have large sums of money taken from their area and passed to another. In its evidence the 
Audit Commission noted the fact that “council tenants in the Eastern region pay on 
average £14 per week through their rents to support housing costs elsewhere, while those in 
London are receiving a £15 per week subsidy from tenants in other parts of the country.”377 
We heard evidence from Nuneaton and Bedworth District Council, who expect to 
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contribute £3.3 million to the national Housing Revenue Account during 2007–08, which 
could have funded 150 social rented properties.378 

Figure 11—Regional distribution of the Housing Revenue Account per dwelling in 2004−05. 

 

 
Source—Ev 65 (Audit Commission) 

235. A further significant disadvantage of the housing revenue account system is that 
annual changes to the system and the unpredictable fluctuation in income resulting from 
its redistributive nature mean that councils are only able to plan on a year-by-year basis.379 
This inhibits long term planning to use the land and the homes included within an 
authority’s account more effectively.380  

236. The national HRA system has few supporters. Most notably, the then Housing 
Minister, in evidence to us, openly stated that she is “not a fan of the housing revenue 
account in any way.”381 The system does not encourage high performance, and the ongoing 
support of indebted authorities represents a perverse incentive.382 The Charted Institute of 
Housing summed up the problem with the HRA system in its evidence to us: “[the HRA] is 
essentially a means of redistributing assets and this masks both effective and poor 
performance.”383  

237. The 2007 Housing Green Paper advanced the potential for local authorities to form 
partnership arrangements, with English Partnerships for example, to build new homes 
outside the HRA system. During an evidence session with us on the Housing Green Paper, 
the then Housing Minister said: 
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…councils can apply now to the Housing Corporation to build homes effectively 
outside the Housing Revenue Account, either through ALMOs or other special 
venture vehicles, and therefore they will be able to keep the rents from that new-
build.384 

Six authorities are trialling a system for opting out of the HRA system. Each has 
constructed a thirty-year business plan. Further live pilots will test the provision in 
Housing and Regeneration Bill to allow the Secretary of State to investigate further the 
potential for local authorities to opt out of the redistributive element of the Housing 
Revenue Account (HRA) system. The local authority and the Secretary of State could agree 
that no Housing Revenue Account subsidy would be payable by or to the Government in 
respect of the properties covered by the agreement. This agreement might be subject to 
terms and conditions and could include some form of one-off payment to or from the 
authority.  

238. Reform of the system is clearly a difficult process. The former Housing Minister 
conceded the possibility that the results of the pilots would “raise even more complexities 
and that might not be the right way to do it”.385 CLG is investigating further ways to reform 
the HRA, and is looking long-term at dismantling it.386 A review of the pilots to set out the 
way forward is due in spring 2009.387 In the meantime, and to its credit, CLG is pursuing 
how the self-financing model can be implemented. The results of the modelling with the 
pilot authorities demonstrate how difficult such a process will be. For many authorities the 
business plans are not currently viable.388 But the advantages of greater efficiency, asset 
management and, more significantly, opportunities to add new homes are fundamental to 
the long-term future for council-owned housing. 

239. The national Housing Revenue Account system creates uncertainty and 
resentment and does not reward best practice. There is widespread consensus that the 
system is not working. We welcome the Government’s attempts to investigate reform 
and look forward to seeing the results. We recommend that reforms to the system focus 
not only on removing from it the perverse incentives resulting from the subsidy system, 
but also on enabling councils to use the system either to build directly or to fund the 
construction of more social rented homes. 

Surplus public sector land and ‘infilling’ 

240. Local authorities, like housing associations, are also being encouraged to use their 
assets more effectively for affordable housing. Thus far, because of the constraints of the 
Housing Revenue Account, the focus has been the use of surplus land for development by 
Local Delivery Vehicles and housing associations. Typically, a local authority will make a 
donation of such land, particularly within existing estates, to an LDV or housing 
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association to enable that organisation to develop it for housing.389 Central Government 
has also made considerable efforts to use its surplus land (often former NHS and Ministry 
of Defence sites) for housing development through English Partnerships; but this appears 
to be reaching its limits, as the supply of surplus public sector land has been in decline.390 

241. Nevertheless, within towns and cities there will always be some areas of land or some 
buildings that are not being used effectively. In many cases the lack of use is only for a short 
period; but there are some areas where a more substantial rethink of the use of land and 
buildings is needed. Housing market renewal areas are an example of where such a rethink 
is taking place over a relatively large area. Similar approaches are needed at a more local 
level. When units within shopping parades, for example, are more often vacant than not, or 
when open space is still not used despite attempts at refreshment, the principal use of land 
needs to be reconsidered. Using such land to provide badly needed housing—open market 
and affordable—should be top of the list of options considered. 

242. Redevelopment of land for housing should not be confined to situations where there is 
no demand for its current use. Shopping parades, of which many were built between the 
1950s and 1970s, are a prime example. Demand may well exist for retail use in the area, but 
the problem may be that the age or size of the building or other characteristics such as 
space for deliveries, internal layout, or basic orientation do not suit modern needs. When 
considering options for redevelopment in such circumstances, we would encourage 
planning authorities not to confine themselves to thinking about more effective ways of 
continuing the existing land use. Subject to our comments below about the need to ensure 
that all the necessary facilities for a sustainable community are readily available, they 
should undertake a more fundamental rethink of the priorities for the use of land in the 
area and examine whether these areas, too, should be used to meet urgent housing supply 
needs. 

243. At the same time as encouraging infilling to increase housing supply and to promote 
mixed communities, however, we consider that it is vitally important not to lose sight of 
the needs of existing communities, both in terms of the availability of facilities and in terms 
of community cohesion. In Ends and Means, Professor Hills acknowledges the role of 
infilling in working towards mixed communities;391 but in evidence to us he emphasised 
that it is not enough in itself: “if you are trying to mix the incomes in an area it is thinking 
through what do we do to support the incomes of existing tenants that is important.”392 

Like any new development, infilling is not always accepted by the existing residents, and 
the introduction of new homes for sale can create tension. Defend Council Housing, for 
example, told us that attempts to create mixed communities through new infill 
developments “[don’t] lead to wealth rubbing off—it increases resentment and fragments 
communities at the expense of those with least money.”393 Whilst more supportive of the 
aims of infilling schemes, Lord Best, in evidence to us, raised a similar concern: he argued 
that flats within tower blocks which are vacant even after being refurbished should be sold, 
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and new houses built on infill land used for social renting, to ensure genuine integration of 
communities rather than “[retaining] the old tower block but in its shadow these smart 
little homes for first-time buyers down below that look entirely different.”394 As Chris 
Langstaff, managing director of Hounslow Homes, told us, infilling “has to be part of an 
estate regeneration package where they [the existing residents] are going to get something 
out of it as well.”395 Infill developments are only likely to be effective towards creating a 
more mixed and sustainable community where there are clear and immediate benefits for 
the existing residents.  

244. Notwithstanding our comments above on the use of shopping parades, for example, 
we are also mindful of the need to ensure that communities have ready access to all the 
necessary facilities. Land within estates is limited and the more housing that is built, the 
more associated facilities are needed: schools, shops, land for employment and indeed the 
very open space which often appears so attractive for potential development. There are 
many competing demands for land within a community and before land is disposed for 
housing, following which it is unlikely to be used for anything else, there should be a full 
assessment of the options, including extensive consultation. We are concerned that existing 
environmental quality or opportunities for improvement may be lost if too much emphasis 
is placed on housing.  

245. Infilling can be a useful means of creating more mixed communities, but it needs to be 
designed around a widely accepted need for change. Redevelopment schemes must be part 
of agreed neighbourhood-wide regeneration plans, not piecemeal projects to boost housing 
numbers at the expense of social and environmental aims. Masterplanning exercises need 
to be managed sensitively, and immediate benefits must be established early and directed 
to existing communities. Management agreements which clearly identify a lead body need 
to be communicated to tenants at an early stage in the process. We recommend that 
guidance on the appropriate development of infilling schemes be made widely available 
to local authority planners. 

Coordinating management of homes 

246. While generally supportive of the use of wasted land for housing, Westminster 
Council’s experience of infill development is that with different management in one space 
there tends to be much more tension and blame-passing.396 Having one single agent for the 
management of neighbourhoods is vital to avoid confusion between organisations and to 
tenants. We saw the same problem on our visit to the Netherlands. The Dutch Ministry of 
Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment told us that getting maintenance 
programmes agreed between housing associations, local authorities, residents and local 
businesses is a difficult process. 

247. An additional restriction on effective maintenance and management is the 
requirement to charge VAT on housing management services. As the ALMO City West 
Homes told us: 
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The administration costs and complexity associated with many layers of 
management could be reduced if CWH could provide housing management services 
on behalf of other landlords. This would not result in a monopoly of ownership and 
management—the social housing sector would remain diverse with a more 
consistent service within local communities. A significant barrier to progress is the 
requirement to charge VAT, which should be removed or set at a lower rate.397 

248. A consistent approach to the management of homes and surrounding facilities is 
needed. All local authorities should review the management of homes in their areas to 
draw upon efficiencies and improved processes that could be derived from better co-
ordination. We recommend that CLG provide clear and appropriate guidance to 
authorities on reviewing management, and provide support to local authorities 
throughout this process. In addition, we recommend that a review of the principle of 
charging VAT for management services be undertaken, with a view to lowering the 
rate.  

Role of housing associations 

249. There are over 1,500 housing associations in England, operating as independent not-
for-profit businesses which build and manage a range of general and specialist social 
homes for rent or shared ownership. Housing associations have more flexibility in the use 
of their homes as assets than local authorities. Being able to borrow on the assets and future 
rental income and from private sources means that housing associations are able to add 
around 40 per cent to the value of public money funding new homes.398 The Housing 
Corporation considers that, even with financial demands from investment in existing stock 
and rent restructuring, the sector is financially robust with steady profitability ratios and a 
capacity for further growth.399 

Effect of rent restructuring on provision of new housing 

250. The Government’s December 2000 policy statement The Way Forward for Housing 
set out a policy to achieve social rents in England which were “fair, affordable and less 
confusing for tenants.” The objectives of the policy were to ensure that: 

• social rents should remain affordable and well below those in the private 
sector; 

• social rents should be fairer and less confusing for tenants; 

• there should be a closer link between rents and the qualities which tenants 
value in properties; 

• unjustifiable differences between the rents set by local authorities and housing 
associations should be removed. 
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The means to achieve those ends was the rent restructuring formula. Over a ten-year 
period from April 2002, the Government is encouraging councils and housing associations 
to set their rents according to a national formula which reflects a property’s size, location 
and condition.400 

251. The housing associations from Merseyside which we met during our visit to 
Manchester were concerned that the rent restructuring formula set rents which were 
uneconomic and which did not cover the cost of providing and managing homes. Rents 
are calculated with more reference to local incomes than to local property prices.401 The 
weight of each in the formula depends on the extent to which wages and prices in the local 
area are above or below the average. In the northern regions, where property values are 
lower, the proportion of the rent formula reflecting property values is lower. This means 
that in some areas, rents are likely to be kept low, because wages are lower than average, 
even though property prices may have increased significantly. The rise in land prices 
following from increases in property prices increases the cost of those new developments, 
which in turn requires the setting of higher rents on the resulting homes to make the 
development economic. Where the rent restructuring formula prevents the setting of 
economic rents, the development cannot go ahead. It is of course important to ensure that 
tenants pay affordable rents; but if rents are set too low, the effect is to prevent housing 
associations from investing in new development. The Government needs to review the 
effects of the relationship between rent determination, housing associations’ capacity to 
borrow, and the programme of building badly-needed new housing. 

252. We recommend that CLG ensure that, through the rent restructuring process in 
particular, rents allow housing associations to devise and, more importantly, to 
implement viable new housing schemes. Oftenant and the Homes and Communities 
Agency must work very closely together to ensure that the rents are affordable to 
tenants but also economic to social housing providers. To this end, we recommend that 
they jointly publish an annual report on how they have coordinated rents and the level 
of subsidy for building new social rented homes. 

Use of assets 

253. The extent to which housing associations use their assets varies. Some associations are 
very active in developing new stock and a wide portfolio of other social and private 
enterprises. Others, while being effective managers, appear to be content not to develop 
and use their assets as effectively as they might.402 Overall, it is clear that the financial 
capacity within the housing association sector is underused:403 there is concern that some 
are generating huge surpluses.404 (We heard that similar concerns had been raised in the 
Netherlands: given that housing associations manage over a third of all dwellings there, the 
issue was a controversial one.) Gavin Smart, representing the National Housing 
Federation, told us: 
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I think you see the most efficient housing associations able to do more of that 
[delivering more homes] because if they are running a financially sound ship they are 
not wasting money and they are reinvesting the surpluses that they make in service 
delivery but also in new supply.405 

254. The Housing Corporation analysed the financial capacity of 348 housing associations 
in advance of the 2007 Comprehensive Spending Review.406 This assessment concluded 
that, just within those analysed, a further £4.6 billion could be borrowed, which is 
equivalent to the total cost of over 35,500 new social rented homes. Most of this additional 
capacity is within larger associations and those within London, the South East and North 
West of England.407 

255. The Housing Corporation has been right to expect housing associations to use 
their built-up surpluses as effectively as possible to build more homes and increase the 
supply of social rented housing. Following passage of the Housing and Regeneration 
Bill, Oftenant and the Homes and Communities Agency will need to work very closely 
together to undertake effective monitoring of the financial capacity within housing 
associations. We recommend that these agencies seek not only to ensure that surpluses 
are used effectively, but to persuade housing associations which are not using their 
assets in the most efficient manner to work towards a position where they, too, can help 
to meet the urgent need for more housing stock.  

Role of housing associations in providing further services to the 
community 

256. Housing associations are able to use other forms of income to supplement their core 
activity of providing affordable homes. One way in which they do so is the receipt of 
private income, through the sale of homes on the open market for example, which is then 
used to supplement the construction or acquisition of new social rented homes. Another is 
in providing services as part of an overall package of housing provision to tenants and the 
wider community. The Housing Corporation encourages housing providers to develop 
non-housing functions such as childcare, employment training and other “added-value” 
services.408 Housing associations which provide such services to their tenants and the wider 
community form separate agreements (with local authorities or primary care trusts for 
example) which are accounted for and audited separately from their core activity.  

257. The Sunderland Housing Group, for example, told us that it had moved into many 
other areas—regeneration and providing apprenticeships, for example—and they see no 
reason why other housing organisations should not have similarly varied programmes.409 
Other witnesses similarly supported the development of housing associations’ role in this 
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way. The North West Housing Forum told us that any social landlord needs to “make the 
necessary investment in the development of neighbourhoods.”410 

258. Gaining income from other forms of activity is not widespread among housing 
associations. Only 174 housing associations were recorded undertaking non-housing 
services—health and social care, regeneration and management services, for example—in 
2005.411 Gaining income from other types of accommodation, particularly private renting, 
is also thus far relatively rare among individual housing associations. 

259. There are two aims in the activity of housing providers in non-core areas. One is to 
obtain additional income to support and develop their core functions. The other is to 
develop the role of housing bodies as providers of public services. The former has a direct 
effect on the supply of rented housing because more money can be levered into supporting 
the improvement of existing homes and the construction of new homes. The role as public 
service providers is, however, in our view no less important. Housing associations are well-
placed to assess and meet the needs of their communities for services which can vastly 
improve the quality of life of tenants. They can play a particularly important role in the 
provision of employment-related services, tackling the worklessness which is endemic 
within the social rented sector. 

260. Housing associations also cross-subsidise their core activity of providing social rented 
housing by entering the private rental market, both by letting homes at full market rates 
and by making properties available at intermediate market rent to students and nurses, for 
example.412 As with the development of non-housing activity, this practice has a dual 
benefit. Profits from private rents fund the building of new, and the maintenance of 
existing, social rented properties; but the letting of housing association properties to private 
tenants also leads to the creation of more mixed communities.413  

261. Currently housing associations own just over 40,600 non-social units (2 per cent of 
total stock owned by housing associations). The vast majority (91 per cent) is owned by 
large associations with portfolios in excess of 2,500 units.414 Student accommodation and 
units for private rent account for the greatest proportion, though the provision of specialist 
housing has seen the greatest growth since 2002. 
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Table 6—Non-social housing owned by housing associations 2002–2007 

 Student 
accommodation 

Specialist housing Private rented Total non-social 
housing 

2002 11,919 3,639 8,643 35,070 

2003 12,679 3,408 9,238 34,132 

2004 14,133 4,295 9,124 39,810 

2005 13,028 5,993 9,257 36,717 

2006 14,596 5,504 9,032 38,753 

2007 15,248 5,625 8,844 40,647 

2002–07 % 
change 

+28% +55% +2% +16% 

Source: Regulatory and Statistical Returns Survey (RSR) 2002-2007, Table 5 

262. The private rented sector needs more socially responsible and larger organisations to 
counter the problems of quality in the sector and counter its negative image. As well as 
contributing to further supply within the private sector through the construction of new 
private rented homes or acquisition of existing stock, housing associations could also 
improve management standards within the private rented sector through management 
contracts. An example, provided by the BPF, is the involvement of the Hyde Housing 
Association in managing the Grainger Trust’s Newlands development at West 
Waterlooville in Hampshire.415 

263. We saw in the Netherlands how successful the extension of housing associations’ 
activity into non-core business can be. Housing associations in the Netherlands are self-
financing and use cross-subsidies to fund the provision and management of social rented 
homes. Vestia, one of the largest associations in the country, is comprised of different but 
complementary divisions including a maintenance section, a student rental service, an 
estate agency, and a development arm to find space for new homes and public amenities. 
Most of its money for cross-subsidy comes from sales of luxury apartments to households 
with higher incomes. Between €30,000 and €40,000 (£22,500−£30,200) is transferred from 
profits to each new social housing unit. The Dutch Government provides back-up support 
measures to housing associations, such as a guaranteed fund which is used for collateral 
against the loans they take out. 

264. Places for People, the second largest housing association in England, argued in 
evidence to us for further Government support for these sorts of activity. They proposed a 
“Gap Funding Model” which would fund housing associations through a combination of 
cross-subsidy from private sales and income from future social-rented revenues, with 
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public funding making up the remainder of the funding necessary to make a project 
viable.416  

265. Cross-subsidy from private activity is desirable, but the amount of investment 
required to make such activity a success makes it very much dependent on the size of the 
association.417 Housing associations, particularly the more progressive, are responding to 
the pressure to use assets and private income more effectively. Such activity is, however, 
not without risk, particularly to lenders.418 Investments in homes for sale on the open 
market and for shared ownership are subject to the risks inherent in the housing market. 
Giving evidence to the Committee examining the Housing and Regeneration Bill, 
representatives from the Tribal Group expressed their concern that the existing and 
proposed regulatory framework may not be capable of solving financial problems by 
finding another association (or group of associations) to take over the one in difficulty:419 

the risk that that may be the case increases with the size of the organisation concerned. The 
use of cross-subsidies will, therefore, be one of the most important areas for Oftenant to 
manage. It will be vital for the new social housing regulator to strike an appropriate balance 
between the risks and benefits involved in the use of private income to cross-subside the 
core social activities of housing associations, neither acting too cautiously and hindering its 
development, nor being overambitious and risking one or two high-profile cases 
destroying lenders’ confidence in the security of investment in housing associations. 

266. The Government is right to encourage housing associations to diversify into other 
private and social enterprises. Additional income can support the construction of new 
homes, and housing associations can make a vital contribution towards making 
communities more sustainable. There is plenty of room for further and wider 
development of this activity, building on the strengths of each housing association. We 
recommend that Oftenant, the Homes and Communities Agency and the Government 
all take further steps to encourage housing associations to diversify from their core 
programmes. At the same time, the risks involved must be closely monitored. We 
therefore further recommend that the Government examine the viability and benefit to 
social housing providers of the introduction of financial guarantees such as are offered 
in the Netherlands, to mitigate the risks involved in investment in non-core and 
income-earning activities. The provision of such backing should be dependent upon a 
satisfactory assessment of the quality of management of the housing association 
concerned. 

Worklessness, benefits and the role of social landlords 

267. The objective of social housing is to provide accommodation for the more vulnerable 
members of society. That being the case, it is to be expected that amongst social tenants 
there will be a higher level of indicators of social deprivation such as worklessness. 
Nevertheless, as we note above, the provision of social housing should also assist people to 
tackle some of the problems which lead to deprivation; and, as Professor Hills has shown, it 
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is failing to do so.420 One of the most significant themes of the Hills Review was the 
potential for linking measures to address worklessness within society with the management 
of the social rented stock. During questioning Professor Hills told us: 

Of course one would expect a high level of worklessness given the characteristics of 
people living within social housing but one would not necessarily expect quite such a 
high level. Given the category of need or personal characteristics the level of 
worklessness within social housing is still high. That may be because people with the 
greatest problems are screened into social housing and out of the private sector, so 
that is part of the explanation. It is hard to explain only by that.421 

268. Addressing worklessness is not a core activity either for housing providers or for CLG 
itself, although there are some notable developments in this area. To be effective, measures 
to reduce worklessness need to be coordinated with other organisations. Elsewhere in this 
Report we consider and welcome the role of housing associations in providing non-
housing services, including employment support. CLG is piloting five housing advice 
services with the aim of improving the links between employment services and housing. 
Given that a great deal of effort and money has already gone into tackling unemployment 
and worklessness, particularly the New Deal programmes, it is difficult to see how housing 
providers can make a significant improvement to high levels of worklessness. Even the 
Department of Work and Pensions, in written evidence to the Work and Pensions 
Committee, has acknowledged that “a very few people not looking for work find work,” 
adding, “conversely, if you do look for a job there is a good chance that you will find 
one.”422 The chief responsibility for tackling worklessness lies elsewhere, and there is a 
danger that undue focus on this issue could distract their attention for the key and urgent 
task of increasing the supply of badly-needed housing. 

269. Nevertheless, we welcome the efforts which have been and are continuing to be made 
to address the link between social housing and worklessness. We note that the Department 
for Work and Pensions is analysing how much worklessness in the social rented sector is 
explained by the characteristics of social tenants,423 and we will be interested to see the 
results. 

270. The new Minister for Housing, Caroline Flint MP, recently extended the debate 
surrounding this issue by suggesting that “social housing should be based around the 
principle of something for something”, and raising the possibility that conditions could be 
built into tenancy agreements to commit tenants to self-improvement.424 The proposal that 
tenants should lose their security of tenure if they do not take on work is not practicable. 
Local authorities’ statutory duty to house the homeless means that they would still need to 
find the affected households new homes. This would mean a greater reliance on the private 
sector, which costs more, particularly if temporary accommodation is used. We have 
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previously highlighted the damaging effect that poor supervision of private rented tenants, 
including those evicted from social tenancies, has on communities.425 If a policy of eviction 
because of worklessness were to be followed, those problems might become more a 
common occurrence. That is not to say that social tenants should be excused for disruptive 
behaviour or for being unwilling to work; but it is to say that entwining these issues with 
the principle of the right to a home may not resolve the problems, but merely shift them 
elsewhere. 

271. We welcome the efforts the Government and others have so far made to build on the 
conclusions and recommendations of Professor Hills’s report Ends and Means on social 
housing and worklessness. We would be concerned if housing associations and local 
housing authorities were expected formally to address this issue through targets or 
extensive guidance, or if their performance against worklessness reduction were to become 
a factor affecting their funding or regulation. Worklessness is a complex issue and it will 
need intervention from a wide variety of different bodies if it is to be tackled 
successfully. Social housing providers can and should play their role in this, but it is 
crucial that they be able to focus on their core tasks of making better use of the existing 
stock and constructing badly needed new homes. 

272. Nonetheless, there are two areas where efforts to address the effects of worklessness 
are of particular relevance to the core business of social housing providers. One is in 
reducing polarisation within social housing and reducing the concentration of deprivation; 
the other is the mobility of tenants. Concentrating deprivation magnifies the negative 
aspects of being in poverty such as low educational achievement, poor mental and physical 
health and worklessness.426 Tenant mobility is necessary in a flexible labour market to allow 
individuals to move to where the work is. While there is such a severe shortage in social 
rented housing and such low levels of re-lets, addressing these two areas will be difficult. 
Once again we find that increasing the supply of rented housing is the key. In the 
meantime, however, as Professor Hills told us, “we can at least make sure that we are not 
running things in a way that all the people in greatest need and lowest incomes are put in 
particular areas.”427 

273. Social housing providers should be mindful of the negative consequences of 
polarising worklessness and deprivation within their housing, and should take 
whatever steps they can to address or avoid them. In particular, their allocation 
schemes should be designed so as to enable the movement of tenants who are making a 
genuine attempt to become more engaged in employment, including self-employment. 
We recommend that CLG enable housing associations and local authorities to trial 
alternative weightings within allocations and choice-based letting schemes designed to 
increase mobility in employment. We also recommend that CLG ensure that other 
relevant government departments, notably the Department for Work and Pensions, 
support that process. We would not, however, support any change which made security 
of tenure conditional on seeking employment. 
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Choice-based lettings  

274. Choice-based letting schemes are vital for the efficient use of the existing stock; not 
just to ensure that social tenants can take advantage of labour market flexibility, but also to 
address issues of low demand. Choice-based schemes, under which prospective tenants 
may apply through a “bidding process” for a social rented home, were introduced relatively 
recently, following the 2000 Housing Green Paper. Thus far some 32 per cent of local 
authorities have introduced them.428 Households applying through choice-based letting 
schemes are assessed according to the priority system adopted by the local authority and its 
partners; households’ choices are taken into account alongside other factors such as 
need.429  

275. Choice-based lettings bring two main benefits to housing policy. One is the potential 
to reduce the polarising effects of deprivation, in particular the number of homes classified 
as low demand. The other is the improvement to the mobility of tenants which such 
schemes can offer, which is particularly important to the effective functioning of a flexible 
labour market. Where a system of choice-based lettings has been introduced the results 
have been positive. Applicants prefer the system, homes are re-let faster, applications for 
low-demand homes increases and there are long-term cost savings.430 

276. The combined effect of the Decent Homes programme and choice-based lettings in 
reducing low demand was highlighted to us during our visit to Manchester. Research by 
CLG shows that some landlords in the northern regions of England have used choice-
based lettings as a means to counter low demand.431 Professor Hills told us that “there are 
some positive lessons from the experience of choice-based lettings in the last few years 
which might have led to increased polarisation, but the evidence suggests they did not.”432 

Sheffield, one of the first authorities to embrace the choice-based approach, has found that 
it has led to much greater transparency and customer control over where applicants choose 
to live.433  

277. Extending choice-based letting systems across local authority boundaries, and even 
nationally, could enable a greater degree of mobility beyond individual towns and cities. 
However, Professor Hills also told us:  

The national mobility schemes are incredibly limited. The number of people moving 
is miniscule by comparison with the nearly 4 million social tenancies that we are 
talking about. My suggestion in the report as to the potential way forward is to try 
and build on what choice-based lettings have achieved. Within a very tight group of 
people who get access to social housing there have been some positive improvements 
as a result of choice-based lettings. I think there are things we can do to widen the 
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pool, the area over which they operate, both within a region but also to some extent 
nationally.434 

There have been significant problems implementing a national mobility scheme. The latest 
scheme, known as moveUK, was supposed to “bring together, for the first time, social 
housing and employment opportunities across the UK.”435 The contract for delivering 
moveUK ended on 20 January 2007: CLG made transitional arrangements for the existing 
schemes such as Seaside and Country Homes and the LAWN Mobility Scheme.436 It took 
until December 2007 for CLG to announce a £3.8 million funding package for developing 
sub-regional approaches to mobility schemes through choice-based lettings.437 Despite 
knowing that the mobility of tenants can reduce the pressure on social housing,438 the 
Government has not provided a capable national scheme. Ministers may be “disappointed” 
about the lack of cross-border working within London,439 but it is hard to take such 
criticism seriously when CLG itself has been unable to develop an integrated national 
choice-based letting scheme. 

278. The Government also wishes to widen choice-based lettings schemes to include the 
private rented sector. The private sector is willing to participate if housing associations and 
local authorities are willing to share information on the prospective tenants. We were told 
that private landlords were unlikely to work with choice-based letting schemes if they 
become a means of shifting bad tenants out of the social sector.440 

279. There is one shortcoming of choice-based lettings, that being the need to have a range 
of properties and locations in order to provide a choice. In areas of high demand, the real 
choice available is very limited. The problem is that there is scarcely a place in the country 
where social housing is not in high demand. Waiting lists for social housing in England are 
long and have been getting longer. Bald waiting list figures may not tell the whole story: it 
has been argued that waiting lists express demand, rather than need;441 and there is 
inevitably potential for double counting when aggregating local authority waiting lists.442 
Nevertheless it is incontrovertible that waiting lists have grown (by 8 per cent in 2005443) 
and that there is a significant shortage of social rented homes, particularly for larger family 
homes.444 In 2005, there were more than 1.5 million households on housing waiting lists, 
equivalent to almost 7 per cent of the total number of households in England.445 
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280. The result is that, for every home advertised on a choice-based lettings system in the 
northern regions of England, there are 80 to 100 applicants.446 Any well-designed choice-
based letting scheme should attract a lot of interest, and the number of applicants to such 
schemes is not in itself an expression of need. But the shortage in the supply of social 
rented housing is preventing realisation of the full extent of the benefits of choice-based 
lettings; and the competitive process can led to tension within communities.447 

281. Choice-based letting schemes offer significant potential for addressing some of the 
problems of demand and of mobility within the social rented sector; they are vital for the 
efficient use of the existing stock. That potential cannot be fully realised unless, once again, 
there are sustained and substantial increases in the supply of homes to the sector. This is 
just one more reason to emphasise the necessity of making urgent progress. Meanwhile, 
however, CLG, and its predecessor, have failed to provide an adequate platform for a 
national mobility scheme which could be of considerable benefit even under the current 
constraints of supply. While developing sub-regional approaches using choice-based 
letting schemes is the right approach, past performance suggests that if the Department 
does not accept its role as the lead body, further initiatives will also fail. We recommend 
that CLG take steps to demonstrate that it is treating the improvement and 
development of choice-based letting schemes to a national level as a high priority. 

Cost of housing benefit  

282. Most of the discussion during this inquiry about housing benefit surrounded the 
operation of housing benefit supporting private rented tenants. However, the amount of 
money spent on assisting social rented tenants is also significant. Two-thirds of the total 
spending on housing (some £16 billion over 2003–04) is through demand-side subsidies 
such as housing benefit448 and a majority of this expenditure (74 per cent) is used to 
support tenants in the social rented sector.449 

283. Apart from concerns in the context of the operation of the national Housing Revenue 
Account system, we did not find much criticism of the fundamental operation of housing 
benefit as a demand-side subsidy within the social rented sector. It gives security to tenants 
as well as confidence to housing providers and lenders450 and is crucial in allowing access to 
social housing to people with limited incomes,451 particularly in London and the South East 
where most housing benefit is spent.452 Relying solely on a system of personal support from 
the state to access a private rented system of housing, rather than funding “bricks and 
mortar”, would create far worse benefit traps than the current system.453 
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284. The operation of the housing benefit system in the private rented sector is more 
problematic. There is clearly an important role for the private sector in providing 
temporary accommodation for those who find themselves homeless. The appropriateness 
of the private sector as a provider of long-term housing solutions for those on lower 
incomes is doubtful. In contrast to the social sector, the private rented sector is largely 
market driven: the aim of those who invest is to secure a return. As the Plus Housing 
Group points out, it does not therefore necessarily ‘fit’ with overall housing need.454 The 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors told us that “[the private rented sector’s] 
existence should not be confused with the notion that it was established to compliment, or 
answer, any shortfalls in the social housing market.”455  

285. Yet this is precisely the role which it has come to serve in some areas. In London in 
2005–06 £500 million (83 per cent of England’s total) was paid to private landlords in 
housing benefit for temporary accommodation for homeless households.456 For many 
households, particularly those who are not seen as a priority, the private sector is a “vitally 
important tool in providing accommodation”.457 Local authorities have for many years 
used private landlords as a source of temporary accommodation for those in acute housing 
need; increasingly, private rented housing is plugging the gap left by an overstretched social 
sector as local authorities enter long term leasing arrangements with private sector 
landlords.458 Cheshire Housing Association told us: 

Social renting is in such short supply that local authorities are effectively compelled 
to house those in the most urgent need in private sector accommodation. While 
social housing would clearly be preferable, there is simply not enough of it for those 
in need. Many of these households would become homeless if they were not housed 
in this way.459 

Although the number of households in the private rented sector claiming housing benefit 
has decreased since 1993,460 the proportion of housing benefit claimants who are living in 
the private rented sector has increased in recent years (from 19.0 per cent of all claimants 
in August 2001 to 21.4 per cent in August 2006.461) Part of this rise is due to the increased 
use of the private rented sector as temporary accommodation.  

286. A distinction has to be made between the use of the private rented sector for 
temporary accommodation while more permanent accommodation is found, and 
households who have arranged to be within the private rented sector and claim housing 
benefit to be able to meet their rent. The former category accounts for about 50,000 
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households,462 while over 700,000 households (25 per of all households in the private rented 
sector) who rent privately also claim housing benefit. 463  

287. Landlords appear to be profiting from the severe shortage of social rented homes by 
purchasing homes to let to housing benefit recipients. Barking and Dagenham Borough 
Council told us that “experience of recent housing developments has shown that buy-to-let 
investors are purchasing properties and in many cases the occupiers are households 
dependent upon benefit.”464 Blackpool Council told us of landlords “keen to enter the 
rented market or increase their current portfolio quickly snap[ping] up property, typically 
letting it in poor condition”.465 Similar events were also reported in Sunderland, where “a 
niche has emerged for private landlords providing temporary accommodation at premium 
housing benefit rates. Property provided can be of poor quality with insecure tenure and 
poor management.”466  

288. Local authorities are able to discharge their duty to homeless households if the 
household agrees to living in a private rented home instead of remaining on the housing 
waiting list. The Government encourages local authorities to maximise the use of the 
private sector.467 Shelter highlighted to us how the pressure on local authorities to reduce 
the number of homeless households has encouraged some to press people to accept a home 
rented from the private sector instead of waiting until a social rented home is available.468 
Quite apart from the cost of this practice, people housed in this way lose the certainty of 
security of tenure which the social rented sector offers. 

289. Households which cannot be found suitable accommodation, usually in a social 
rented home, and are in urgent need must be accommodated elsewhere by local 
authorities. These placements, which should be temporary, are made in private sector 
property leased by the local authority or a housing association, bed and breakfast 
accommodation (if less than six weeks), licensed accommodation such as hostels and 
refuges, or other non-permanent accommodation.469 The Government has a longstanding 
policy to halve the number of households in insecure temporary accommodation by 2010. 
London accounted for approximately 80 per cent of England’s temporary placements in 
the private rented sector and 68 per cent of all temporary placements over 2006–07.470 
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Table 7—Number of households in temporary accommodation in England and London 2006–07 

 Households in temporary 
accommodation 

Households in temporary 
private rented accommodation 

% in Private 
Sector 

England 88,655 51,280 58 

London 59,982 41,032 68 

Source: CLG Live Table 625, December 2007 

Note: Averaged provisional quarterly results from Q3 2006–Q3 2007. 
 
290. There are currently around 40,000 households in temporary accommodation leased 
from the private sector in London: double the number in 2001 and around 68 per cent of 
total households in temporary accommodation.471 The Audit Commission’s evidence to us 
highlighted the 20 per cent increase between 2000 and 2005 in the use of temporary 
accommodation through private leases to house statutory homeless households.472 

291. In 2005–06, nearly £600 million was spent on housing benefit for temporary 
accommodation in England.473 Rents paid to secure temporary accommodation from the 
private sector are even higher than market rents and although a cap is put on the level of 
housing benefit paid towards such rents, it is set high.474 Housing benefit pays for all of the 
rent below the cap set for each local authority.475 

Table 8—Number of households in temporary accommodation and expenditure through housing 
benefit 2005–06 

 Total HB spent  
(£ million) 

Households in 
temporary 
accommodation 

Cost per 
household (£)  

England 600 99,273 6,044 

London 500 63,075 7,927 

Newham 70 6,107 11,462 

Source: Ev (HC 457) 154 (DWP) and CLG live tables 625 and 627 
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Temporary-to-settled schemes 

292. Temporary-to-settled schemes have emerged as a method to use the money from 
housing benefit to fund the cost of a mortgage. The advantage of these schemes is that 
housing benefit revenue is used to acquire homes for the social rented sector, rather than 
disappearing into the pockets of a private landlord.476 The theory is that after a lease period 
of around 10–15 years, throughout which housing benefit has been charged at the same 
rate as other private landlords receive, borrowing to purchase a property has been paid off 
and a new permanent social rented unit has been created.477 

293. We took a keen interest in temporary-to-settled schemes. As the paragraphs above 
demonstrate, very significant amounts of money are flowing from housing benefit to pay 
for “costly temporary accommodation”,478 and this is a direct result of the shortage in social 
rented units, particularly in London. Homeless households must be found homes; but in 
London in particular this is requiring large numbers of people to be housed in expensive 
private accommodation.479 We heard from Local Space, one of the pioneers of the 
temporary-to-settled model, who claim that if their approach were more widely adopted, 
50,000 homes could be added to London’s social housing stock.480 This is equivalent to two 
years of total housing completions, or ten years of social housing completions in London. 

294. Local Space in Newham and a similar scheme in Ealing (known as Safe Haven) were 
established by the Boroughs (under guidance from CLG) and identified the viability of the 
temporary-to-settled concept. These first temporary-to-settled schemes informed the 
development by CLG and the Greater London Authority of the Settled Homes Initiative, 
launched in October 2006.481 This initiative aims to distribute £30 million to six other 
schemes in London to help fund the purchase of 900 homes by the end of March 2009.  

295. Local Space is a housing association, but it does not build new homes. Instead it 
purchases a range of homes from the open market in various locations, avoiding large 
estates of social housing, to advance the concept of mixed communities.482 Local Space has 
met the target which it set itself to purchase 1,000 homes in the east end of London by 
March 2008. The purchase of these homes was financed by a private sector loan secured at 
low rates because of a £25 million grant from the Housing Corporation and the use of 
equity from 450 properties transferred from the Borough of Newham.483 The organisation 
offers the same tenancies as and charges rents similar to the private sector, but is subject to 
regulation and oversight by the Housing Corporation.484 Bob Young, Chief Executive of 
Local Space, told us “The viability of the scheme is very much relying upon high rents and 
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a continuing, committed, guaranteed rental stream. That is the biggest necessity to make 
the scheme viable.”485 

296. The Government has some concerns about the approach of Local Space. While CLG 
acknowledges that rents charged by Local Space and the other pilots are lower than other 
private rents, it is concerned about the length of time for which rents are kept high before 
the accommodation concerned becomes a permanent social rented unit and the rent 
lowered into line with that charged for other such accommodation.486 Local Space argued 
that because their model generates a surplus, there is a possibility of changing to affordable 
rents earlier; but pointed out that this would reduce the total number of homes purchased 
to then be used for social rent.487 

297. The Department for Work and Pensions has more fundamental concerns about the 
long term viability and risk of the Local Space scheme. The scheme is intended to run for 
10 to 15 years before the housing purchased under it is converted to social rented units. 
DWP notes that there are likely to be changes to the housing benefit system from 2009 
(separating the reasonable rent and management costs) which would “have significant 
implications for schemes such as those operated by Local Space.”488 DWP describes the 
potential impact on Local Space: 

under the major changes to the HB rules for people in temporary accommodation 
from April 2009 that the Department is currently considering, this higher rental 
stream may not exist and the resulting lower HB bill may mean that additional or 
alternative forms of funding would be required for Local Space schemes to purchase 
new homes.489 

298. The effectiveness of the temporary-to-settled programmes will be significantly 
curtailed by the reforms that DWP has in mind. DWP justifies its reforms, and their effect 
on Local Space and similar schemes, by pointing out that the explicit use of housing benefit 
in this way is a departure from the expectation that it is paid to meet an individual’s 
liability.490 Ashley Horsey, Commercial Director of Local Space, told us  

We hope that the strength of the model that we have put forward and the successes 
that we have achieved this year and what we can therefore demonstrate going 
forward will encourage government—DWP in particular—not to throw the baby out 
with the bath water.491 

299. The Government, though previously having given support to the formation of the 
temporary-to-settled model, no longer considers it appropriate to use housing benefit to 
increase the supply of social rented homes and create more mixed communities. The cost 
of using the private rented sector to house the homeless is high, but inevitably so, at least 
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whilst there remains such a shortage of social rented stock. Temporary-to-settled models 
have developed so that the public sector can get something from this process.  

300. Necessary though they may be, reforms of the housing benefit system must not 
result in, as one of our witnesses put it, “throwing the baby out with the bathwater” 
when it comes to temporary-to-settled schemes. We recommend that, in implementing 
those reforms, the Government ensure the continued viability of temporary-to-settled 
schemes and the opportunity which they represent to use public funds which would 
otherwise only benefit a private landlord to increase the supply of social rented homes 
improved to a decent standard. We recognise that it is a costly approach, but so is 
paying for private accommodation for homeless households.  

301. Meanwhile, we emphasise once again the importance of increasing the supply of 
social rented housing. Only by increasing that supply can the huge long-term costs of 
housing benefit, not to mention the misery of households forced to live in poor quality 
temporary accommodation, be reduced. 

Private rented sector 

302. Agents involved in the private rented sector encompass large institutional investors 
and landlords, individual investors in buy-to-let, letting agencies, housing associations 
using private income as cross-subsidy, regulators such as local authorities and a wide range 
of others. We were surprised to learn that, despite the large influx of new investors 
described above, most private buy-to-let stock is still held by investors with ten or more 
properties.492 Landlords owning fewer than ten properties account for only a small 
proportion of the entire private rented sector and most homes rented privately are owned 
by landlords with more than 100 properties. Additionally, the fragmentation of the 
ownership of the private rented stock is not reflected to quite such an extent in its 
management, since many smaller landlords choose to use letting agents to manage their 
properties. 

Figure 12—Ownership of private rented stock by landlords 

 
Source: Ev 87 (Paragon) 

 
492 ARLA (2006), Buy to let: The revolution—10 years on, page i. 
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Larger institutional investment 

303. Further significant increases in supply in the private rented sector will require large 
institutional investors to be attracted back to the sector. During oral evidence, the British 
Property Federation (BPF) told us that the several separate areas of regulation act as a 
disincentive to institutional investment.493 However, giving further supplementary 
evidence, the BPF later acknowledged that: 

The perception by the private sector is that Government has over regulated rented 
housing, which in reality may not be the case. However implementation of 
regulation such as HMO licensing is very variable across the country and local 
authorities need to coordinate their efforts better.494 

304. Complaints about the burden of regulation on investment in the private rented 
sector are understandable, but we are not convinced that the effect of regulation is to 
disadvantage larger institutions, either by comparison with other investors or by 
comparison with alternative investment possibilities. Nonetheless we recommend that, 
when reviewing the future of regulation of the private rented sector, the Government 
investigate the potential for improvements to the regulatory process to encourage 
further investment from larger institutions to improve supply. 

Tax reform 

305. The private sector considers that improvements in supply through more institutional 
investment will also require further tax reforms.495 One of the main issues raised by 
potential investors is the effect of aggregating the stamp duty of all properties, rather than 
applying the tax separately to properties, which acts as a disincentive for larger investors.496 
Another fiscal disincentive is the application of VAT to repairs and maintenance.497 

306. Given that one of the main problems with the private rented sector is the relatively 
poor standard of repair (the sector has the largest proportion of non-decent homes), taxing 
an activity which so badly needs to be carried out appears perverse. Complaints about VAT 
are not the sole preserve of profit-maximising private firms: it is also an obstacle for 
community ownership and management organisations.498 We discussed the disincentive 
represented by the application of full-rate VAT to refurbishment, renovation and other 
improvement of homes in our recent Report Existing Housing and Climate Change, 
recommending that the Government seek to remove this anomaly.499 

307. The Riverside Group, the parent body for several housing associations in England, 
told us of a further way in which the tax system could be acting as a disincentive to housing 
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developers in developing affordable homes. The group noted that when housing 
associations dispose of land to private developers, to cross-subsidise the construction of 
new homes for example, any receipts (in cash or in kind) are subject to corporation tax, 
reducing the affordable housing outputs achievable.500 By contrast, any surplus that 
housing associations or ALMOs make in the course of their core business is mainly 
untaxed.501 We have also highlighted the need to review the application of VAT to 
management services offered by providers of social housing.502 

308. The tax system should not impede or deter any housing provider from taking the 
steps necessary to improve the supply of rented housing. We recommend that CLG 
investigate, in cooperation with the Department for Business, Enterprise and 
Regulatory Reform and the Treasury, reforming the taxation system and introducing 
other measures:  

• to promote greater institutional investment in the private rented sector; 

• to encourage higher standards of maintenance and responsible 
management of homes;  

• to promote greater investment in energy efficiency; and 

• to enable the greatest possible amount of money to be available for 
improvement of the supply of rented housing, including abolishing 
corporation tax on cross-subsidy deals by housing associations where it can 
be demonstrated that the proceeds are being used for the provision of 
affordable housing. 

 
500 Ev 52 (TRG)  

501 Every Tenant Matters, para 4.4. 

502 Paras 247–248. 
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6 Conclusion 
309. More homes are needed. More homes are needed for social renting; more homes are 
needed for private renting; and more homes are needed for owner-occupiers. The supply 
of rented housing is a crucial element of the programme of action necessary to achieve the 
aim of a decent home, at a price people can afford, within a sustainable community. 
Housebuilding is a vitally important part of that programme. But so too are improvements 
in the management of existing homes, and improvements in the planning of communities. 

310. In the social rented sector, freedom to build is crucial. We have concluded that 50,000 
social rented homes need to be completed each year to meet new demand and tackle the 
backlog. But we recognise that this target is unlikely to be achieved before the next 
spending round in 2011. Even the most recent increases in funding for new build in the 
social rented sector will not be enough to ensure that the Government’s ambition of a 
decent home at an affordable price is available to all who need it in the social rented sector. 
Every available mechanism should be exploited to add more social rented homes, including 
the use of planning obligations and increasing the opportunities for housing associations, 
ALMOs and councils to build new social rented homes from other sources of finance such 
as borrowing against their assets or future rental income. 

311. In the private rented sector, the need is for greater institutional investment. Individual 
investors purchasing properties for buy-to-let have given a welcome boost to supply. But 
small buy-to-let investors often make poor landlords; and in any case the “credit crunch” 
and declining confidence in the housing market may mean that the trend has run its 
course. Further significant increases in supply in the private rented sector will require large 
institutional investors to be attracted back to the sector. Tax and regulatory reform are the 
levers which will encourage such investment; we call on the Government to explore all 
avenues which might lead to the achievement of that aim. 

312. Meanwhile, there are improvements to be made to the existing stock in both the 
private and the social rented sectors which will both improve supply and, equally 
importantly, improve the experience of the people who live there, the tenants. The 
efficiencies which have been brought to the refurbishment and construction of social 
rented homes by the growth of housing associations, the ring-fencing of local authority 
landlord accounts and the introduction of ALMOs now need to be applied to the 
management of the existing social rented stock. The reviews by Professors Hills and Cave 
have shown the way: the Government should now be energetic in implementing their 
conclusions. Better regulation is the imperative in the private rented sector. Good 
foundations exist to introduce a system of accreditation devised by trade bodies and 
enforced by local authorities, with the ultimate oversight of Oftenant. The Government 
now needs to build on those foundations, and to add to them further financial and 
regulatory incentives to private landlords to manage and maintain their stock effectively.  

313. Alongside issues of supply and management run the principle of the creation of mixed 
communities, and the fundamental question of the role of social housing. The growing 
concentration of social tenants among the lowest social groups lessens their employment 
and education potential and lowers the quality of public and private services supporting 
their communities. We have set out the choice facing the Government: whether to leave 
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social housing as the sector of last resort; or whether to make the sustained and substantial 
increases in spending necessary to enable it to play its role in the creation of mixed and 
sustainable communities. We strongly believe that the latter choice is the right one. We call 
for the creation of mixed communities to pervade all spatial and housing policy, and for 
local authorities to be given the freedom, support and resources necessary to pursue this 
aim. 

314. Our Report comes at a crucial time for housing policy. The imminent creation of the 
new regulator of social housing, Oftenant, and especially of the Homes and Communities 
Agency, is a significant milestone in the progress of the Government’s housing policy. 
Many of our recommendations will fall to these two agencies to implement. But central 
government, local government, housing associations and the private sector all have a vital 
role to play too. All should respond positively to this Report; and increase the quantity and 
improve the quality of the supply of rented housing.  
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List of recommendations 

Introduction 

1. We have throughout our inquiry continually returned to the same fixed point: the 
supply of homes is insufficient. If the recommendations we make here have a 
common theme, it is that all the actors—central government, local government, 
housing associations, and the private sector—need to redouble their efforts to 
increase supply. (Paragraph 3) 

The experience of tenants 

Perceptions of rented housing 

2. One key objective of any further reform of the private and social rented sectors has to 
be to challenge the unhelpful perception that renting is always second best. Whether 
from necessity or choice, significant numbers of people are and will continue to rely 
on the rented sector. Their needs and aspirations are every bit as important as those 
of homeowners. (Paragraph 19) 

Mixed communities 

3. We found a widespread degree of consensus among our witnesses that more effort 
must be put into creating mixed communities where the most vulnerable households 
and those on the lowest incomes are not concentrated into ghettos of deprivation, 
but live side by side with more affluent households. The need for more mixed 
communities has significant implications for the future delivery of the supply of 
rented housing. The creation of mixed communities to reduce social polarisation 
should pervade all spatial and housing policy; local authorities must be allowed the 
necessary freedoms to pursue this aim. We look for confirmation by the 
Government, and action on the part of local authorities to demonstrate, that mixed 
communities are being pursued as a long-term objective, and are not merely a 
desirable by-product of other means of dealing with the housing shortage such as 
infilling and the use of s.106 planning obligations. (Paragraph 24) 

Quality in the private rented sector 

4. We welcome the fact that the Government is to review the private rented sector, 
reversing a previous statement to us. The Government and the private rented sector 
itself need to face up to the poor quality and management of too much of the private 
rented stock. Tenants in the private sector can too easily be mistreated by their 
landlords, and a minority of private landlords are not fulfilling their obligations to 
their tenants to provide a decent home. The Government must address the bad 
practices of some landlords and letting agents by strengthening the regulatory 
approach to the private rented sector. Achievement of the aim of a decent home at an 
affordable price for private tenants depends on significant improvements in 
standards of management in the sector. (Paragraph 31) 
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Housing benefit 

5. Refusing to accommodate people just because they use housing benefit to support 
their needs is wrong. We recognise the problems landlords have faced when rent, 
through housing benefit, is not paid. CLG and DWP must monitor the 
implementation of the Local Housing Allowance very closely and address problems 
with delays in administration and payment rapidly to promote confidence within the 
private sector. If councils pay housing benefit promptly, it will remove all 
justification for discrimination by landlords against benefit claimants in the 
provision of housing.  (Paragraph 35) 

6. The complexity of the benefit system, especially as it operates during the transition 
into work, contributes to the creation of a poverty trap, and exacerbates the fears that 
people have of being unable to climb out of it. In areas where rents are high, this 
problem becomes particularly acute. There is an urgent need, as identified by the 
Freud report, to provide clearer guidance to benefit recipients about the network of 
benefits and credits that alter with income, and to ensure that they receive the 
necessary advice about the effects of increasing their income from work. But the 
operation of the various systems must also be better coordinated and made more 
flexible to take account of changes to individual circumstances, as well as to changes 
in the local housing market. We recommend that the Government take immediate 
steps to address these problems. (Paragraph 42) 

7. The single room rate effectively bars young people, many of whom have no hope of 
accessing social rented accommodation, from any real choice within the private 
sector either. We recognise that there would be a cost to removing the cap on 
housing benefit represented by the single room rate, but current policy is having a 
pernicious effect on many vulnerable young people. The Government must 
undertake further reform to the single room rate so that if the local housing market is 
such that a young person’s needs cannot be met through shared accommodation, 
there is flexibility for increasing their housing allowance. (Paragraph 44) 

Overcrowding and family homes 

8. We expect the Homes and Communities Agency, when it takes over from the 
Housing Corporation, to continue the Corporation’s policy of placing a particular 
financial emphasis on building and acquiring family homes. As many new social 
rented homes will be built through planning agreements, the HCA must support 
local authorities at all stages of the planning process to ensure that adequate family-
sized homes are built. (Paragraph 47) 

9. Welcome as measures to address overcrowding are, they will not be successful unless 
the Government addresses the issues of supply considered elsewhere in this Report. 
(Paragraph 48) 

10. While we welcome the Government’s commitment to reviewing the definition of 
overcrowding in 2009, amendments are long overdue. We recommend that when 
drawing up revisions to the overcrowding definition, CLG and the Homes and 
Communities Agency adopt an approach similar to that taken by English 
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Partnerships, by establishing minimum space standards and measures such as 
Lifetime Homes for all new homes, especially if built for, or used by, the social rented 
sector. (Paragraph 51) 

Tenant involvement 

11. Greater involvement of tenants in the management of their homes has significant 
potential to improve the experience of tenants and to contribute towards the wider 
aim of community empowerment. We recognise the progress which CLG, the 
Housing Corporation and social housing providers have made in this area. We 
recommend that the Government continue to extend the aim of tenant 
empowerment, which is one of the goals of its policy of stock transfer, across the 
whole of the social rented sector. In particular, we recommend that CLG undertake 
further investigation of the potential further to develop models where tenants jointly 
own the land and buildings around their home. Meanwhile, we encourage private 
landlords to continue their efforts to improve their relationship with tenants and to 
root out bad practice. (Paragraph 58) 

Social renting 

Declining stock and increasing backlog 

12. The recent upturn in completions of social rented properties and increases in 
funding are welcome. However, the result is still below the level of 50,000 per year 
which is needed to reduce the backlog significantly. The Government must be more 
ambitious in its delivery of new social rented homes by giving sufficient 
encouragement, resources and flexibility to all providers of social homes to increase 
supply. This includes measures to get better use out of the existing stock. (Paragraph 
63) 

Funding social rented homes 

13. We welcome the Government’s financial commitment to build more social housing. 
The sums announced are close to some independent estimates of the sums needed to 
meet additional demand for social rented housing. However, those funds will be 
spent not only on social rented housing but also on other forms of non-market 
housing. Consequently the Government is unlikely to be able in this spending period 
to reduce the backlog in need for social rented housing, and may not even be able to 
meet new demand. We recommend that the Government monitor the effect of its 
planned expenditure on the supply of social rented housing and be prepared to raise 
investment still further if, as we expect, it proves necessary. (Paragraph 68) 

14. The removal of the restrictions on the use of social housing grant is one example of 
how opening up the sector to new and innovative practices involving a range of 
housing developers and providers can increase the supply of badly needed affordable 
housing. We recommend that the Government seek more ways of encouraging 
“entrepreneurial organisations” from all sectors, including local authorities 
themselves, to strengthen this trend. (Paragraph 72) 
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15. If the supply of new housing is to be maximised, it is vital that the public sector 
achieve the best possible value for money. The new Homes and Communities 
Agency will have a vital role to play in ensuring that this is the case. We recommend 
that the HCA monitor the construction costs for new social housing and take all 
possible action to minimise cost inflation, to avoid social housing providers 
competing for scarce labour, and to prevent the sector being held to ransom because 
of the extent of the need for social housing. (Paragraph 76) 

16. The lack of a sufficient skilled labour force within the construction industry could 
restrict the construction of new homes for social and private rent. Urgent action is 
necessary to mitigate this risk. We support, in particular, the recommendation by the 
Callcutt Review that the HCA, central and local government and their agents should, 
when disposing of land for housebuilding, stipulate training conditions on main and 
sub-contractors in the terms of sale. (Paragraph 78) 

17. We recommend that the Homes and Communities Agency, once established, make 
it an early priority to establish a monitoring programme to examine the elements 
behind regional differences between unit costs of social rented homes more closely. 
By separating out the broad costs of development and then examining regional 
differences, the HCA should be able more effectively to anticipate future costs and 
examine the financial benefit that s.106 agreements provide. (Paragraph 82) 

Increasing use of planning obligations 

18. The use of planning obligations for delivering affordable homes has resulted in more 
affordable homes built as one-or two-bed flats rather than accommodation suitable 
for families, even though family accommodation is the stock for which there is the 
most significant unmet need. New supply has thus not been meeting the greatest 
housing need. We welcome the Government’s recognition of this trend and the steps 
which it has so far taken to counter it. We recommend that the Government 
continue to monitor trends in the construction of new social rented housing and be 
ready to take further action if the trend towards the construction of smaller flats 
rather than larger units continues. Efforts to secure more affordable housing will be 
wasted if they are not directed at the areas of greatest need. (Paragraph 90) 

19. The absence of public funds to support the purchase of homes delivered through 
planning agreements will tighten profits available to developers. Two consequences 
flow from this. First, there is a greater risk of protracted discussions between local 
authorities and developers, lengthening the time taken to approve applications and 
slowing the delivery of urgently-needed homes. Secondly, a continued squeeze on 
public subsidy for homes built through s.106 agreements will result in increased 
numbers of low-cost home ownership and other “affordable” homes which may not 
meet real housing needs. CLG and the Homes and Communities Agency must not 
lower the amount of social housing grant to support developments on s.106 to such 
an extent that developments which include the right proportion of social housing for 
the area are made unviable. We recommend that the HCA undertake regular 
regional reviews of the level of support provided for social homes built on s.106 sites 
and be flexible in its approach towards the level of grant provided in respect of 
individual sites which are critical to addressing local housing needs. (Paragraph 93) 
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20. We recommend that CLG issue guidance on when commuted payments are 
appropriate and in what circumstances the funds so raised may be used to support 
projects that do not fund the construction of affordable homes. (Paragraph 96) 

21. Local authorities must ensure that commuted payments are not used simply as an 
excuse to avoid mixed tenure in new developments. (Paragraph 97) 

22. There is no excuse for authorities taking commuted payments and then not spending 
the money on affordable housing. We recommend that CLG undertake further 
analysis to investigate the reasons for failures on the part of local authorities to spend 
commuted payments. We also recommend that local authorities not spending such 
payments and without an adequate expenditure strategy for the funds that they hold 
be obliged to pass on the funds to support other projects within their region. 
(Paragraph 99) 

23. We are concerned that the Housing Strategy Statistical Appendix might be 
inaccurately recording the level of commuted payments. We recommend that the 
Government undertake, as a matter of urgency, a more accurate investigation into 
the amount of money held by local authorities from commuted payments. 
(Paragraph 101) 

Regional pattern 

24. The Government has prioritised the areas which it perceives to be in greatest need; 
but thus far the investment it has allocated to these areas is not achieving a 
commensurate increase in supply. Meanwhile, significant “hotspots” of need remain 
in areas from which funding has been redirected: areas where it may be possible to 
deliver more, more quickly, with the money. We recommend that the Government, 
assisted by the Homes and Communities Agency, place more emphasis on 
deliverability when setting funding and completion targets. This can only be carried 
out through closer engagement with the local agents involved in delivery. (Paragraph 
110) 

Effects of Right to Buy 

25. The Government has acknowledged that receipts from right-to-buy sales need to be 
reinvested into new homes. Although those receipts are returned to housing through 
the national housing revenue account system, there does not appear to be a 
willingness from Government to allow receiving councils themselves to use those 
receipts to fund the construction or acquisition of new social rented homes. We urge 
the Government to make reforms to allow right-to-buy receipts, and any borrowing 
taken against this income, to be easily and rapidly used by councils to build much-
needed homes. (Paragraph 114) 

26. We support the aims of the right-to-buy policy, which has enabled many families to 
get on the housing ladder who would not otherwise have been able to do so. We are 
deeply concerned, however, about the impact on community cohesion in some areas 
of the country of the number of former council-owned homes which are now being 
rented privately, and about the effect of such sales on the availability of social rented 
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housing in those areas. We also note that, in areas where rents are high, many former 
council homes are being rented at very high rates back to councils to house the 
homeless. We recommend that the Government review the effect of right to buy on 
neighbourhoods and on the councils which have sold their houses under the policy, 
with a view to bringing forward further measures which will mitigate the adverse 
consequences of an otherwise successful policy. The review should also consider the 
extent to which the right to buy, if it is more prevalent on the more popular estates, 
can reduce rather than increase community and tenure diversity. (Paragraph 120) 

27. With the sector facing such acute shortages, particularly for houses for families, the 
right to buy (or acquire) should be tempered further. We recommend that the 
Government examine the adoption of an approach similar to that which we saw in 
the Netherlands, where social housing providers and the local authorities agree 
housing strategies including the volume of social rented homes to be sold within 
neighbourhoods. Such an approach should include an investment strategy for 
making the best use of capital receipts gained by building new properties and buying 
back those previously sold. Any restriction on sales must be clearly backed up by 
evidence that it will contribute to the aims envisaged and that it is supported by the 
communities concerned, and should be specifically targeted at the relevant property 
type or area under significant pressure. (Paragraph 124) 

‘Pepper-potting’ 

28. Pepper-potting within existing areas should be promoted more widely, but must be 
seen as a long-term plan and carried out in an open, planned and transparent way. 
We recommend that the Homes and Communities Agency take the lead in 
promoting this approach to pepper-potting. The Agency should assist the 
development of pepper-potting projects by local authorities and housing associations 
by devising ways of countering the potential adverse effects of buy-to-let and by 
monitoring the expeditious replacement of ‘pepper-potted’ social rented stock. We 
also recommend that guidance be issued to local authorities ensuring that new social 
and affordable housing built under s.106 agreements is mixed within developments 
and built to the same standards, not pushed away to discrete areas of larger sites. 
(Paragraph 131) 

Role of social renting within an ageing society 

29. Downsizing is an important component of the policy of using the stock more 
effectively, but any programme must treat each individual with the utmost care. 
While progress towards reducing under-occupation should be monitored, no local 
or national targets should be set. We recommend that the Government provide local 
authorities with more resources to offer a package of measures to support tenants 
who would consider downsizing, including adapting homes to suit tenants’ needs. 
We also recommend that all local authorities include provision for downsizing 
amongst the preferences which may be expressed in their allocation schemes for 
social housing; and that the Government press on urgently with the work which it is 
undertaking on national, regional and sub-regional mobility schemes, ensuring that 
those schemes include provision for downsizing. (Paragraph 135) 
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30. The publication of the Government’s strategy for housing in an ageing society 
demonstrates that the Government is taking account of the need for the social rented 
sector to provide different forms of care for more people as demographic patterns 
change. The social rented sector will have an important role in implementing the 
strategy. In developing the strategy further, and in particular when allocating 
resources, including from non-housing sources, for its implementation, we 
recommend that the Government take particular account of the distribution of the 
ageing population, for example in coastal and rural areas: demographic pressures are 
not uniform across the country. (Paragraph 138) 

Conclusion: the role of social renting 

31. The Government therefore faces a stark choice: does it retrench, leaving social 
housing as the sector of last resort; or is it prepared to make the investment and 
policy commitment necessary for social rented housing to play a full role in the 
creation of truly sustainable communities? (Paragraph 143) 

32. The Government and the wider social rented sector must reach a conclusion on 
whether social renting is to provide accommodation only for those who need it the 
most or whether the sector should be available to a wider range of people. For our 
part, we consider that social housing has a vital role to play in the creation of mixed 
and sustainable communities. Current Government policies and spending plans are 
insufficient to allow it to do so. There is no short-term fix to the current situation: 
sustained and substantial increases in spending, together with a firm policy 
commitment to the creation of mixed communities, will be needed over the medium 
to long term if social rented housing is to fulfil the aims envisaged for it. (Paragraph 
144) 

Private renting 

Role of the private sector 

33. The state of the housing market is such that we consider that there is a need to 
develop incentives for private sector landlords to offer longer tenancies to their 
customers. (Paragraph 150) 

34. The Government needs to recognise the benefits to both individuals and 
communities of offering more variety in the length of tenancies, and address the 
need for households in the private as well as the social rented sector to have stable 
homes provided through secure tenures. We recommend that the Government 
urgently undertake further work on developing secure tenures for the private sector. 
It should base this work on that already done by the Law Commission (Paragraph 
151) 

35. We are disappointed by the length of time it has taken CLG to address the findings of 
the Law Commission, particularly with regard to changes to the private rented 
sector. While the review of the private rented sector will be useful, it should not be 
used as an excuse for stalling further work on tenancy reform. (Paragraph 155) 
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36. We are attracted to the Law Commission’s proposal for tenancies based on mutual 
rights and obligations, which would offer scope for longer-term tenancies in the 
private sector. We recommend that the Government undertake further work on 
tenancy reform, building on the Law Commission’s proposals, without further delay. 
(Paragraph 158) 

Growth of private renting and buy-to-let 

37. The increase in the stock of private rented accommodation through buy-to-let 
investment has benefited the sector. However, this investment has had a small but 
nonetheless significant upward effect on house prices; and appears to be 
concentrated within markets in which first time buyers tend to compete. A better 
understanding of its effects will greatly assist the development of housing strategy 
and policy in the private rented sector. We recommend that CLG commission 
further research into the impact of buy-to-let on local housing markets, particularly 
where there has been a concentration of activity. (Paragraph 164) 

38. We recognise that the investment made through buy-to-let mortgages has helped to 
increase supply, but Government policy must reflect the fact that buy-to-let and 
other investment activity does not always benefit the aims of mixed communities. 
Following on from the experience of English Partnerships, we recommend that the 
Homes and Communities Agency consider how the use of its own resources, and 
those of other public sector bodies, can be used to encourage private investment to 
accord more closely with the aims of mixed communities. (Paragraph 166) 

39. We recommend that the Government investigate what fiscal measures would 
provide an incentive to property owners not to leave their properties empty for long 
periods. In the meantime, CLG must support local authorities in their efforts to 
prevent and reduce the incidence of buy-to-leave through investigating how they can 
better use their existing powers to bring empty dwellings into use, by providing 
additional funds to local authorities to target the worst-affected areas, and by 
ensuring that the information necessary to take action—on ownership, for 
example—is readily available. (Paragraph 173) 

Effect of students and migrants 

40. The Government needs to be alive to trends in buy-to-let investment and to their 
implications for housing policy. (Paragraph 177) 

41. We recommend that the Government undertake further research on the trends, 
patterns and needs of students and of migrants to better inform regional and local 
housing strategies. We welcome the recently-announced Government review “aimed 
at improving the management and conditions of people living in Houses in Multiple 
Occupation”, which will  have a particular focus on areas with a high concentration 
of HMOs housing students, but note that the focus of the review is narrow and will 
be insufficient of itself to meet the need for information which we identify. 
(Paragraph 182) 
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Licensing of houses in multiple occupation 

42. The Government failed to ensure consistent approaches from local authorities when 
it introduced measures to control HMOs. It also failed to ensure that local authorities 
were in a position to use the system effectively. Local authorities appear to have 
ended up concentrating their efforts on simply administering the licensing system, 
rather than using it effectively to tackle the most problematic landlords. We 
recommend that CLG assist local authorities in developing a more targeted approach 
which ensures that resources are focused on tackling the worst cases. (Paragraph 
186) 

43. We favour extending the requirements of the HMO regulations to cover a wider 
variety of houses in multiple occupation. Meanwhile, the Government must give 
local authorities the easiest possible access to the tools they need to do the job of 
regulating the worst examples of HMO abuse, particularly by streamlining the 
process of applying for extension of their discretionary HMO licensing powers. 
(Paragraph 188) 

Regulation 

44. There is a yawning gap between the rights of consumers who are purchasing a 
property through estate agents, and tenants of private landlords. Prospective and 
actual tenants in the private rented sector can face discrimination, retaliatory action, 
and general poor management of their home. A good basis exists in existing 
regulation, local authority accreditation schemes and the activity of trade bodies to 
introduce a system of accreditation similar to that which exists for estate agents, 
devised by trade bodies but reinforced by the involvement of local authorities, with 
the ultimate oversight of Oftenant. We recommend that the Government work with 
organisations in the private rented sector to develop a robust scheme which will 
enable tenants to gain redress against poor landlords. (Paragraph 195) 

45. We recommend that the Government’s review of the private rented sector consider 
and report on the merits of establishing an accreditation system under which letting 
agents, private landlords and housing associations would register the extent of their 
private property portfolio with the relevant local authority. Such a system would 
assist local authorities’ strategic housing and regulatory functions. The enforcement 
function would also rest with the local authority but only insofar as it was necessary 
to oversee how registered bodies process complaints, or how individual unregistered 
and unaccredited landlords manage their stock. (Paragraph 197) 

46. The review of the sector should also consider the establishment of a new regulatory 
system based on a carrot-and-stick approach which rewards responsible landlords 
with fewer repetitive regulatory hurdles and greater financial incentives such as 
rewards for investment in maintenance and energy efficiency. Landlords should have 
the choice whether they wish to use letting agents, which under our previous 
recommendation would be accredited and under the ultimate oversight of Oftenant, 
or similar management companies including housing associations; or undertake 
their own marketing and management and then be directly regulated by the local 
authority. Whichever route the landlord took, new properties would be required to 
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be registered with the relevant local authority when a tenant was found. (Paragraph 
198) 

47. Efficiencies have been introduced into the social rented sector; but these efficiencies 
have thus far been concentrated in the construction and refurbishment of homes, 
rather than in their use. The Government cannot build enough homes to meet the 
demand in the short term. We therefore endorse the conclusions of the Hills and 
Cave reviews that better management which uses the existing stock more efficiently 
is needed. (Paragraph 202) 

Housing providers 

Social renting 

48. The quality of the social rented stock cannot be detached from the question of overall 
supply. If no one wants to live in a home because of its poor physical or 
environmental quality, then it is not contributing to the overall supply. The 
Government is to be commended for introducing the Decent Homes programme 
and for the substantial progress which has been made on the programme, but an 
ongoing programme of maintenance and improvement of the social rented stock is 
still needed. Long-term funding for maintenance must be secure if the good work of 
the Decent Homes programme is not to be undone. We will be monitoring carefully 
the successor to the Decent Homes programme, both to ensure that the original 
objective of the programme is met and to see how the Government proposes to 
ensure the long-term high quality of the social rented stock. (Paragraph 207) 

49. Arms length management organisations have performed well in contributing to the 
implementation of the decent homes programme. There is now potential for them 
not only to build on these improvements by investing long-term in maintenance, but 
also to contribute to the addition of badly-needed new supply. We recommend that 
CLG retain and enhance this management model and confirm the future of ALMOs 
as soon as possible. (Paragraph 209) 

Regulation of social housing 

50. Significant amounts of public and private money are channelled into social housing, 
and effective regulation is essential both for proper democratic accountability and to 
retain the confidence of investors. All housing providers must recognise and account 
for the steps they take individually towards shared policy objectives. Nevertheless, 
there is scope for reducing the burden of regulation and freeing up housing 
providers’ resources for the vital task of improving supply. For this reason, we 
welcome the introduction of Oftenant, particularly the potential for domain-wide 
regulation and the explicit objective which it has been given to regulate in a manner 
which minimises interference. When forming the new regulatory framework, we 
expect Oftenant clearly to state and to consult on how its regulatory approach will 
achieve this objective. (Paragraph 217) 

51. If Oftenant becomes the domain-wide regulator, there should be the same single 
agency dealing with complaints from tenants of housing associations, currently 
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subject to Housing Ombudsman oversight, and local authorities, which are currently 
under the oversight of the Local Government Ombudsman. With greater interaction 
between local authorities and housing associations, an efficient dispute resolution 
system will be required. (Paragraph 218) 

Role of local authorities 

52. We do not expect local authorities now suddenly to become major developers of 
housing, but given that many remain as landlords, will continue to do so into the 
foreseeable future, and may want to build on land that they own, there should not be 
any impediment to them to doing so. (Paragraph 227) 

53. We recognise that the Government has taken some steps towards breaking down the 
barriers which prevent local authorities from building new homes. However, the 
“strategic” housing role which it chiefly envisages for local authorities, though 
important, does not address the desire within local authorities to enlarge the supply 
of council-owned stock and thereby give tenants a real choice of landlord. We 
recommend that CLG and its agencies take further steps to support and enable local 
authorities, in their place-shaping role, to add to the supply of social rented homes. 
In addition to the reform of the HRA for which we call elsewhere in this Report, such 
steps might include allowing councils to bid directly for social housing grant, the 
establishment of local housing companies, and ensuring the long-term future of 
ALMOs. In particular, the HCA will have an important role in promoting best 
practice and the development of these and other mechanisms to support and enable 
local authorities to add to their own housing stock. (Paragraph 230) 

54. The national Housing Revenue Account system creates uncertainty and resentment 
and does not reward best practice. There is widespread consensus that the system is 
not working. We welcome the Government’s attempts to investigate reform and look 
forward to seeing the results. We recommend that reforms to the system focus not 
only on removing from it the perverse incentives resulting from the subsidy system, 
but also on enabling councils to use the system either to build directly or to fund the 
construction of more social rented homes. (Paragraph 239) 

55. We recommend that guidance on the appropriate development of infilling schemes 
be made widely available to local authority planners. (Paragraph 245) 

Coordinating management of homes 

56. A consistent approach to the management of homes and surrounding facilities is 
needed. All local authorities should review the management of homes in their areas 
to draw upon efficiencies and improved processes that could be derived from better 
coordination. We recommend that CLG provide clear and appropriate guidance to 
authorities on reviewing management, and provide support to local authorities 
throughout this process. In addition, we recommend that a review of the principle of 
charging VAT for management services be undertaken, with a view to lowering the 
rate. (Paragraph 248) 
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Role of housing associations 

57. We recommend that CLG ensure that, through the rent restructuring process in 
particular, rents allow housing associations to devise and, more importantly, to 
implement viable new housing schemes. Oftenant and the Homes and Communities 
Agency must work very closely together to ensure that the rents are affordable to 
tenants but also economic to social housing providers. To this end, we recommend 
that they jointly publish an annual report on how they have coordinated rents and 
the level of subsidy for building new social rented homes. (Paragraph 252) 

58. The Housing Corporation has been right to expect housing associations to use their 
built-up surpluses as effectively as possible to build more homes and increase the 
supply of social rented housing. Following passage of the Housing and Regeneration 
Bill, Oftenant and the Homes and Communities Agency will need to work very 
closely together to undertake effective monitoring of the financial capacity within 
housing associations. We recommend that these agencies seek not only to ensure 
that surpluses are used effectively, but to persuade housing associations which are 
not using their assets in the most efficient manner to work towards a position where 
they, too, can help to meet the urgent need for more housing stock. (Paragraph 255) 

59. The Government is right to encourage housing associations to diversify into other 
private and social enterprises. Additional income can support the construction of 
new homes, and housing associations can make a vital contribution towards making 
communities more sustainable. There is plenty of room for further and wider 
development of this activity, building on the strengths of each housing association. 
We recommend that Oftenant, the Homes and Communities Agency and the 
Government all take further steps to encourage housing associations to diversify 
from their core programmes. At the same time, the risks involved must be closely 
monitored. We therefore further recommend that the Government examine the 
viability and benefit to social housing providers of the introduction of financial 
guarantees such as are offered in the Netherlands, to mitigate the risks involved in 
investment in non-core and income-earning activities. The provision of such 
backing should be dependent upon a satisfactory assessment of the quality of 
management of the housing association concerned. (Paragraph 266) 

Worklessness, benefits and the role of social landlords 

60. Worklessness is a complex issue and it will need intervention from a wide variety of 
different bodies if it is to be tackled successfully. Social housing providers can and 
should play their role in this, but it is crucial that they be able to focus on their core 
tasks of making better use of the existing stock and constructing badly needed new 
homes. (Paragraph 271) 

61. Social housing providers should be mindful of the negative consequences of 
polarising worklessness and deprivation within their housing, and should take 
whatever steps they can to address or avoid them. In particular, their allocation 
schemes should be designed so as to enable the movement of tenants who are 
making a genuine attempt to become more engaged in employment, including self-
employment. We recommend that CLG enable housing associations and local 
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authorities to trial alternative weightings within allocations and choice-based letting 
schemes designed to increase mobility in employment. We also recommend that 
CLG ensure that other relevant government departments, notably the Department 
for Work and Pensions, support that process. We would not, however, support any 
change which made security of tenure conditional on seeking employment. 
(Paragraph 273) 

Choice-based lettings 

62. We recommend that CLG take steps to demonstrate that it is treating the 
improvement and development of choice-based letting schemes to a national level as 
a high priority. (Paragraph 281) 

Temporary-to-settled schemes 

63. Necessary though they may be, reforms of the housing benefit system must not result 
in, as one of our witnesses put it, “throwing the baby out with the bathwater” when it 
comes to temporary-to-settled schemes. We recommend that, in implementing those 
reforms, the Government ensure the continued viability of temporary-to-settled 
schemes and the opportunity which they represent to use public funds which would 
otherwise only benefit a private landlord to increase the supply of social rented 
homes improved to a decent standard. We recognise that it is a costly approach, but 
so is paying for private accommodation for homeless households. (Paragraph 300) 

64. Meanwhile, we emphasise once again the importance of increasing the supply of 
social rented housing. Only by increasing that supply can the huge long-term costs of 
housing benefit, not to mention the misery of households forced to live in poor 
quality temporary accommodation, be reduced. (Paragraph 301) 

Private rented sector 

65. Complaints about the burden of regulation on investment in the private rented 
sector are understandable, but we are not convinced that the effect of regulation is to 
disadvantage larger institutions, either by comparison with other investors or by 
comparison with alternative investment possibilities. Nonetheless we recommend 
that, when reviewing the future of regulation of the private rented sector, the 
Government investigate the potential for improvements to the regulatory process to 
encourage further investment from larger institutions to improve supply. (Paragraph 
304) 

66. The tax system should not impede or deter any housing provider from taking the 
steps necessary to improve the supply of rented housing. We recommend that CLG 
investigate, in cooperation with the Department for Business, Enterprise and 
Regulatory Reform and the Treasury, reforming the taxation system and introducing 
other measures:  

• to promote greater institutional investment in the private rented sector;  
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• to encourage higher standards of maintenance and responsible 
management of homes;  

• to promote greater investment in energy efficiency; and  

• to enable the greatest possible amount of money to be available for 
improvement of the supply of rented housing, including abolishing 
corporation tax on cross-subsidy deals by housing associations where it can be 
demonstrated that the proceeds are being used for the provision of affordable 
housing. (Paragraph 308) 
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Annex: Summary of visits undertaken 

Summary of the Committee’s visit to Regent’s Park and North 
Kensington, London, 6 March 2007 

The Committee visited a number of homes in London, in the constituency of Karen Buck 
MP, meeting tenants and residents and seeing at first hand the housing conditions they 
were experiencing. The visit provided an opportunity to understand tenants’ experiences 
such as waiting to be housed, and the quality of the accommodation, as well as their 
aspirations. Both areas visited are within the 20 most deprived wards in London.  

The Committee met:  

• a family of five living in a one-bedroom flat rented through a housing 
association, and heard from the parents how difficult it was for their children 
to find space and quiet to study at home 

• tenants living in temporary accommodation for which substantial rents—up to 
£480 a week—were charged. Residents told how the poverty trap prevents their 
entering work because they might no longer be able to afford their rents 

• a doctor and his wife, who, in the absence of key worker housing for doctors, 
and with three children, including a baby, rented a single-bedroom flat for £75 
a week.  

Summary of the Committee’s visit to Manchester, 12 and 13 March 
2007 

Meeting with Manchester City Council and Manchester-Salford Pathfinder 

Present: Sir Richard Leese, Leader; Cllr Eddy Newman, Executive Member for Housing; 
Eamonn Boylan, Deputy Chief Executive; Mike Reardon, Director of Neighbourhood 
Services; Deborah McLaughlin, Director of Housing; and Ian Slater, Director of 
Manchester-Salford Pathfinder. 

Topics discussed: Housing need in greater Manchester; population changes, including 
migration and changing birth rates; private rented housing; ALMOs; the quality of housing 
stock; affordability, rent levels and the right to buy; housing allocations. 

Tour of Miles Platting and Brunswick 

The Committee visited two large brownfield sites being developed for housing (the 
Manchester City football ground development site and a further site at Brunswick). Both 
involve private finance initiative funding and include low-cost home ownership options. 

Meeting with North-West Housing Forum and rural representatives 

Present: Cllr George Davies, Wirral Borough Council; Deborah McLaughlin; Bob 
Osbourne, Salford City Council; Sue Powell, NWHF; Julie Monk, Eden District Council; 
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Robert Cogings, Derbyshire Dales District Council; and Andy Cooper, Peak District 
National Park Authority. 

Topics discussed: The differences in affordability issues between the north and the south of 
England; increasing pressures on the social rented housing market, including a shift from 
private rented housing and migration patterns; funding issues relating to the north and 
south of England; overcrowding; the need to improve transport infrastructure. 

Merseyside Registered Social Landlords 

Present: Hugh Owen, Divisional Director of the Riverside Group; Paul Smith, Group 
Director of Investment for Arena Housing Association; Sasha Deepwell, Assistant Chief 
Executive of Plus Housing Group; and Tony Dunne, Group Director of Investment for 
Vicinity Housing Group. 

Topics discussed: Social housing in Liverpool and the changing priorities of planning; the 
use of Section 106 agreements; changing patterns of demand for social rented housing; 
housing associations; rent restructuring; renewal areas and public funding. 

Summary of the Committee’s visit to the Netherlands, 27-28 March 
2007 

Vestia Housing Association, Rotterdam 

Present: Kees Elgershuizen, Director of Vestia; Arjenne Jetzes, Project Development 
Manager. 

Topics discussed: The long-term development of Dutch social housing policy and its place 
as a major Dutch housing tenure; the role of privately funded and freestanding housing 
associations in providing it; the breadth of services offered to social tenants, including 
repairs, maintenance and estate agency; the local government structure within which 
housing associations work; and the nature of tenants themselves. 

Ms Jetzes also conducted the Committee on a tour of Jordkikerveld, a Vestia housing 
project in Rotterdam, South, mixing high-rise blocks of flats with smaller-scale housing 
units in their own grounds. 

VROM—Minister of Housing, Spatial Planning and the Environment, The 
Hague 

Present: Huib van Eyk, Director of International Affairs; and Dr Veronica van Berkel-Van 
den Honert, clustermanager. 

Topics discussed: The political situation and the recent change of Dutch Government; the 
context of the role of social housing across Europe and within the Netherlands; the 
significance of housing associations in providing 2.4 million homes; the legal framework 
regulating housing association operations; the financing of housing associations; the 
growth of private rental and home ownership; tenants’ rights. 
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Association of Netherlands Municipalities (VNG) 

Present: Gerard de Goede, Director of European Affairs; and Dr Wil Prins, Senior Adviser 
of Habitat Platform. 

Topics discussed: the interaction between local municipal government and the housing 
associations; the financing of housing associations and social housing; the extent of the 
social housing market in the Netherlands; the legal framework; the nature of social housing 
and its fit with other housing tenures. 

AEDES (the housing association representative body), Hilversum 

Present: Willem van Leeuwen, Chairman; and Alexander Luitjen, Senior Policy Officer. 

Topics discussed: the changing nature of housing associations and their consolidation; the 
role and importance of housing associations in Dutch social housing policy and provision; 
changing social structures and multiculturalism; the quality of social housing stock; the 
financial structure of housing associations; the rights of tenants and the role of local 
government in regulating the housing associations; the rules affecting social housing 
financing and development of new build. 
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Formal minutes 

Monday 21 April 2008 

Members present: 

Dr Phyllis Starkey, in the Chair 

Sir Paul Beresford 
Mr Clive Betts 
John Cummings 
Jim Dobbin 
Mr Greg Hands 

 Anne Main 
Mr Bill Olner 
Dr John Pugh 
Emily Thornberry 

 

 Supply of Rented Housing 

Draft Report (Supply of Rented Housing), proposed by the Chairman, brought up and read. 

Ordered, That the Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph. 

 Summary read and postponed. 

Paragraphs 1 to 6 read and agreed to.  

 Paragraph 7 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 8 and 9 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 10 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 11 to 13 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 14 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 15 and 16 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 17 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 18 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 19 to 36 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 37 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 38 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 39 to 45 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 46 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 47 to 58 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 59 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 60 to 82 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 83 read, amended and agreed to. 
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 Paragraph 84 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 85 to 87 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 88 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 89 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 90 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 91 to 111 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 112 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 113 to 119 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 120 read. 

 Amendment proposed, in line 11, delete from “The” to the end of the paragraph.—(Anne Main.) 

 Question put, That the Amendment be made. 

 The Committee divided. 

   Ayes, 4     Noes, 5 

Sir Paul Beresford 
Mr Greg Hands  
Anne Main 
Dr John Pugh 
 

 Mr Clive Betts 
John Cummings 
Jim Dobbin 
Mr Bill Olner 
Emily Thornberry 

 

Question accordingly negatived. 

 Paragraph agreed to. 

Paragraphs 121 to 131 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 132 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 133 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 134 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 135 to 147 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 148 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 149 to 160 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 161 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 162 to 170 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 171 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 172 to 181 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 182 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 183 to 193 read and agreed to. 
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 Paragraph 194 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 195 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 196 to 201 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 202 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 203 and 204 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 205 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 206 to 215 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 216 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 217 to 226 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 227 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 228 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 229 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 230 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 231 to 247 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 248 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 249 to 276 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 277 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 278 to 305 read and agreed to. 

 Paragraph 306 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 307 to 309 read and agreed to. 

Paragraph 310 read, amended and agreed to. 

 Paragraphs 311 to 314 read and agreed to. 

 Annex agreed to.  

Summary amended and agreed to. 

Motion made, and Question put, That the Report, as amended, be the Eighth Report of the 
Committee to the House.—(The Chairman.) 
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The Committee divided. 

  Ayes, 6     Noes, 3 

Mr Clive Betts 
John Cummings 
Jim Dobbin 
Mr Bill Olner 
Dr John Pugh 
Emily Thornberry  

 Sir Paul Beresford 
Mr Greg Hands  
Anne Main 

 

Question accordingly agreed to. 

Resolved, That the Report, as amended, be the Eighth Report of the Committee to the House. 

Ordered, That the Chairman make the Report to the House. 

Ordered, That embargoed copies of the Report be made available, in accordance with the provisions 
of Standing Order No. 134. 

  

 

[Adjourned till Tuesday 22 April 2008 at 10 a.m. 
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Witnesses 
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Mr Adam Sampson, Director, and Mr Mark Thomas, Head, Policy Unit, 
Shelter Ev 1

Lord Best OBE, Director, and Mr Andrew Barnett, Director of Policy 
Development and Communications, Joseph Rowntree Foundation Ev 6

Ms Terrie Alafat, Director of Housing Strategy and Support, Mr Andrew 
Wells, Director of New Homes and Sustainable Development, and Mr John 
Daniels, Policy Adviser, Private Rented Sector Housing, Department for 
Communities and Local Government Ev 10

Monday 15 January 2007 

Mr Blasé Lambert, Treasurer, and Mr Nic Bliss, Chair, Confederation of Co-
operative Housing; Mr Michael Gelling, Chair, and Ms Cora Carter MBE, 
Secretary, Tenants’ and Residents’ Organisations of England (TAROE); Mr 
Terry Edis, Chair, and Mr Trevor Bell, Co-ordinator, National Federation of 
Tenant Management Organisations (NFTMO) Ev 18

Councillor Bob Copland, Housing Portfolio Holder, Mr Alan Davies, 
Corporate Services Director, and Mr Steve Clark, Assistant Director, Housing, 
Nuneaton and Bedworth Borough Council Ev 23

Councillor Angela Harvey, Cabinet Member for Housing, and Ms Rosemary 
Westbrook, Director of Housing, Westminster City Council Ev 26

Mr Bernard Gallagher, CEO, Regenda Housing Group, and Ms Deborah 
McLaughlin, Director of Housing, Manchester City Council Ev 30

Monday 22 January 2007 

Mr Karl Tupling, Director of Housing, Sheffield City Council, and Mr Peter 
Morton, CEO, Sheffield Homes 

Ev 33

Mr Peter Walls, Group Chief Executive, and Mr John Craggs, Deputy Chief 
Executive, Sunderland Housing Group, Mr Chris Langstaff, Managing 
Director, and Ms Catherine Park, Director of Finance, Hounslow Homes 

Ev 37

Mr Dennis Rees, Chair, National Federation of ALMOs, and Chair of Derby 
Homes, Mr Mike Owen, Steering Group Co-ordinator, and Executive 
Director, Carrick Housing, and Ms Gwyneth Taylor, Policy Officer, National 
Federation of ALMOs 

Ev 42

Mr Mark Davies, Chief Executive, Connaught plc Ev 45
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Monday 5 February 2007 

Professor Michael Ball, and Mr Adrian Turner, Chief Executive, Association 
of Residential Letting Agents (ARLA), and Mr Mike Stimpson  Ev 48 

Mr Rupert Dickinson, Chief Executive, Grainger Trust Plc, and Mr Andy 
Leahy, Managing Director, Bespoke Property Group, British Property 
Federation Ev 52 

Mr Matthew Gardiner, Board Member, National Housing Federation, and 
Chief Executive, Trafford Housing Trust, Mr Gavin Smart, Assistant Director 
of Research and Futures, and Ms Teresa Butchers, Chief Executive, Devon 
and Cornwall Housing Association, National Housing Federation, and Mr 
David Cowans, Chief Executive, and Mr Richard Bayley, Group Head of 
Research, Planning and Performance, Places for People Ev 56

Mr John Walker, Chief Executive, English Partnerships, Mr Peter Dixon, 
Chairman, and Mr Richard Hill, Director of Investment, Programmes and 
Procurement, Housing Corporation Ev 59

Monday 19 March 2007 

Professor John Hills, Director of the ESRC Research Centre for Analysis of 
Social Exclusion, London School of Economics 

Ev 63

Monday 16 April 2007 

Mr Bob Young, Chief Executive Officer, and Mr Ashley Horsey, Commercial 
Director, Local Space Limited 

Ev 73

Thursday 19 April 2007 

Yvette Cooper MP, Minister for Housing and Planning, Ms Terrie Alafat, 
Director of Housing Strategy and Support, and Mr Peter Ruback, Deputy 
Director, Affordable Housing Division, Department for Communities and 
Local Government 

Ev 80
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